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ABST'RACT

lVithin the field of architecture there have been relatively few attempts to make use

of anthropology in critical readings of buildings designed by architects. This thesis is

centred around the case study of a buitding, constructed in 1.992, in a town of 2600

people in weste¡n Saskatchewan. Together with an analysis of the ordering principtes

behind the architecturat expression of the buiì.ding, the critical framework of 'key symbols'

from the fietd of anthropotogy is employed to investigate the symbolic importance of

the buitding. A close reading of the design process, along with an analysis of the

symbolic importance of the building is provided. The specific actions of the architect in

relation to the symbolic importance of the building are discerned, showing that through

the design of the building the architect made a substantiat contribution to the process

of symbotic toading.

The building has been generaþ welt received by the community, for which it is a key

summarizing symbol. Further, it is found that atthough the buitding is formalty and

visualty dissimiLar from its built context, the townspeopte do not view the building as

an aberration, as the buitding is consistent with the community's coltective self-concept.

The results oftwo papers on the subject of contextualism in urban design are discussed

in light of the findings of the case study. Although it has atready been shown that most

imptementations of contextualism suffer from ilt-defined and tautologicat guidetine

statements, this thesis questions the viabitity of contextualism by virtue of its emphasis

on visual and format aspects of the buitt environment.

KEYWORDS: ARCHITECTURE, ANTHROPOLOGY, SYMBOLISM, CONTEXTUALISM
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PREFÅCE

Issues of symbotism in architecture have been discussed fairly reguiarly throughout

my architectural education (1). In one particular design studio named "Artifact X", my

ctassmates and I were asked, amongst other things, to design something symbolic. My

first reaction was that the achievement of this task was improbabte. It struck me that

it was presumptuous to assume that one coutd make rynrbots for other people, since the

processes behind symbots were likely uncontroltable. However, as was later pointed out

to me by John Matthiasson, an anthropologist, anyone can indeed create a symbot, and

do so instantaneously, as long as there is a consensus. In retrospect, I see that my

confusion toward the task set to us in that design studio was largety due to us being

asked not onty to create something symbolic through design, but that the product

should be sacred. It is not very likety that the preconditions for a sacred synrbot could

be arrived at instantaneoustY.

It maybe a chaltenge to intewene into

existing synrbolic systems and to create

new symbolic systems, but sYmbolic

importance in the built environment is

prevalent eve4rwhere. Take for example,

two buiLdings in Hughton, Saskatchewan

(figs. 1,2). In 1959, the town of Hughton

was quickly becoming a ghost town. The

peopte in Hughton recognized this and

became actively involved in a variety of

efforts aimed at saving the town. They

raised funds and buitt two new buitdings,

a community hatt (fig. 2) and a curling

rink (fig. 1). In retrospect, Hughton was

' - 'r: : r':r:

:' : ,. ,... i::.-._ .i'.a

Figure 1. Curting rink, Hughton, Saskatchewan

'int: *.,- *,,,., 1Tî' i'

ÞËî -

...''

Figure 2. Community ha[[, Hughton, Saskatchewan



dead before they began, a¡d now there are only a handfut of buildings and a few residences

in the town. The community hatt and the curling rink are symbotic of the communal

effort to save the town, and its faiture. The only physical change to the buildings has

been the addition of the iarge overhead door to the curling rink, to accommodate its

present function as an agricultural storage buitding.

For a more obvious example, consider the modifications to some council housing

blocks in Aberdeen, Scotland (figs. 3, 4,

5). These townhouse-styte flats were

constructed in the early 1950's by the

locat authorities and have been rented

out to the residents until recentþ A

few years ago residents had the option

to buy their homes at a greatly reduced

price, which a few of them have done.

Figures 3 through 5 show modifications

undertaken by residents who now have

a freehotd on their homes. The figures

also indicate a progression of three

different types of display. Figure 3 shows

a home where the facade has had new

harling (simitar to stucco, but made up

of tiny stones, usuatty granite in

Aberdeen) applied to their section of the

facade. In many cases, the originat

harting is in need of repair, so the facade

in figure 3 likely the result of a

straightforward, pragmatic decision on

Figure 3. CounciI housing, Aberdeen, Scottand

Figure 4. CounciI housing, Aberdeen, Scotland

Figure 5. CounciI housing, Aberdeen, Scottand
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behatf of the owners to maintain their property at a certain standard. The home shown

in figure 4 is stightty different. Although harling has been applied in a similar fashion,

smatl parts of the exterior have been painted white as wetl. The painting of the exterior

offers no improvement to the tongevity of the buitding envelope, so one may assume

that the paint is decoration, meant to improve the image of the owner, or to satisfu

their aesthetic preferences. The last image, figure 5, shows the home of a resident who

has painted their section of the facade, thus the decoration of their home may be

considered solely a display of ownership.

From these ordinary examples, one can deduce that symbotism can ptay an important

role in most architectural projects, and not only in projects with an obvious and expected

symbolic value, such as with museums, churches, art gatleries, and city halls.

I chose to investigate the credit union

building in Rosetown, Saskatchewan,

Canada as the subject of a case study in

this thesis (right. and see Appendices A

and B for exterior and interior

photographs). The summer before i

began this thesis, I was visiting with my

Grandmother who tived in Rosetown, a

town of 2600 inhabitants in

southwestern Saskatchewan. My father

grew up in Rosetown, and I grew uP

visiting there. At the time of my visit, a

new buüding was being corstructed on

Main Street, and it was different from

all the other buitdings around it. For

Credit union buitding, Rosetown, Saskatchewan

(fis. ee (A-z))

Figure 6. Post ofñce. Rosetown, Saskatchewan
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one thing, it was an'object'buitding - it stood out as a distinct object in the streetscape,

similar to the post office (fig. 6, previous page). The rest of Main Street was made up of

smalter buitdings, their facades linked together in a continuous row (figs. 7-13, foltowing

pages).

That same visit, I spoke about the building with two residents. The first didn't reaþ

know what to think about the building, but thought it was "kind of ugly." The other, a

shopkeeper on Main Street, was very enthused about the new building. For him, it was

comptetety in context; Rosetown was a strong, progressive town with a viabte economy,

and the building objectified this.

In my experience of architecture school, being sensitive to context is a common goat,

and investigating context made up the bulk of the group research that we undertook in

our studio projects. In the case of the credit union however, its importance as a symbot

is consistent with townspeople's self-concept, aì.though it is visuaþ different from its

built context.
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1.1 F{YPOT¡4EsES

The goats of this thesis are tw,ofold: To examine a buitding project, designed by a

registered architect, where the buitding has acquired symbolic importance for a given

group of people; then to discern the specific actions of the architect which contribute

to the symbolic importance of the building. Therefore, the two hypotheses are: (1) the

Rosetown and District Credit Union (RDCU) buitding is symbolically important to the

inhabitants of Rosetown, and (2) the design of the building ptayed an role in the

construction of the buitding's symbolic importance. The second hypothesis refers to

what anthropotogists know as the process of 'symbolic loading'.

T"2 METHODOLOGY

The four main methods used in the case study were: interviews with key informants,

architectural analysis, a literature survey of previous work on symbotism in architecture,

and a review of other sources on the town.

The critical framework from the field of anthropology, key symbots (0rtner 1973),

was used to investigate and describe its symbolic importance" The investigation of the

credit union buitding proceeded with the premise that the buitding was a key symbol, as

described in section 3.2. The framework of key symbols and the approach of the

investigation is aligned with an interpretive approach to ethnography, toward a 'thick

description'(Geertz 7973, ch. 1).

The architectural analysis draws upon the skitls the author has been developing

white studying in the Faculty of Architecture. Visual, spatial, functional, and geometricat

systems of the buitding form the basis of this study. 0ther more external factors such as

the effect on the streetscape and the position and orientation of the buitding on its site

are also discussed. This type of analysis is derived almost completely from the anatysis

and interpretation of architectural design drawings and construction documents.
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A key informant is a person who one could assume would speak for a targe number of

people within a given group. Also, key informants tend to have a special position

within a group, pariicular knowledge, insight, or experience which makes them valuable

resources for an ethnographer.

For the Rosetown case study, the central key informants were the architect and the

credit union (CU) informant. Other key informants were found through questioning of

townspeople and ex-townspeople. The process invotved giving a verbal description of

the autho/s thesis topic area to an informant and then asking "who would be a good

person to speak with?". Certain names came up consistentty, and these people were

pursued as key informants. The key informants aìso suggested other possible interviewees

during interviews, which were also pursued.

Most of the key informants were retirement age and above, white mates who had

üved in Rosetown most of their lives. Untit recently, this woutd have accurately reflected

the type of people who have historicatty held prominent positions in the community

(2).

0f the informants the author spoke with. 34 are considered to have been interviewed.

An interview involved the questioning of the informant in particutar topic areas (see

foltowing section), taking notes during one or more interviews, summarizing the interview

notes, and the interpretation of the responses. 0f the 34 informants interviewed, 13,

including the architect and client representative, are considered by the author to be key

informants. Four of the key informants were sources specificaþ for the description of

the agricultural industry at the time surrounding the construction of the credit union

building. The other nine key informants were sources for all the topic areas being

pursued in the thesis.
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"I've never really thought about it... Butwhen I thill1 of jt_I-lgok to the future". (Response

of a key informantiegarding the sSrmbolic content of the RDCU)

Four main topic areas were pursued in the interviews:

The credit union as one of the town's institutions

The credit union building and its symbolic content

Main Street and its symbolic content

A CBC newsprogram which aired in 1992 (CBC 199?)

A concerted attempt was made to have each informant speak to each of these topic

areas, and the informants were encouraged to offer any anecdotal evidence they saw as

retevant. Anecdotal evidence is crucial to this type of study.

The CBC newsprogram noted above proved to be a very useful toot in the interviews.

The topic of the newsprogram was the state of the agriculhual economy and diversification

in farming. Rosetown was used as the paradigm of a smatl prairie town. However, many

of the townspeople disagreed with the portrayal of Rosetown in the newsprogram and

found the subject matter somewhat sensational (see section 4.5). Att the key informants

expressed an opinion on the newsprogram, even though it aired three to four years

previous to the interviews.

The tength of each interview with the key informants was consistent at approximately

two hours. With one exception, alt the key informants were interviewed at their homes

or places of business, other informants were contacted largely by telephone.

Different classes of informant and orders of response became clear upon anatysis of

the interview notes. There are two ctasses of informant. The first consists of the CU

informant and the architect. The second coruists of all the others. The CU informant

and the architect may be classified separatety because their understanding of the synrbolic
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nature of the object (the credit union building) is generative in a conceptual sense,

versus perceptuat; their vantage point was qualitatively different from the other

informants. Then there are classes of responses, which the author has named low,

middle, and high order responses, meant to indicate a progression from vague and

undefined at one end (tow order), and complex and welt defined at the other (high

order). What is interesting is where the client and architect fit into this progression.

The towest order of response was from people who had never thought of the buitding

or Main Street in the manner in which the interview was directing them to, at certain

points. These informants were further unable to comment explicitly on some of the

subject matter presented in the interview, for example, the symbolic content of Main

Street. They would stilt respond to the question asked, but their answers were tangential

and led the author to rephrase the question or approach the subject again tater. The

author found these informants to be much more difficuttto interview, as the interpretation

of their responses required substantiat effort, compared with the responses from other

informants who would make explicit statements on a given topic area.

The middte order of responses consisted of the type of response from people who had

not considered their environment in expticit symbolic terms, but who coutd make the

leap, with varying ease, to comment on what was usuaþ a backdrop to their lives. The

informant who made the statement quoted at the beginning of this section is good

example. The free responses the informant gave during the interview were reserved and

reflective. In other cases these informants would easiþ speak to a topic at a fairly high

levet. They were able to teave their usuaL frame of reference and comment on their

environment in a more detached manner than their daity life would ask of them. After

speaking with the architect, the author would include him in this group. Undoubtedly'

he was dealing with issues of symbolism while designing the building, but his thoughts

in these areas appear to have been targety unconscious, intuitive, and task-oriented.

Most of the key informants responses fett within this middle order of response.
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The highest order of response came from two of the key informants, an ex-mayor, and

the town archivist. (The town archivist has written on the history of the town, and

been the impetus for the archive at the Rosetown library). Both of their responses were

very ideological in nature and the ex-mayor gave highly articulate and direct answers to

the author's questions. Their responses were surprisingty corsistent with each other, in

a complementary fashion.

Where the CU informant's responses fit into this ordering system is not easily

discernible. The CU informant, üke the architect, was more aware of the symbolic issues

that the other informants. However, this may be ex officío rather than a conscious

effort on the CU informant's part, as the CU informant's main intent was the satisfactory

construction of their new buitding. Still, the CU buitding committee's demands on the

architect were progressively aimed at accomplishing as much as possible within their

idea of what would be found acceptabte by the public (3). This indicates that the CU

buitding committee and the CU informant had formed articulate ideas of the nature of

the town's public syrnbolic system. Therefore, the responses of the CU informant seem

to vary between the middte and high orders.

1"5 OTFIER SOURCES

The tibraries on campus provided the literary sources the author refers to in the

literature survey regarding symbolism in architecture and the social sciences. The

document delivery system was used to obtain copies of microfilm, microfiche, and

periodical articles. The Avery I¡dex to Architechual Periodicals CD-R0M in the architecture

library is where autìor found references to most of the periodical articles obtained

through Document Delivery. Atl the architecturat drawings were made available to the

author by the architect.
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The Rosetown library has a small archive on the town, including a cottection of some

four hundred btack and white photographs, some of which have been inciuded in this

thesis. The author also searched the Saskatchewan Archives Board cotlections in Regina

and Saskatoon. Most of the autho/s time at the coltections was spent at the Saskatoon

branch of the Archives Board at the University of Saskatchewan, reviewing the Rosetown

Eagle newspaper (EAGLE) on microfilm from the four years previous to the construction

of the buitding onward. There were a few relevant documents in the Regina archive.

The author has also hetd a subscription to the EAGLE for approximately two years.

One of the key informants has written two pieces on the history of town. which were

given to the author at our interview. Two maps and a magazine article (Sterling L993)

were given to the author by the town office, where the author also purchased one of

their promotional videos (Brown 1994). A Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC)

tetevision movie (CBC 1959), a CBC newsprogram (CBC 799?), and a University of

Saskatchewan Extension Department video (Baker 1980) were viewed. These were

obtained through the University of Saskatchewan audiovisual library and Visuat Resources

at CBC Toronto.

The CU informant gave the author a copy of the Criticat Design Requirements (CDR)

which were given to the architect during the design of the building. (This is exptained

further in section 5).

1"6 COh{TEKTUALTSM

One of the issues which fust attracted the autho/s attention to the RDCU building

was that it was dissimitil from the buitdings surrounding it. The nahre of the retatiorrhip

between the RDCU buitding and its built context has imptications for a widely used and

accepted design principle, contextualism. fu mentioned in the preface, contexlualism

has also been a consensual goat during the autho/s architecturat eduction at the

University of Manitoba.
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Contextualism is based on the assumption that buitdings that are formaþ simitar to

their buitt conteNt are preferable to buildings that are dissimitar (4). Two recent studies

by Day (1.992) and Stamps (199a) use experimental approaches to the study of

contextualism, and are introduced in the foltowing two sections to be held as references

to the Rosetown case study. Both Day and Starnps are discussed in light of the findings

of the case study in section 7. The Day study is relevant because of its unsuspected

findings, and the Stamps study is retevant because it is extensive and confirms its

respondents preference for contextualism.

1,"7 T!-IE DAV STI'DV OF Ah{ ATTEMPT COruTEKTUAL COMPATTBTLITV

In 1992, a study was pubtished about the new development at Lowertown, St. Paut,

Minnesota (Day 1992). A large new buitding was buitt in an area deemed "historic" with

the intent that the revitalized area woutd become the catalyst for redevelopment of the

Lowertown area. The project, Galtier Ptaza, is a 1.3 million square foot building with

two tatt towers. The City of St. Paut, the Minnesota Historical Society, the Lowertown

Redevelopment Corporation, and the architect of Galtier Plaza, attempted to ensure

that the design of the new building would be contextuatþ compatible with the existing

buiLdings. This contextual compatibility was pursued by saving and reconstructing the

facades of some of the buildings which had been torn down, then re-erecting and

integrating them in the design of the new Gattier Ptaza (with considerable expense).

However, it is not clear from the study if the reuse of the old facades was the onty way

which was attempted to ensure that the new, and comparativety large, Galtier ptaza

would be successfuþ integnted into the historic district of Lowertown.
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The theoreticat background to the study is that a variety of factors affecting American

downtowns, issues of contextual compatibility, historic preservation, and placemaking,

are becoming more valued. The author, Linda Day, adds that there is a consensus that

"contextual fit" is desirable, referencing two books on the fuilure of modern architecture,

but without defining what contextuat fit is.

Day used a multiple sort task (a technical term) to ascertain the level of success of

the design in regards to contextuat compatibility. Seventy-three respondents were

asked to group photographs ofbuitdings according their own criteria. The photographs

were of existing and newer buildings, inctuding examptes of the reused facades (hg. 74,

fottowing page). The resutts were analysed, with particutar focus on the reused facades.

Day's findings, relevant here, were threefold" First, the attempt to replicate the existing

buitdings by reusing the facades of older buitdings was highly successfut, as the

respondents liked att of the Galtier Ptaza facades. Secondty, however, it was found that

the facade attributes which respondents referred to white making contextual comparisons,

were etements such as fenestration and fenestration patterns, not any mnemonic or

synrbotic function, as had been anticipated. This may be due to the nature of the study,

which did not ask respondents to reftect in any criticat manner upon their decisioru.

Thirdly, the study revealed something quite unsuspected by Day and the authorities

involved with Gattier Plaza. The glass atrium (photograph 2, frg. 14, fottowing page)

received a positive response despite the fact it disptayed a low degree of similarity with

its context. Day summarizes the findings of the study as:

The ídea that place meaning would be effectíyely c_ommunícated.by .gn obvious link to .the
co^^unldspostias"o{suppórted. Evídelceof carebeingtakenwiththe-designof.gbuílQíng
it¿"i àí¡iintinl iublíc nriture is more imporiant than ø{plicit links to the post. (Day 1992,

326)
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Photograph 2 Photograph 3

Photograph 5

Photognph 6

Figure 14. Day study photographs, from Linda Day, Placemaking by Design ' 334-339'

Photograph 4
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3.8 TF{E TAMPs STUDV Oru COruTEXT'IjALX5M

A more in-depth study of contextualism was published by the Journal of Environmental

Management (Stamps 1994). The study, by Arthur Stamps, is a statisticat testing of

respondent preferences to a combination of contexLual relation and a¡chitectural atLribute

scenarios. The contextual relations examined were replication, diversity, and degree of

development. The architectural attributes examined were scale and character. Stamps

used slmthetic photographs (fig. 15, fotlowing page) to generate the images of city

btocks in elevation (streetscapes), which the respondents were required to consider.

The results of the study were that eight of the nine hypotheses inherent in contextualism

were affirmed, ctearty showing that the respondents preferred scenarios which

contextualism woutd provide for.

Stamps is quite ctear on the retevance of such a study, and lists three reasons why

such undertaking such a study is important:

A revíew of theptanníng andlegalliterature suggests that_there are th-ree reasons why there

is a need for stua¡ng urb-an desi[n principles: (l)-.almost all ci.ties ín the United States have

tmplemeíted such pítnctples; (Zi there ß- an implícit relatiorship between aesthetíc controls

aíd. growth managþmeni; and' (3) many urban desígn prínciplei are too vague to be useful.
(Stamps 7994,226)

The first reason is ittustrated by the fact that approximately 80% of cities in the

United States have some sort of controls on "architecturat aesthetics" (terms which he

leaves undefined), and over 75olo ofthose controls "assume that contextuat retationships

are important aesthetic determinants" (Stamps t994, 223\ -

Given the prevalence of such controls, Stamps proceeds to describe some of the

literature regarding which architecturat attributes frequentty come under some sort of

aesthetic control, and the principtes of contextualism:
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Figure 15. stamps study photographs, from Arthur E. stamps, A Study in

Scale and Characteç 236.
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Lightner províded the best estímates of the extents to which cities cunently use -va.ríous
conn'ols. Foi example, the percentage of p[anning departments which had controls on buildíng
h,eightwas 94%; onbulk, 87%; ma-teriaís 84%; f4cadþ artiatlatíon, 76%;location of entrances,

71í/o; color of m.ateríals, 71%; roof profrle, 70%; detailß, 67%; proportioru, 64%; wíndows, 62%;

and style or character, 60%."
FínaIIy, the literature provides estimales of what contextual dgsign principles are ín use.

Prínciplei whích were useã by over half of Lightnels sample íncluded:

1) New buíIdíngs should respect existíng pattems of buildíngs and open space.

2) Desígns should neíther diverge widely nor stand out from theír surroundíngs.

3) Desigra should use the contert as ínspiration rather than a basis for ímitation.

4) Designs should not exceed the heights of existing buildíngs.

5) Designs should use símíIar or the same materials as nearby buíIdíngs.

6) Large buildings should be massed or detaíIed to recall the finer graíns of nearby
buíIdíngs

7) New buíIdíngs should use windows of similar proportíons to nearby buildíngs.

(Stamps 7994,224)

Stamps continues by pointing out that there is no consensus as to what constitutes

principles of contextualism, however, as listed above, there are many consistencies in

the control of aesthetics by which one can loosely define its principtes.

At this point it should be stated that att of the introduction to the study was based

on data from the United States, and that one may not be abte to assume that its

conclusions can be extrapolated to Canada. However, since the ptanning methods in

both the United States and Canada are based on zoning it is highty tikety that the

situations are indeed similar. Also, the fact that the majority of cities in the United

States have implemented some sort of aesthetic controls shoutd not overstate the case.

In Canada, design guidelines which directly govern the formal expression of buitdings

are gsed only infrequently. Where they are used is targety in downtowr areas and

historic districts. Zoning does have, as Stamps makes quite clear, a governing effect on

such attributes such as height and bulk, but these may be coruidered indi¡ect controls.

Design guidelines where there is explicit control over the finite details of architectural

expression such as fenestration, cladding, etc. are infrequentty imptemented, except in

the cases mentioned. Stamps, however does not make this distinction, stating that

aesthetic contfols are growth management controls and vice versa.
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1.9 LTMXTS @F TF{E CASE sT'[.'ÐY

As with any research project, the methodology and the topic areas investigated within

this case study witl draw boundaries around the possible conclusions one may draw

upon the research. The fact that the investigation is interpretive rather than experimental

is one such example: where the use of key informants is wel.l-recognized in one field, it

may be insufficient in another where sample sizes are cruciat. The author views this

thesis as preliminary research into the RDCU buitding in Rosetown. Further study should

be abte to test and elaborate on any findings from this case study.

Atthough a critical framework from the fietd of anthropology is being used, the

reader must be reminded that this thesis is toward the degree of Master of Architecture.

Typicaþ a student working toward a Master's degree in anthropotogy would spend

approximately one and a half years tiving in the society which was being studied in

order to complete their field work. I¡ the case of this study, interviews with informants

were hetd intermittently over a period of approximatety two years, with considerable

investigation into archival sources. Manyissues that an anthropotogist woutd investigate,

such as rituals and other observable behaviour, kinship. and activity sets, were not the

subject of this study. This witl potentialty limit the depth of interpretation regarding

the RDCU buitding as a key symbot in Rosetown, because of the background necessary to

make such a classification. As Victor Turner alludes to, in his discussion of Ndembu

rituat in "The Forest of Synrbols", it is important not onty to study specific symbols, but

also to study thei¡ role in targer symbolic systems (5):

Each kínd. of Ndembu ritual . . hos several meanings and goals_ that are _not made explicit by
the informanti, Aut must be ínferred by the investigator.from the symbolic Pattgr! and from
behavíour. He'ísabletomakeiheseinfêrencesonlylfhehospreviouslye4amL4-gdlle-symbolic
configurations and the meaníngs attibuted to their-component sy.mboß by skilled informants,
of kä"V other kinds of rínal-ín the same t9!al sys.ter1t.. In.olher words, he must-examíne
s¡^ioli not only ín the context of each specific nña of ritual, but in the context of the total
system. (Turner 1967, 43)
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However, this case study is an ethnography only as far as the investigation of the

RDCU buitding as a symbol is concerned. The critical framework of key symbols and the

methodology employed and are welt suited to the investigation of a buitding project,

comptementary to traditional formal and spatial analysis from the fietds of architecture

and art criticism.
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2" LTTËRATURË 5[JRVËY

2"1 SYMBOHSM Â5 Aru ACAI}EþîTC TOPTC üru ARCh{TTECTI'RE

Much of the work concerning symbotism within the fietd of architecture has been on

early Christian architecture. This type of work has strong roots in historicat and

archaeological research and has a long and prestigious history. Generaþ speaking, the

research on Christian architecture is quite well-rounded. There have been thorough

investigations of how symbolism arose and was used, such as: "The Dome of Heaven" by

Karl Lehmann (Lehmann 7945).

In "The Dome of Heaven", Lehmann surveys "one of the fundamental artistic

expressions of Christian thought and emotion... the vision of heaven depicted in painting

or mosaic on domes, apsidal half-domes, and retated vautted forms" (Lehmann 1945,1).

Lehmann finds that the dome of heaven "is the culminating theme of the theotogical

decoration of religious buitdings from the beginnings of ecclesiastical art in the age of

Constantine the Great throughout the entire development of Byzantine art" (Lehmann

1945,1). Clearty, the formal configurations studied by Lehmann were deeply rooted in

Christian symbotic systems.

For studies of Renaissance architecture, 'Architectural Principles in the Age of

Humanism", by Rudolf Wittkower (Wittkower 1988 (1949)), is a seminaltext. Wittkower

sought to "dispose, once and for att, of the hedonistic, or purety aesthetic, theory of

Renaissance a¡chitecture" (Kenneth Ctark, quoted in Wittkower 1988, 7). This book had

far reaching effects on Renaissance studies and atso on the study of modern architecture

(Mitton 1972)" lVittkowe/s pupil, Colin Rowe, wrote an essay in which he compared the

ordering systems of a vitta designed by the wetl-known modern architect, Le Corbusier
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(IBt7-1965), to the vitlas of Paltadio (1508-1530) in Renaissance ltaly (Rowe 1976

(1947)). This type of comparative anatysis draws formal similarities between different

buildings from different culturat contexts, and is useful in examining typotogy in

architecture"

More recently, Richard Betts has shown in "structural Innovation and Structurat

Design in Renaissance Architecture" (Betts 1993) that conEary to much academic writing

on Renaissance architecture, there were indeed notable structural design innovatioru

taking ptace, and that architects did have theories and practices governing structural

design, something that was often ctaimed to be teft to others through a lack of technical

discipline on behalf of Renaissance architects. Betts accomplishes this through an

analysis of extant documents by Francesco di Giorgio (7439-750L), amongst others,

regarding specific buitding projects as well as writings on architecture.

White both of the works by Lehmann and Wittkower invotve and benefit greatly from

historicat and cuLtural studies, Betts' and Rowe's work to a marginal extent, James

Ackerman tackles a more ctosely defined probtem and integrates sociocuttural

investigation in his methodology in a more developed manner. In his "Gothic Theory of

Architecture at the Cathedral of Mitan" (Ackerman 1949), Ackerman poses to test the

Rationatist theory of Gothic architecture which hotds that Gothic architecture was the

result of an attempt to create a'pure' architecture based on its structural system:

The problem we have posed is to discover whether or not the attempt to derive.the form.of
Gothic 

'architecture 
from'íts structure is justified, and íf 49t, to suggest_ a more illumínatíng

approach. fhe meihod of procedure wiích iuggesß ißelf is.to some Qegree implicit in our
crit¡c¡sm of Rationalísm,'for if we wish to avolã. the imp-osition of modern crítería.upon the
Gothíc style, we are noun¿ tó seek for Gothíc critería. 

-Iftrs 
involves a reconstru-ction of the

ipecifrc iíttentions of the Gothic architect with respect to the form, tlte pypgse, and-structure-of
nts b'ullding. Sínceihe analysís of remaining monuments piovides.insufficient evidence for thís
task, we m:ust turn, not toThe iorks, but {o the men who created them, whose aims.are most

conøetely revealed among the textual remains of the period. " (Ackerman 1949, 85)
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Here, Ackerman is demonstrating the importance of understanding a particular sociat

context in the critical analysis of a work of architecture and the process behind it.

However, to Ackerman, syrnbolism is important only through the verifiabte actions people

took, given that the investigation of symbotism in Gothic architecture is not the objective

of Ackerman's study. Stitl, very little mention is made of the pubtic perception of the

buitdings studied by Lehmann, Wittkower, or Ackerman.

Geoffrey Scott, in his "The Architecture of Humanism: A study in the history of

taste" (Scott n.d. (1914, and still in print), did however, deal with symbolism directty.

In the cause of arguing for a humanist approach to architecture, Scott lists a series of

fallacies: the Romantic fattary, mechanical faltacy, ethical faltacy, and biological faltacy,

which are a series of counter-critiques of attacks on Renaissance architecture (6). White

each of Scott's fallacies are still germane today, the ethical fattary, in particular, where

Scott describes the illogicat nature of some morally-motivated arguments, specificalty

those of John Ruskin (1310-1900), stitt describes much of architectural theory today,

especiaþ the reactionary stances adopted by those arguing for'sociatþ resporuible'

architecture, as much as for certain aspects of modernism. Scott's fatlacies are also, as

indicated eartier, motivated for reactionary reasons, but he takes his arguments much

farther. What Scott attempts to ctarify are the inconsistencies which develop as a result

of various stances toward architectural theory. In the ethicat fattacy, for example, Scott

attacks John Ruskin's argument that Renaissance architecture is absurd, since it is

morally comrpt (Scott n.d., 97). For Ruskin, Gothic architecture is symbotic of att that

he finds morally upstanding, for diverse reasons, but Scott illustrates the weakness of

this premise as the basis of a social theory of architecture, as Ruskin attempts (Ruskin

1931 (1851)). Scott proceeds in a similar fashion with each of the other fallacies,

critiquing the prevalent criticisms of architecture at the time.
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In 7977, David Watkin's analyticat historiography "Morality and Architecture" was

published (lVatkin 1984 (1977)). In a manner simitar to Geoffrey Scott's comments on

the "academic tradition" (Scott n.d.,'J.41), lVatkin shows how many of the prominent

architecturat historia¡u have ultimatety held sociat and moral betiefs over and above

their aims in writing about architecture. It is aìso interesting to see, through Watkin,

how the same architecturat historians frequently go beyond vt¡riting architecturat history

and begin to write polemical architectural theories. Watkin followed with another book

on architecturat historiography, "The Rise of Architectural History" (Watkin 1980). The

mixture of etements of architecturat historiography, which lVatkin describes: solid

schotarship, knowtedge of precedent, social agendas, and aesthetic preferences goes far

to describe the characteristics of much architectural theory.

In comparison to the volume of work on symbolism in early Christian and Renaissance

architecture, there has been very littte work done within the fietd of architecLure on

symbotism in contemporary architecture, despite the advances which have been made

in the fietds of anthropotogy, sociology, and psychotogy. If one were to ask an architect

to name a book about symbolism he or she woutd likely answer "Learning from las

Vegas", of which the subtitte reads, "the forgotten symbolism of architectural form"

(Venturi, Brown, and lzenour 1977 (1972)). Atthough this book is important in the

architecturat history of North America, its concepts and methods do not go beyond

providing a merely editoriat indication of a theory of symbolism in architecture, partiatly

due to its reactionary stance to modern architecture, which constitutes most of its

theoretical premise. The importance of Venturi et al.'s work lies in its attempt to change

the attitudes of many architects and schota¡s regarding popular built environments

(commercial strips, non-architect designed buitdings, signage, setbacks) (7). However,

the appearance ofbooks such as those by lTatkin and Venturi et al. do indicate a rising

awareness of symbolism and meaning in architecture, and interest how such concepts

could be integrated into architectural theory.
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In the same few years that Watkin's and Venturi et al.'s works were published, books

on the topic of semiotics began to appear (Jencks and Baird 1,970 (7969), Broadbent,

Bunt, and Jencks 1980, Broadbent, Bunt, and Lloreru 1980, Preziosi 1979a, Preziosi

1g7gb). Semiotics has been the most prevalent area of architecturat writing deating

with symbolism. For approximately one decade, much effort was put into attempting to

construct semiotic theories of meaning in architecture. The Environmental Design

Research fusociation held a conference in trVinnipeg, Manitoba on the topic of semiotics

in 1977 (Bonta 7977) and both Preziosit books had as their general editor, Thomas

Sebeok, the renowned semiotician and author of the "Encyclopedic Dictionary of

Semiotics" (Sebeok 1986) (8).

An interesting difference between the work of Lehmann, Wittkower, Rowe, Betts,

Ackerman, Scott, !1latkin, for example, and the work of semioticians, is in their use of

terms. Regarding meaning and symboüsm, the former group did not require a welt

defined, consensual set of terms in order to proceed with their work, as the topic areas

they were researching were diverse and well served by existing terminological frameworks.

In architecture, for example, there exists a substantiat number of terms to describe

format attributes of classical architecture. Semiotics, in contradistinction, is a relatively

new field which required the invention of new terminotogy, and clarification of existing

terminology. Semiotics is corsumed with semantics. This emphasis on terms is consistent

with semiotics' origin in literary theory. As mentioned previousty, much of the

investigation into semiotics by those from within the field of architecture invotved

attempting to correlate semiotic terminology with built form, and semiotic theory with

experiential aspects of architecture and architecturat theory (see for exampte, Eco 1980).

However, semiotics' romance with the fietd of architecture was already cooling by

1980. Broadbent was atready beginning to distance himsetf from semiotics by writing

more generaþ on architectural paradigms (Broadbent 1980). The release of two boola

in 1980 reflect the fissure that woutd leave architecturat semiotics in a new and diminished

position. The books were: "Signs, Symbols and Architecture" (Broadbent, Bunt, and
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Jencks 1980), and "Meaning and Behaviour in the Buitt Environment" (Broadbent, Bunt,

and Ltorens 1980). It is clear from the writing on semiotics done by Broadbent and

Jencks that they supported the study of architectural semiotics, while an essay entitted,

"Linguistics into Aesthetics Won't Go" (Bunt 1980), by their coeditor Richard Bunt,

indicated that most work in semiotics avoided the important issues of cultural

conditioning, because of the particular aesthetic orientation of most semiotic studies.

In 1990, another book by Geoffrey Broadbent was published entitted, "Emerging Concepts

in Urban Space Design" (Broadbent 1990). No mention of the studies or retevance of

semiotic research is made in the book, signalting the bypassing of semiotics as a major

fietd of study into architectural meaning and symbotism. With the pubtication of

"Emerging Concepts in Urban Space Design" Broadbent appears to have loosely continued

on from the tast book he publ.ished prior to his foray into semiotics (Broadbent 1973)'

This is not very surprising, as during the heyday of semiotics in architecture, developed

theories of symbotism in architecture had not materialized. Jencks'semantic reading of

James Stirling's Olivetti Centre (Jencks 1930) clearty demonstrates the shortcomings of

an approach which is cutturaþ and socially contextless, as Bunt described. However, in

architecture, as in many other fields, some semiotic terminology and basic concepts

(symbol, sign, signifier, signified) have endured despite the decline of semiotics.

What has happened since 1980 is that the field of environment-behaviour research,

the subject loosety of "Meaning and Behaviour in the Built Environment", has continued

to grow, albeit largely outside of architecture. It is a branch of psychology, and is a field

which is largety based upon empirical study of respondent preferences. The field of

environment-behaviour research absorbed something of architectural semiotics, as wetl

as something of architecturat aesthetics, and has continued to develop.

A year previor:s to "Signs. Symbols and fuchitecture" and "Meaning and Behaviour in

the Buitt Environment", Roger Scruton's book 'Aesthetics in Architecture" (Scruton

1980 (1979)) was published . In it he attempts to define architectural aesthetics as a
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tegitimate fietd of study in its own right. There are some commonalities in this type of

approach with semiotics, which attempted the same, and with the format of Geoffrey

Scott's "The Architecture of Humanism". Scruton, like Scott, gives short critiques of

prevatent types of architech:ral thought, inctuding Marxist criticism and linguistic theories

(semiotics). In fact, Scruton decisively dispenses with semiotics on the grounds that

not onty does architecture have a poor resembtance to language, but also that the

arguments within linguistic theory regarding the nature of language, are so diverse

that any particutar tinguistic argument cannot admit to having a sufficient understanding

of tanguage.

In 1988, and also on the topic of aesthetics, a book entitled, "Environmental

Aesthetics" (Nasar 1938) appeared, discussing among other things, aesthetics of the

environment, sociat symbols, aesthetic perception, wayfinding, cognitive anatysis, and

also made some references to semiotics. The appearance of this work seems to indicate

that researchers working within the fiel.d of psychotogy are quite prepared to create new

architectural theories, At the moment, however, their greatest achievement for the

fietd of architecture lies in research into wayfinding; the theoreticians within architecture

have not readiþ embraced the advances of environmental psychology.

2.2 ARCÞITTECI'URAL SYMtsOLTSM TN AhITFIROPOLOGV

Reading through the previous section may give one the impression that anthropology

has not been inctuded in research into contemporary architectural symbotism, and this

is targeþ the case.

0f course, there has been an incredible amount of investigation into buitt environments

by archaeologists, and there are well developed theories of symbolism used in the fieì.d,

but particular attention to symbolism in contemporary architecture generaþ has not

yet been given by anthropology.
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As with environment-behaviour research, semiotics has been somewhat absorbed, in

a diminished form, by certain areas within anthropotogy, the most prevalent being

within the cognitive approach to anthropology. The cognitive approach is also an area

which has a close connection with psychology, interestingly enough. (See for example,

Foster and Brandes L980, cf. note 5). However, semiotics has not become a conduit for

the exchange of ideas between the fietds of architecture and anthropotogy.

A segment of antfuopologists known as applied anthropotogists have made some

headway in describing and showing the potential use of anthropotogical research and

interpretation in problem solving (for cross-cutturat design projects, for example), but

historicalty, there has been little attention paid to these efforts by both the fietd of

anthropology and the fietd of architecture (see for exampte, Van Willigen 1993). Even

the work of Amos Rapoport, who has written in areas which overlap considerably with

anthropology, such as cuttural geography, has been targety bypassed in the field of

architecture (9).

In fact, in the introduction to "Meaning and Behaviour in the BuiLt Environment",

Geoffrey Broadbent and Tomas Llorens state that although anthropology is where studies

into the meaning of the built environment began, anthropotogy is an unsuitabte resource

for the study of architectural meaning and symbolism:
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The earliest literature on meaning in the built environment wos triggered þ na( by stud.ies

such as those by A. Rapoport or C. lwi-Strauss, of a definíte anthrop_olo-gical kind. But what
anthropologìsti say (oi usually have to say) about meaníng ín the built environment seems

somewhat limtted for two reasons:

(a) Their work tends to be desuiptiue and^bound by-lhe peculiaities of the individual
communitíes they tøke os the objects of their studíes.

(b) Theír methods of observatíon. the scíentific paraligyns.yitltin w.high thE qpe-l7te
tend - on the wnole - to apply much bettei to 'primitive' societies whích díffer
substantially from our own in- complexíty and ín many other ways -(this sf¡ll ten-ds to
be true, ¡niiíte of claims of hígher (theoretícal) Ievels of generalíty.) (Broadbent,
Bunt, and Llorens 1980, x)

Rapoport similarly states that "when references to dwellings and settlements occur

in anthropotogicat literature, for example, they are descriptive rather than analyticat"

(Rapoport 1969, vüi). Both sets of these comments are rather negative toward the field

of anthropology, however, the important issue is the attitude that is shown, which may

be indicative of a collective attitude within the field of architecture. Certainly, it was

used as a defining criterion for the environment-behaviour research approach favoured

in Broadbent's book.

However, this attempt at distancing architecture from anthropology seems odd

considering the incredibte importance given to the study of meaning and symbolism in

anthropotogy. This is exemplified by the fottowing quotation:

Archaeologists examíne the end products of design - particular structures - that can be

characterized-by formal properties, such as size) shape, and coratruction materíøls,_ To-explain
how strucûses'iome to haie specific designs - why iome are large and others small, why some
are made of wood and others õf sfone, wliy some are internalþ pgrtitioned and others not - we

must examine design processei. In partiatlar, we must identify thç general causal factors (and
theír ínterrelat¡onsnúis) that influeice the decßioru leadíng to the desígns þr specific structures.

0n the broadestlevel, of course, øníIobíIity of materíals and technology coratrain lrchitectural
designs. Although they may have desired ít, the buíIders of_ Pueblo Boníto in Chaco Canyon

couid not have [sed mãrblei nor, with their technology, could the same Bonitìans have erected
a pueblo of 50 stories. However, these type of coratraínts, yvlli.glt nyt generous.Iímíts on
deiigns, ftÍrnísh relatively føl ínsíghß ¡nto thti causes.of varíability between.societies,.and
confübuíe tittte to expliiã¡ng dífférences or changes in- the vernacular architecture within
sonefres. Gíven the wide límlts iet by technology and avaíIø.ble materials, investígators m.ust
pay specíal attention to the social prõcess of dellgn that determínes where'within the límits '
cnófes actually faII. The socíal piocess is-Iikely to narrow the optiora consíderably, and, on
occosion, it cu:n'alter the existing co¡atraints by inventing new technologíes or by securing

formerly "unavailable" materials. (McGuire and Schiffer 7983,278)
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It may be that within the field of anthropotogy, between 1980 when Broadbent and

Llorens made their comments and 1983 when the above quotation was pubtished, great

steps were made which categoricaþ altered the face of anthropology. However, this is

highty unlikely. It was probabty a combination of tack of knowledge and academic

territoriality which led to the dismissal of anthropology by these two architects attempting

to use semiotics and environmental psychology in the study of architecture.

What McGuire and Schiffer are affirming in the previous quotation is the importance

of the processes behind a design in critical analysis, a significant shift in focus from

Jencks' semantic reading, for example. They also note eìsewhere that "the goat of

architecture is to express both utilitarian and symbolic functions" (quoted in Monks

1992, 38). McGuire and Schiffer were embarking on the creation of a middte-range

theory of architectural design for vemacular architecture with the writing of that paper.

The author cannot see the particular relevance of restricting their theory to vernacuLar

architecture, other than the fact that they are referring to societies with a low degree of

fragmentation, quite unlike our modern, hightyfragmented societies. This careful naming

also allowed them to disregard almost everything (aside from a few obscu¡e sources)

which has been written within in the fietd of architecture on architectural theory,

making their endeavour coruiderabty less cumbersome. It is also interesting to note

that this naming does potentiaþ serve to limit the appìicability of their theory precisely

in the manners which Broadbent and Rapoport describe.

Given the importance of sSrmbolism within the field of anthropology, what work has

already been completed specificaþ regarding the critical analysis of architecture? White

there a¡e likely many more examples than the autìor is aware of, two notable examples

will serve welt here.
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The first is a book by James Holston, an anthropologist who studied both anthropotogy

and architecture at Yale University. Holston's PhD dissertation became a book entitled,

"The Modernist City: An anthropological critique of Brasítia" (Holston 1989). The book

is a comprehensive critique of the concept, design, and functioning of Brazil's new

(1,957) modernist capital.

The second, more retevant tlr-rough its simitarity to this thesis, is an articte by Gregory

Monla entitled, 'Architecturat Symbotism and Non-verbal Communication at Upper Fort

Garry" (Mon}s 7992). Monks' abstract exptains:

The archival research com7onent of the Upper Fort Garry Archaeological Project recovered

ertensive detailed informatioit on the architectural history of tne fort. It quíckly be,came cleør

that changes in arihitemtre duríng the fort's ocatpancy (18i6-1851)._correspond closely-to
economíc'and social chanqes in the Red River sex.Iemeni at large. Built by the Hudson's Bay
Company to house íæ adtiinistratíve elíte ín_North America, theJgrt plg.ygd a central role, both
pnyiicaíty and conceptually, in _the lífe of the settlement. This article takes a non-verbal
ioínmunicatíon apprôach tõ the fort and emmínes .ít os _a set of archítectur-al symboß by..means

of whích the Hudion's Bay Coínpany established and maintained í-ts domínant position in
áconomic and social relatíõns wíih iß employees and settlers. (l"tonl<s 1992, 37)

Monks found, for exampte, that new walls were erected without proper foundations

and ì.acking the necessary mititary configurations which are consistent with the need

for such fortifications, indicating that the walls were constructed to communicate

dominance. (This is simitar to the discussion of the renovations made to the exterior of

the councit housing in Scottand, discussed in the prehce to this thesis). What is of

interest here is that the symbolic importance of the a¡chitectural objects being studied

can be criticat to understanding the architecture itself, and that a critical anatysis of

any work of architecture may benefit from analysis of its symbotic importance. This was

the primary motivation for the undertaking of the foltowing case study.
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3. EWWV 5YM8&L @ru MATru sT'REËT

3.1 WF{AT T5,E KFV SVMBOL?

In an articte pubtished in 1973, cuttural anthropotogist Sherry Ortner sought to

better define certain terms commonly used in cuttural analysis (Ortner 1973). The

terms and methodotogies she was speaking of were based on key symbols. The main

idea behind key symbols is that there may be certain symbots within a culture that are

descriptive of the culture as a whote. Atthough the study of key symbols in a culture

was not a new one in American anthropology, (other others had written about 'core

s¡rmbols', 'dominant symbols', 'themes', and 'focat vatues', for example (0rtner 7973,

1333)). Ortne/s article is a comprehersive description of terms, methodotogy, and an

outtine of the many possibilities for the interpretation of key symbols. However, her

main departure point was in defining what is meant by naming a symbol as'key'.

Qrtner states that all key symbols will appear somewhere in the public symbolic

system of a cutture, rather than, for example, a personal symbolic system, since this is

the onty "source from which the natives themselves discover, rediscover, and transform

their own cutture, generation after generation." (0rtner 1973, 1339)" A culture may

have a few key symbols, not only one. Also, anything can be a sSrmbot, and any symbot

could be a key symbol:

We can cite from the anthropological literature such thíngs as _the _cattle amgn_g the Dinka
and Nuer, the Naven rinal of the Iatmul, the Australian churinga, the slametan of the Javanese,
the potlach of the northweit coost, the forked stítch of the Ndembu ri!4als, q4d from my own
resåarch, thõ wheel-ímage ín Tíbet and food among the Sherpas. We could also add such
intuitive examples as the cross of Christianity, the American flag, the motorcycle for the HeII's

Angels, "work' ín the Protestant ethic, and so on. (0rtner 1973, 1339)

There are two main methodotogies which have been used to study a key symbol. One

is to first analyse a cutture for its rudimentary elements and then search for a symbol

from within the culture that appropriatety represents these elements in a concise fashion.
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The other involves analysing the meaning of something which appears to be of interest

to the cutture" The tatter approach is more commonly used than the first. However,

cuttural interest is not what makes a symbol'key'. The keyness of a symbol lies in its

relation to "the internal organization of the system of cuttural mearúng" and how it

functions within that system (0rtner 1973, 7343).

Ortner describes the body of key symbols as a continuum between two poles - the

poles are'summarizing'and'etaborating'syntbols. Summarizing symboìs tend to be very

dense and resistant to analysis, and are generalþ sacred symbols. They stand for a

powerful and comptex mixture of ideas and emotions, and they do this for each element

simultaneousty. The nature of this type of symbol is that "It does not encourage reflection

on the togical relations among these ideas, nor on the logicat consequences of them as

they are" acted out in reality (Ortner 1973, 1340). These symbols integrate comptex

theses and summarize them as one form.

Elaborating symbols are usuaþ not sacred, and they are the opposite of summarizing

symbols in that they are "essentialty analltic" (Ortner 1973,7340). They provide "vehicles

for sorting out complex and undifferentiated feelings and ideas, making them

comprehensible to oneself, communicable to others, and translatable into orderty

action. .. [and].. .are accorded a centrat status in the cutture on the basis of their capacity

to order experience" (Ortner 7973,1340).

Elaborating symbols operate in two modes: as root metaphors and key scenarios

(refer to figure 16, foltowing page). The difference between these two modes is that of

thought versus action, respectively. Root metaphors are conceptuat by nature, and are

symbols that can be seen as similar to many experiences in life" Metaphoricaþ they

are used "...as a source of categories for conceptualizing the world" (Ortner 1973, 7340):
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1ne of the best examples of a cultural root metaphor in the anthropological líterature is

found in Godfrey Lienhardt's d¡scussron of the role of cattle in Dinkn thought. Cows prouide for
the Dinkn an almost endless set of categories fur conceptualizing and respondíng to the subtletíes
of erperíence. For example:

The Dinkas'very perception of cotour, light, and shade in the wortd around them
is... inertricabLy cäñnectèd with their recõgnition of color-configurations in their
cattte. If their-cattle-co[our vocabutary were taken away they wou[d have scarcety
any way of describing visual experiences in terms of cotour, light, and darkness.

l,fore ímportant for Lienhardt's fhesu u the Dínka concepfiializatíon of the structure of theír
own socíety on analogy with the physical structure of the buII. "'The people are put together,
as a buII is put together,' said a Dínka chief on one occasíon"... (Orfrrer 7973, 7340)

Key scenarios, on the other hand, are action-oriented by nature. They provide

unambiguous examples of how to conduct one's self in an accepted and proper manner

within the culture. A key scenario may be a ritual, or it may be a sequence of action

that is not formaþ realized as a ritual.

An example of a ley scenario from Amerícan culture would be the Horatio Alger myth. The
scenario runs: poor boy of low status, but wíth total faith in the Amerícan system, works very
hard and ultimately becomes rích and powerful. The myth formulates both the American
conceptíon of success - wealth and power - and suggests that there ís a simple (but not easy)
way of achieving them - singlemínded hard work (Ortner 7973, 7347)

Again, the important distinction between the root metaphor mode and key scenario

mode is that of thought versus action. In summarizing symbots, this distinction is

almost irrelevant, due to tìe manner in which summarizing symbols function. This is

not to say that summarizing symbols do not in some way contribute to certain

conceptualizations or scenarios; only that the distinction is far more pronounced in

elaborating symbols, and therefore more useful in tìeir definition.

Ortner concludes by reminding the reader that although her analysis has drawn clear

definitions of the different types of key s¡rmbols, the contrasts hightighted for definitive

purposes in the essay are in reality much more diffuse. One key symbot may have

aspects of each type and mode as its constituent paß, or it may fluctuate between

types and modes at varying times. It is possible for a key symbol to function differently
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at different levels of a public symbolic system. Also, in defining symbol types, symbolic

functions become highty relevant and in turn describe the type of keyness a symbot has.

In many cases a description of how a symbol functions may be of more use than a

definition of the symbol itself.

3"2 TF!E ROSET'OWN AruD ÐXSTRXC{'CREÐTT I.'hITOhI BI,'TLI}TNG ÂS KEV SVMEOL

The most versatile aspect of Ortner's theory is that a key symbot can be almost

anything. An ideology, a daity sequence of behaviour, an object, something sacred, or

something apparently banal. It is this openness that allows one to place architecturat

objects under the scrutiny of the method. The results of testing architectural objects

and ideas in this way would yield greatly different results from the pragmatic testing

(time schedutes, budgets, durability of finishes, for example) that architectural objects

must submit to on a daity basis.

The object that is to be investigated here is the RDCU buitding in Rosetown,

Saskatchewan (fig. 99 (A-7)). It was buitt in 1992 and is architecturaþ innovative in

retation to other buitdings in the town (see figs. 7-13 (5-7)).

How is it that the RDCU building suitabte to be investigated as a key symbot? It was

pointed out to the author that one does not have to go tooking for a key symbol - they

shout out to one. 0rtner would agree with this, atthough she states it in a more

structured manner. In her essay, Ortner outlined five indicators that something may be

a key symbol:
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The obsetvatíon that some symbol ís a foats of cultural ínterest need not be very mysterious
or intuitive. I offer here five reasonably reliable índicators of culturqlínterest, and there are-
probably more. 

-I{;ost 
key symbols, I venture to suggest, wiII be signalled by more than one of

these indicators:

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

The natives tell us that X is culturally important.
The natives seem positívely or negatívely aroused aboutX, rather than indifferent.
X comes up ín many different conterts. These contexts may be behavioral or systemíc:
X comes up in many dffirent kinds of actíon situatíon or conversation, or X comes up
in many different symbolíc domains (myth, ritual, art, formøl rhetoríc, etc.).
There is greater culfinal elaboratíon surroundíng X, e.9., elaboration of vocabulary, or
elaboratíon of details of )ß nature, compared with símilar phenomena in the culture.
There are greater cultural restríctions surroundíng X, either in sheer number of rules,
or severity of sanctions regarding its misuse.

(3)

Main Street is a very important place to the people in the town.

The architectural expression of the RDCU building is different from the
other buildings on Main Street.

People had expressed an interest in the buitding.

Very shortly after the author had begun to investigate the RDCU as a key symbol,

another indicator arose:

As I said, there may be many more índicators than these of the key status of a symbol in a
culture, but any of these should be enough to poínt even the most ínseraitive freldworker in the
right dírection. (0rtner 7973, 7339)

At the beginning of this study the fottowing indicators became apparent:

The image of the buil.ding was given a prominent place in two media sources
which pórtrayed the town in a positive manner (Brown 1994, Sterling 1993).

(1)

(2)

(4)

The corretation between Ortne/s list of indicators and the author's is sEongest between

points (2) and (a) of Ortner's. This is partly to the fact that Ortner's indicators rely

almost completely on the observation of human subjects, and are not centred on an

object such as the RDCU buitding. Rather, they are centred in the perception and use of

an object" This may reflect the difference between the topic areas of cultural anthropology
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(in contemporary cultures) and archaeotogy. Both areas in antluopology are likely

interested in the same objects, but approach the reading of the objects from two different

points: archaeology from the object outwards to the culture, and cultural anthropology

from the cutture inwards to the object. There may atso be some consistency of approach

between archaeoto gical and architectural anatysis.

Given the correlation between Ortne/s sampte indicators, and those found in Rosetown,

the author proceeded to investigate the RDCU building as a key symbol.
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&" R{}sET'0Wru, sAsKAT'CHËWAru" CAF{AÐA

1ne group of men drove from Regina by demooat to the Merrington Dístríct, four .miles
north oithe'pr-esent town oi trinderlley, aþproximately 300 míIes, and they had nothing to
guide ihem blut a composs ãnd the surveyori marks or mounds. These mounds contained an
íron stake on whích were marked in roman Numerals the number of sexíon, towrahíp, and
range in the míddle of four square holes...

In 19A9, the steel was laid into Kindersley, and the long trips were over. Peop-Ie coming_in at
that time had to ride ín the caboose of the tfain. The track was so rough that often the caboose

came uncoupled and the rest of the train would go on without it-..
In December 1909, the writer Ieft |ntarío to locate a homestead. Dressed in summer clothes

and underclothes he was unpreparêd for the 40 below zero weather which was met at Guernsey.

It wos þund almost tmposiíb[e to deep warm gven b1 YnTing. þo wgeks later -I fiIed on a
homesiead North West 

-of 
Xtndersley. Taking the train þr home the traí_n rtopped_at night in

Rosetovm. After sleepin! in a hotel-in a room on whose walls was one ínch -of frost,I went down
to the depot-to see uiha{time the traínleft_for Kínder¡Iey. I_wos yformedthatítwould notbe
able to {o for at \east two days as it wai fiozen on the track at Zealandia. (Church 1958)

!4.1 ROSETOW$I AruE} TF{E EXÍERNAI FACT'@RS T[.[AT ffiAKE OR BREAK TOWrus

Rosetown is a town of approximately 2600 people, 115 km southwest of Saskatoon

(See fig. 17, fo[owing page). It is the hub of a district which comprises severat smaller

towns. Historicalty it has always been

targer than its neighbours. This is partty

because both the Canadian Pacific

Railroad and the Canadian National

Raitroad (CNR) cross tltrough tovnr, as

wetl as two highways, Highway 4 (frg.

18) and Highway 7 (fig. 19).

Rosetown has survived and surpassed

other smatler centres due to external

reasons which affect atmost every small

town on the Canadian prairies. The

external factors - infrastnrcture changes,

mechanization of farming, poputation

loss, fire - controt to a targe extent the

survivability of a town.

Figure 18. Highway 4 from the water tower,

northward

Figure 19. Highway 7, westward
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Figure 17. Saskatchewan 0fficial Highway Map 1992. Courtesy of Saskatchewan

Highways and Transportation, Communications Branch.
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Since the 7940's, the size of an average farm in the Rosetown area has increased

fivefold, from about 320 acres in1940, to 1100 in 1960, to L600 in 1990. This has been

due to the mechanization of farming, and the need for each farm to have enough

croptand producing grains to remain fluid. However, good farmland is not easy to

acquire. One must inherit, buy, or rent land from someone, and land prices are usually

quite high. The land around Rosetown is some of the best wheat growing land in the

world, and the price of land reflects this quatity. Throughout Saskatchewan land prices

vary widety, but the average, according to one columnist, appears to be at about seven

or eight times the assessed vatue of the land (Hursh 1996). In the Rosetown area,

however, one can expect to pay fourteen to sixteen times the assessed value (Hursh

1996). This means that the land vatue alone of an average farm in the Rosetown area

(1600 acres) is approximately $1.12 million. The weather and recent yields also affect

land prices, but traditionaþ the Rosetown area has been good farming land. Stilt, with

most farms being famiþ farms, the younger famiþ members frequently have no place to

go. They are forced to leave farming if the famiLy farm can only support their parents or

they cannot afford the startup costs of a new farm. It is a fairty rare and esteemed

farmer who can keep his sons on tìe farm, with a lot of hard work and a great deat of

chance (10):

At that time lc. 79921 there were virtually no young people stayíng around. I noticed thß
at my carling rínk. lrÍost of the curlers are fofly and older. When times got tough the young
people left. Some, quite a few, come back. Wíth the new processing plants there are some more
jobs, so people tal{e the opportuníty and come back to work. Sometímes ít's because maybe
theír dad isn't quite ready to retire from the farm yet (Farmer)

This migration of people away from the farming life also erodes the tax base of the

smatler communities, leaving their public institutioru in an inviable financial situation.

White Rosetown's poputation has remained relatively constant for the last decade,

this should not lead one to assume that some sort of natural population rycle has been

reached. Even in 1959, the editor of the EAGLE, Jack Pinckney, noted that he had seen
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the readership of his paper remain the same over a ten year period, while the location of

those readers had been increasingly urban-based (CBC 1959). At this point in time,

Rosetown is a good example of a location where rural people come to retire. fu the

number of retiees witl likety not remain on the rise over the long term, given the

previous comments on population

dectine, one may forecast that although

Rosetown is a targer centre, it witl

eventuatly have to face the same

problems it's much smalter neighbours

have had to in the past.

Improved roads and better

automobites have had a strong impact

on many small towns, while affording the

individual easier access to a higher

standard of tiving. With a horse and

wagon, travelling from Rosetown to

Saskatoon took one week. In the late

1950's, before Highway 7 was improved,

it was a two and a hatf hour car ride on

dirt roads that zigzagged along the grid

roads. The CNR offered one day

excursion fares to Saskatoon (Figure 20),

and this service has now been taken up

by the bus tines (Figure 21). Now, it is

commonptace for a Rosetown resident to

drive into Saskatoon ("the citlr") on a

moment's notice. This atso puts
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Rosetown merchants into the same market as those in Saskatoon, in many instances.

But more important than travet time has been the change in infrastructure that road

improvements represent. Most towru originated along the rail¡oad tines. Thei¡ placement

was based upon a combination of rail access and physical geography with the survey

grids playing a lesser rote. The advent of automobiles and all-weather roads, along with

the decline of rait travel altered traffic patterns considerabty. A town ten minutes drive

from another could become almost completety bypassed if it was not on a paved highway.

Also, when such road improvements were undertaken, the new roads were frequently on

the other side of the railroad tracks from where a town l-ay. The town was then forced to

begin to straddle the highway and the rail¡oad tracks, which was disruptive for many

small towns.

Rosetown, on the other hand, was strengthened by the road improvements. It had

atways been a crossroads for rait travel, and was on Highway 4, which was later improved

where it tay; but the boost reaþ came from the improvement of Highway 7. The train

station was at the end of Main Street on a road called Railroad Avenue. Rosetown

developed outward, roughly concentrically, from the train station down Main Street and

out the side streets (see fig. 22, following page). Highway 7 used to join with Highway

4, three and a half miles north of the town (see hg. 23 (46)). Illhen Highway 7 was

improved, it was rerouted tluough Railroad Avenue and effectivety reinforced what was

already existing. The exparsion of the town from the railroad, as in previous days, was

now re-fortified by new highway access (see fig. 24 (47)). This change in infrastructure

is a significant historicat fact to the town, as a casual visitor would easily assume that

Highway 7 had always ran through Railroad Avenue. Highway 7 is now the main access

to the town, and a small commercial and industrial strip is developing along it (fig. 19

(40)).
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The most untikely factor contributing to the success or demise of Canadian prairie

towns is fire. Many of the small towns around Rosetown - Zeatandia, lvlilden, Herschet,

Hughton - have all experienced major fires that have crippted the town. Rosetown has

also had fires, and even the Rosetown fire hall burnt down one year (lValdern 1991c).

This is one of the reasons for the construction of some of the newer buildings on Main

Street, but the important fact is that rebuilding did occur. In many small towns it

didn't pay to rebuild considering the business prospects. This was compounded by the

fact that even in the short span of time it woutd take to rebuitd, clientete could be lost

to other larger centres, where people were already travelling to on a regular basis. For

many smatl towns a fire easily devastated its economy. Ghost towns and razed sites

have become an expected feature on a drive through the Saskatchewan prairie.

For a prairie town, Rosetown has fared exceptionatly wett. It has been a larger centre

right from early setttement, with a high tevel of services and the abiUty to maintain

them. And it is not just a matter of means; Rosetown has always displayed a propensity

to survive by pulling together and pooling resources when times get tough - a propensity

known as the 'pioneering spirit'. For Rosetown and many towns. the'pioneering spirit'

is descriptive of the current attitude of the townspeople, just as it was for the original

settters.

4"2 ¡q SATURDAY ruIG!-lT TOWru

Most peopte living in Rosetown in the 1930s or 1940s will remember Rosetown as

another "saturday Night Town". Saturday nights were special nights in most prairie

towns, as Saturday was almost the onty day when the farmers came into town to pick up

their groceries. It was a targe social event. 0n Saturday night, in Rosetown, the stores

were open untit eleven o'clock; but those were onty their advertised hours. People

would begin to arrive in the tate afternoon. Some who arrived earlier, did so just to get

a good parking spot so they coutd sit in their cars and watch peopte on Main Street.
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Finding a good parking spot was not easy if one arrived later in the day. The Main

Street parking statls, as wett as the ones on the side streets, filted up quickty. One

resident recalled that one couldn't walk down Main Street on a Saturday without rubbing

shoutders with others since there were so many peopte on the sidewalks.

{4"3 A C0ffiffiUruIW Iru T!'{E $-{EART @F T&'{E WFIEATtsELT

In the early days, the twenties and thirties, a shelterbelt nursery was planted along the
north the of town. These trees were then transplanted as needed for new housing development,
and other things.

I remember when I was about eíghteen, I went to Eston for the first time to play baII. When

I got there I noticed somethíng wasn't the same. I wondered, Wha{s diJferent here? Then I
realìzed there were no trees in Eston. I thought my town looked better. Rosetov¡n hos always
planted trees and flowers. (Key informant on one of the first times he remembers thinking
about his town)

The author asked one informant to generatize about the character of the peopte in

Rosetown. The informant said, "'Conservative innovators.' They have a certain

entrepreneurial spirit. For irstance, they

raised $800 000 overnight to bring

Precision Metals to Rosetown. They are

not afraid to take a calcutated risk." (11)

Like aLt boomtowns, Rosetown has

seen many specutators trying to make

money in any way possibte. In the earty

1900's, people advertised, and fully

expected, that Rosetown was to become

another city on the prairies, similar to

Saskatoon. One brochu¡e, cilca 1972,

describes the growth of Rosetown within

the context of "The Birth and Growth of

Great Cities" (figs. 25, 26 (50)), and also

Figure 25. Booster brochure for Rosetown, c.191.2.

Courtesy of the Saskatchewan Archives Board, from

Rosetown: A flourishing industriaI centre. the
distributing point for a vast agricultural territory. 1.
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Rosetown Hotel

Figure 26. Photographs of Rosetown, c. 1972. Courtesy of Saskatchewan Archives

Board, from Rosetown: A flourishing industrial centre. the distribution point for a vast

agriculturat territory. (AtL tabets by the author).
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supports most of the common booster phitosophies of the west as an uncared for and

wild frontier. Needless to say, the course of history did not run the way such boosterism

desired, at least not on the scale they predicted.

The booster mentality, or perhaps unadutterated optimism, is a recurrent theme in

Rosetown's history. A planning

document compteted in 1957 by the

Community Planning Branch,

Department of Municipat Affairs, in

Regina, included a population growth

diagram (frg.27 , fotLowing page). If one

ertended the forecast beyond its 1971

limit, Rosetown woutd have had a

population of approximately 4000 in

1995.

Stitl, many of the things that one

woutd expect from a boomtown are stitt

part of Rosetown. Take, for exampte, the

Rosetown Concert Orchestra (fig. 28) and

the Fair Day (figs. ?9,3A). Rosetown

has a strong music program in the

schools, and the Rosetown Jamboree,

which includes a parade and a rodeo, is

a major event. 0lder attractions, such

as the Lion's Ferris wheel running off a

John Deere tractor, are insignificant in

the face of the newer, larger events (fig.

31 (53)). The tndition of Saturday night

Figure 28. Rosetown Concert Orchestra, 1928.

Courtesy of the Rosetown Library.

Figure 29. Rosetown Fair Day, 1919. Courtesy of the

Rosetown Library.

Figure 30. Rosetown Fair Day, 1922. Courtesy of the

Rosetown Library.
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is vestigiaþ present in an event put on by the Rosetonm and District Chamber of

Commerce and Rosetown merchants catled Midnight Madness. Midnight Madness is a

consumer-oriented event that lasts for a few days before Christmas. Simitar to the old

Saturday nights, there is also a targe sociat component. Sporting events, such as curling

borspiels, sLill consistentty large draw

numbers (60 Rinks In Action At

Rosetown's Annual Spiet (1957)). Other

boomtown elements, such as the old style

hotels with their beer parlouls, or the

Unique Theatre (fig. 32) are gone.

However, Rosetown, Tommy Douglas's

otd riding, has mahred considerably from

its boomtown days. The levet of services

has remained high. There is a hospitat,

seniors citizen's lodges (fig. 33), a good

setection of merchants on Main Street,

chu¡ches (fr1. 34, fotlowing page). a large

farm implement deater, wett-established

seed cteaning operations near Elrose and

Mitden, a regional high schooL (fig. 35,

fottowing page), a new grade school. (fig.

36, fotlowing page), a civic centre (fig.

37 (55)), a recycling facility, a

municipality shop and 5nrd, an adult

education college, a radio station, a

faciLity which emptoys mentally

handicapped people, a new water

Rosetown Library.

Figure 32. Unique Theatre, undated. Courtesy of the
Rosetown Library.
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Figure 33. Lions Manor senior citizen's home
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treatment plant, and more. An area has been zoned for industriat use, and new suburban-

styled subdivisions are starting grow on the north east side of toi¡rn, but not without

support from the town (fig. 38, foltowing page). Even Rosetown has fatten victim to a

recent suburban oddity, the pink stucco house (fig. 39, fottowing page), which stands in

stark conEast to some of the older homes (figs. 4A þq, 47 (56)\ on older streets (fig.

4? (56)). Some of this newer

development appears as an overlay on a

previous time, as Rosetown had been

economically stagnant for some time.

0ntythrough the efforts of Entrepreneurs

2000 (82000) and community bonds

programs are such ventures being

undertaken. The most recent example

was the raising of $800 000 in community

bonds to attract a Saskatoon business,

Precision Metals, which makes a combine

pickup attachment catted Rake-Up, to

locate in Rosetown. This company

employs 30 local workers and is a growing

company. However, a dispute arose

between the town and Precision over

whether moving Precision's head office

to Saskatoon was a violation of their

contract with the town, or worse, an

indication that they witl move out

comptetely once their contractuat

obtigations to the town are ctosed.

Figure 35. Rosetown Central High School
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Precision was taken to court and the court ruted in favour of the town, a relevant ruting

for most community bonds programs (12). The loss of such a business has happened to

many towns in the past, where a substantiat effort was given, and stiff competition

overcome, in order to biing in business and jobs, which then only lasted for a few yeals.

Rosetown had an oil refinery (fig. a3)

and a dairy at one time, as wetl (not due

to community bonds, however).

Like most sma[ communities, t]rere

are a number of clubs, lodges,

associations, and miscellaneous groups,

providing for the townspeopte and the

disadvantaged townspeople atike. This

is another traditional feature of smalt

town rurat life that continues on to the

present. In 1959, even the town of

Hughton, with a poputation of L00, had

multiple women's organizations which

pLayed a strong rotes in the community:
... ..........r... r: ...-.:,ì, 1 .,.

Figure 38. Town of Rosetown residentia[
devetopment

Yes, we've quíte a number Iof
organizations]: there's the Ladies }range
Lodge, the Women's Associatíon of the United
Church, and the GírI Guíde mothers have a
group, a good number of us belong to the
Hughton square dance club, and there's the
Homemaker's CIub whích is the Women's
Iratitute. To date the Homemakers have spent
weII over two thousand dollars on the
furnishings of this community hall that we
are in this evening. A lot of our money that
we've raised has come from cateríng to
weddíngs and conventions and field meeß.
(cBC 1e5e)

Figure 39. Pink stucco house
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Sociaþ Rosetown's residents are supportive of one another. Still, whether one is

'from'there or not is noteworthy to most townspeople. This distinction may based upon

where one lives, or one's famrþ history in the a¡ea. There are stitl a fairly large number

of families whose relatives were among the fust to settle the area. No matter how tong

one spends in Rosetown, if one's family hasn t been there for a few generations, one will

not be thought of as 'from' Rosetown. It

was suggested to the author that there

are different tevels of acceptance in the

community, and one must a second

generation retative or ctoser to be fuþ

accepted. However, these levels of

acceptance are not usually used in

discriminating amongst people, it is more

of tag - a classification system which

atlows peopte to place others in context.

Regarding where one lives, an

interesting situation kept coming up in

the interviews. One of the topics the

author used as a tool for questioning was

a television program the CBC had

produced on the state of the farm

economy (CBC 1992). The program was

broken into tfuee segments and, in the

third segment, the CBC interviewed a lady

and her family from a farm near Biggar,

60 km north of Rosetown. She ran the

farm and worked part time in Rosetown.

Figure 40. Typical otder home
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She was represented as being from Rosetown, or the Rosetown area, although this was

not explicitì.y stated. in the interviews with informants, it was repeatedly made ctear to

the author that this tady r,nas from Biggar, and not from Rosetown. For the informants,

the distjnction between the two towns and districts was clearly defined. This was a

source of frustration for some regarding

the CBC newsprogram since, they

thought, if the show was about

Rosetown, why interview someone from

Biggar? The CBC had made an

assumptíon about who was who and it

had erred. One informant said, "I've lived

here my whote life, and I,ve never heard

of her" (13).

Another informant, a sociat worker, stated that it is more difficutt to get Rosetown

residents out to classes, such as parenting classes, than in other communities. Rosetown

seems to have an image of itself as more prosperous and better-educated than other

tolr¡ns. lVhether or not this is an accu¡ate perception, Rosetov¡n does have a lot to be

proud of. Rosetown has frequentty aspired to be more than just another town. Another

informant stated that even in the droughts of the 1930s, people watered their trees as

much as they could. It was expticitty expressed to the author, on more than one occasion,

that those who stay in Rosetown do so for a reason, and they ìike living there.

Figure 43. Hi-Way Refinery undated. Courtesy of
the Rosetown Library.
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tn.N.& A MAXru STRËET T0Wru

I'Iost of the buildings were built at a time when if you needed a building, you buíIt a buildíng.

If anything is happening, it's on Main Street.

lvÍaín Street is a large group of independent merchants who have to get along to survive.

I can go downtown and meet people; Maín Street is a part of my life.
Ivfain Street has always been the centre of town.

I'Íain Street is seen as the hub of the town.

An indícator of the town.
Main Street is certainly the lifeblood of the town.

Any busíness is operating under a handícap íf it ísn't on Maín Street.

}ur Main Street hos always been a fairly nìce one. It is always neat and tidy'
You always compare it wíth other towra you vísit.
Rosetown ís a lúain Street town.
(List of responses by informants to questions regarding Main Street)

A "Main Street Towt't" is a phrase that was used to describe Rosetown. It also describes

almost every other small town on the prairies, as long as they had enough buitdings to

make up a street. Nevertheless, it is highty descriptive of Rosetown. As is apparent

from the preceding quotations, Main Street is important to the residents in an assortment

of different ways - business, civic pride,

levet of service. Even though Main Street

being called the centre of town is

something that is becoming more of a

conceptual statement, particularty as the

town expands to the northeast and as a

small commerciat strip accretes along

Highway 7, but it stitt describes Rosetown

welt. Main Street is meeting place for

many people (hgs. 44, 45).

As mentioned in section 4.7",

Rosetown expanded from the south end

of Main Street, outwards from the train

station. The train station is no longer

Figure 44. People meeting on Main Street

Figure 45. Peopte meeting at post office
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there (14), but it has been replaced by a renovated old school house which houses the

local tourism centre (hg. 46, following page), a considerably better facility than the

previous tourism booth (hg. 47, following page). The new tourism centre is also where

the billboards advertising the level of commitment to the community bonds program

have been strategicalþ placed (fig. 48, following page).

Notwithstanding the previous quotations, the author found that the symbotic

importance of Main Street was a difficult thing to get people to speak about, even

indirectly" It is so deeply embedded in what the town is, that it is atmost invisible in

day to day tife. Take this passage from another CBC show filmed in L959, for example :

Host: Lois Brown, a Hughton girlwho attends Ëlrose composite. Loís, whatwíIlyou do after
graduation?

Lois: 0h, I think I7I go to teacher's college, íf I pass, and I don't lotow, if I get my diploma
I1I probably teach a year and then go to Varsity for a couple more. I'lI have to get a
degree to keep going.

Host: Have you any thoughts of coming back to teach or to líve ín Hughton eventually?

Lois No, I d.on't think I'd come back to teach. Not that I have anything agairat the town,
but I just don't think I'd want to teach ín my own home town, not where everybody
knows you.

Lois, I was just wonderíng, do you like livíng in Hughton. ..

Sure! I like lívíng there.

How do you feel about Hughton generally?

0h, I don't l<now, ít's just home. (CBC 1959)

Here, Lois, a high school graduand is only being asked to comment generally on her

home town, but cannot think of anything to say. Main Street invoked a similar response

in most of the informants, even though some fafuly obvious exigencies were often brought

up, such as the response above, 'Any business is operating under a handicap if it isn't

on Main Street." However, one key informant, an ex-mayor, stated quite clearþ what

Main Street meant to the town:

The strength of l[aín Street is important since Main Street sums up the aspirations of a
communíty. Thelevelofeconomicvigourshownherehelpsonetogaugethelevelof'survívability'
of thís town in the future. l"Iaín Street ís an indícator of broad ffiIiates. I think the common
perception is that the more businesses there are avaíIable, the greater it is a sign of longwiU.
The disíntegratíon of Main Street minors the dísíntegration of the community.

Host:

Lois:

Host:

Lois:
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This informant feels that Rosetown has a strong Main Street and that it is an important

factor in drawing people into the town. There have been some small attempts at the

beautification of Main Street. There used to be a bed of ftowers at the end of Main

Süeet, the fi¡e hydrants have been painted like cartoons, there are murals on the fences

hiding a few of the vacant sites, and roses have been painted on the sidewallis at

intervats. The shops are not particutarly attractive, but they are wetl taken care of.

It is interesting to see how difficult it can be to think about what things mean to us.

There are advantages in trying to

understand our environment in a

comprehensive manner. To a certain

extent, this was done by the Rosetown

and District Credit Union buitding

committee when they chose to buitd their

second buitding on Main Street, a few

blocks down from their original one.

Figure 47. Rosetown and District Tourist

Information booth

Figure 46. Rosetown Tourism Centre

Figure 48. Community Bonds sign
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4.5 A DEPRESSEÐ AGRÏCLILTURÅL ECOruOMY AruD A tsAD MOOÐ

In the '80s, far more devastating than any price war wos the weather. Farmers had done all
their inputbutweren't gettíng a uop out. Politícs is abíg fador, but nothing líke the weather.
(Farmer and businessman)

The new credit union building was constmcted over a period of nine months during

1991 and 1992. At that time, the economy had just taken its first major downturn,

beginning the cunent recession. The economic situation for prairie farmers hadn't been

strong through the tate 1980s to begin with, mostly because of poor weather, which

reduced incomes over a period of years. Farmers had had some good years, but the

government was beginning to try and "wean us off their money", as one farmer put it.

What made the situation worse was that just at the start of these poor economic times,

the provinciat government had made substantial loans avaitable to fa¡mers. A few years

later, the situation had stayed the same and farmers were having to pay those loaru

back. This worsened the start of the recession by adding even more pressure to the

farmers already having a difficutt time with their businesses.

The farmers the author spoke with recognize the tough times, but they also say that

it is not severe compared with the major recession and bad weather of the 1930s. They

thought that the current slump was better described as a "bad time in a relatively good

tirne." They also think that the economic depression in agricutture is overstated, especiaþ

in the media. They feet that with the media it is almost as if a farmer is not allowed to

make money. There are success stories, but the media won't show them:

There is a group of farmers, about 20 who are about forty years old, who are innovators and
Ieaders ínfarmíng. They are notwhiners andthey are doing something abouttheír economic
situatíon. Rosetown is a very successful area, and ít ís probably THE place to farm, especially
now. The media have really drove to tovtn with agriculture in general (Farmer and businessman)

Rosetown has always been rather welt off financiaþ and the economic situation

definitely worse in other areas of Saskatchewan.
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Adding to the doom and gloom, the agricultural industry has also been under popular

attack on environmental grounds (Knistey L991a, Macl{itlan 1996). However, the hottest

topics in the media were the price subsidy war between the United States and Europe,

which is stitt parlicutarty devastating to Canadian farmers, and diversification. The

price subsidy war and diversification were not new topics to farmers, although they

were frequently presented as such in the media. In L956, an articte in the EAGLE spoke

about British subsidies as a "New Threat to Canadian Farmers" (New threat to Canadian

Farmers (1956)). At near the same time, there was another article speaking about an

upcoming meeting for veteran farmers who were being urged by the Veterans'Land Act

to specialize tleir farming. practices (Production Line Farming Meeting Here (1957)).

Even now diversification is a debatable topic, since some claim that low prices are the

real problern (Knistey 1993), white at the same time the traditional crop of wheat may

be rising in value again (Redekop 1996). Others have looked at the more academic topic

of restructuring the ownership of farmland. Inetuctably, diversifying is currently the

only way to survive.

The state of the agricultural economy ted to a concerned farmers meeting which was

hetd in the Rosetowrr arena, in the fatt of 199I. The organizers hoped for a crowd of 500

to 600 peopte. Far beyond their expectations, 4000 people came, and the. meeting was

late in starting because of the unexpected numbers. It had been decided that the

organizers woutd. control the meeting in order to try and eruure that peopte would

speak about agriculture from a non-potitical point of view. Everyone, no matter who he

was, had to walk to the microphone from his seat; there were no special seats held for

anyone. This well-publicized meeting is probably one of the reasons that "The Journal"

came to Rosetown the next year.

CBC's "The Joulnal" came to Rosetown in the spring of 199? and fitmed a newsprogram

on the state of the agricultural economy and diversification in farming (CBC 1992). The

CBC used Rosetown as its example of a struggling prairie tonrn, although Rosetown was
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not struggling to the extent that the program portrayed. The program also

overemphasized diversification as the sotution to getting farmers out of the recession.

Stilt, the subject was very timeLy, as diversification had not yet become commonplace in

prairie farming. This is evident in the foltowing statements of two farmers:

When I was taking a Ag. Econ. [Agricultural Economy] course, they talked about how there
were innovators and þIlowers. l,Íost of the farmers around Rosetown at that time would have
been followers and were being forced ínto díversification.

This was the first time that the agricaltural industry had been forced to diversify. Beþre
that there was no necessity. The farmers that had lost or sold cows didn't bother to replace
them. Wheat prices were up, at about four to five dollars per bushel, and most farmers went to
a síngle industry. Now it is different, you're startíng to see things líke 600 sow pig barru, value-
added índustry.

Another farmer stated that he is now growing seven crops instead of three, but at the

time of the CBC show he thought that his few cattle were his diversification. He also

stated that other farmers had already been growing tentils (a previously nonstandard

crop for the area), and pursuing other methods of diversification we[[ in advance of

himself.

However, it is easy to forget that diversification is expensive, requiring money which

many hrmers stitt do not have. Also, the concept of diversification takes time to

implement. It was in the middle of this uncertain and tense time for farmers that the

credit union built a new buitding.

Aside from the agricutturatindustry other disconcerting events are scattered through

the EAGLE. At the nationat level there was the separatist debate surrounding the defeated

Meech Lake Accord, and the introduction of the GST. Issues closer to Rosetown were the

growing non-confidence in the provincial government (Knisley 1991b), a population

drop within the town (15), and the jolt of the King's store closing (Town's First Business

To Close (1ee2)) (16).

King's Ltd. was started by Bitt King, the town's first overseer, in 1909, a¡d store

became an integral part of the town over time:
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King's Ltd. was the quíntessentíal small town department store.
They sold ørerything: Iadies clothing, Iadies and children's shoes, groceries and yardage,

everything except nuts and bolts; we never had hardware...

The second storey of Kíng's HaII', os it became known, was used for school and church and
publíc meetings. the building wos also a communíty centre on Saturday nighß. (Town's First
Business To Close (1992))

Although the business at King's Ltd. had been declining over the years, and it slowly

shed the different lines of merchandise it used to carry, the closing of the store stitl

came as an unwelcome surprise. The closing of King's Ltd. was more than just the toss

of a store on Main Street, it was, for many peopte, a saddening experience to see one of

the town's institutions go down:

The young woman, in her earþ thirties, and her husband were buying shoes at the "Quitting
Busfness" sale at King's Limited last week.

When the transactíon had been run through and goodbyes were being said, she hugged
owner Gord Smith and, with tears in her eyes, said, "I'm sorry; I know my first paír of shoes
were from King's.

}ther longtime customers have made similar remarl<s over the closing of one of the three
remaíning orígínal busfnesses that date back to Rosetown receiving vtllage status in 1909.

" Ìne lady moved to Rosetown in 1934, and she told me she has only bought here in all that
tíme," says Smíth, who started wíth Kíng's delívertng groceríes ín 1945.

A young man about j9 years old said his shoes never came from any place else.

It is the lack of enough customers - a declining rural population - that has led to King's Ltd.
closíng its doors, according to Smith.

"It's a decisíon that we've agonized over for the last four years," he explains,... "Four years
ago is when our accountant told us we should look at closing." (Town's First Business To Close
(1ee2))

Main Street lost more businesses, and each hole on Main Street was a dismal reminder

of the poor economic times. Rosetown has always been an agricuttural service town,

and as agriculture goes, so does the town. Now, however, things are stowly changing.

fu mentioned before, through the work of 82000 and the community bonds program,

the town lured Precision Fabricating to locate there. Its goods are marketed in Canada,

the US, and overseas. The town now has a little bit more of the value-added business it

has been seeking.
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82000 and the town counciL were also actively involved in ventures that brought in

True Value Hardware to replace the Macleod's franchise that went under, and that ptaced

the RDCU on Main Street.

In mid 1996, most people in the town would say that Main Street has taken a dramatic

turn for the better over the tast three years, and perhaps some woutd even say that it

has recovered.

Still, the perception of the time surrounding the building of the new credit union is

important, as everyone was begiruring to reduce their spending and many people were

scared, anticipating a highty uncertain future:

The Rosetown and Distríct Credit Union was not immune to the effects of the recession and
Iow íncome ín the farm communitlt, credit uníon members were to[ã at their annual meeting
Iost week.

In addressing the membershíp, president CoIín Ahrens said, "There ís no way to accarately
ossess what the future wiII hold for Rosetown, a communíty very dependent on the continued
viability of agriculture." Low grain prices, Iarge government deficits, huge inøeases in net
farm operating expenses combíned with low farm incomes, are beíng felt by every business in
Rosetown. 'It wíU leave a scar on Rosetown, but we"II come through this period of recessíon,"
Ahreru said. (Pagê 7992b)
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5" A ruEW B&JTLMÏruG F@R THË CREMTT qjruã@ru

5.N THE ROSETOWh¡ CREDTT I.J$åTOru ÂruÐ TT5 ORTGTruÅL tsUTLÐTMG

A d.ecade aqo, fevl citizens of Rosetown had heard or thought much about Credit Uniora, yet-

thii weei, a ñeiít four years âfter íæ first organizational me-etíng, the.Rosetown Svg_s. and

CiãAit U"io" Ltd. witt míve intoits own modern ffice on ltain Street. During il "1pen House"
wäi õn ianrday, it ß hoped that everyone whols able, wiII visit this natt building, and make

himself acquaínied with the aims and operatíons of the Credit Uníon.

Before approvíng of or uíticiztng the Credit U_nion,.a p.erson should make the small ffirt
requiíed toiêarn witai tne Credtt uñíon can do_for a distiict- Tly o1øaniqatíon serves various

iíõilã i" different ways: for some it -means 
lifé ínsurance for the first time, os no medical is

iããitire¿ ¡oí'íraurancle on savings; for otheri, a method.of financing. at reduced c.osts and
inãeased protectíon, for yet others,-a resolve to start savíng and continue saving, either in a

big way or a small way.

The questíon as to whether a Credit [Inion is needed ín Rosetown ís already ansttrered:

atmoil ioO ieopte have joíned ít, and they have saved $200,000 in iust four years. They høve

ãtso built a^Uuttaing wh¡"ch is an osset to aíty community, which will serve^its members for many

vears to come. lñ the province, more than 80,0A0 þeople or 10% of tlte populatíon have

i"irità¿ ii j 
^¡tl¡o" 

ín Credít Uníora. However the future õf the Rosetown Credit Uníon depends

oi wneiner tne people in the district witl study íß f ossibílitíes, and gs they owe it to themselves

lo do so, I am'ce'riaín of the outcome. FinãIIy, õne important point to remember is that the

Crei¡t rin¡on has no ffiItattons with any re[igíon, pol¡dcA party, race, social level, or any_

piarttcuiar tncome grolp, it is resporaib[e only to íts members, the people of Rosetown and
distríct. (Down 1957)

This newspaper article from L957 tells

the story of the Rosetown Credit Union -

a community based organization that

ftourished quickty. The credit union

movernent began in Saskatchewan and

its devetopment is quite remarkabte.

The author of the above quotation

knew what was involved in the creation

of a credit union, since the Rosetown

Credit Union began in the back of his

store, Attan Down's Ladies I¡Vear.

The originatbuitding (figs.49, 50) tans

quite far down Main Street and somewhat

removed from other commercial

ii'iä:;ìììr ii:,..¡*r.1::::i;:¡jlii:i'Ì-1

Figure 49. 0riginal RDCU buiLding

OriginaI RDCU buiLding
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development. It was beside the Ells Hali to the south, and to the north were residences.

Across the street were more residences and a chu¡ch. The commerciat devetopment on

Main Street was one block to the south. This changed twenty years later when the new

Co-op store was built, effectively extending commercial devetopment on Main Street to

the credit union building.

One might assume that any new construction in a small town wilt receive attention.

Indeed, even the recent expansion of the boilerhouse at the hospital in Rosetown was

featured in the EAGLE. However, as the key informant indicates betow, the original

buitding was likely more than just the answer to a need for more space than was availabte

at the rear of Allan Down's Ladies Wear:

The older credit union buildíng was a distinctive buildíng and was received quite Yp!|. fney
built their own building and they definítely grw out of it. At the time the .older building was
built, it was quite díst{nctive. f{ho.d rock work on the síde and entrance and deep piles. It was
a good thing when that buildíng went up on Main Street.

The corstruction of the first Credit Union buitding in 1957, like the construction of

their present buitding, was an event:

0n Saturday afternoon the Rosetown Savings and CredítUnign he]d "open_house' to celebrate
the opening oi tts new ffice in the three hundred block on Maín Streef. About three hundred
people visiteã. the buílãing, were served coffee and doughnuts a4d Eyen an opportunity to
iraìecf the new ffice. (Ciedtt Union Moves Into New 0ffice Buil.ding (1957))

A picture of the interior of the buitding,

showing the teller desk, was featured in

the EAGLE (fig. 51).

A year previous to the opening of the

originat Credit Union buitding, the EAGLE

ran an advertisement for the Toronto-

Dominion bank (TD) which contained

some interesting imagerY (fig. 52,

Figure 51. Originat RDCU buiLding, interior, 1957.

Rosetown Eagte. 7 February.
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fottowing page). Behind the TD manager looms a photograph of the TD headquarters in

Toronto (17). The headquarters, demolished in 1965, were buitt ín1912 as the Bank of

Toronto (fig. 53, foltowing page), before the merger with the Dominion Bank in 1955,

and stood on the southwest corner of King Street and Bay Street:

The new buildíng wos desígned by the New Yo* firm of Carrue & Hastings, working _with
Eustace G. Bird of Toronto as assocíate archítect. The choice would not have endeared the bank
to Toronto's architects, who were at this time very nationalistic and defersive in the face of
íntewe competítion ftom large American firms. But Carrere & Ho4ting.s, was - with l"fcKim,
t'Íead & White (also ó¡ Wew Yõrþ - one of the tuto most accomplished and respected firms of the
period. Any èIient o¡ tne* could be .certain that its new buildíng_ would not only be an
'architecturãI 

event and have high prestíge value, but would be well planned and meticalously
detailed. (Dendy 1978, 98)

The intent behind the advertisement is easily discerned. It is attempting to show a

close relationship between the massive organization in eastern Canada and the smalt

branch in Rosetown, by putting the locat bank manager in the same frame of reference

as the headquarters. The manager is even shown taking notes during a telephone

conversation, presumabty tong distance to Toronto, to reinforce the stogan, "He's not

alone behind his desk!" Stilt, contrary to the aim of the advertisement, the use of the

image of the targe building to exemptify the TD as a corporation reinforced the fact that

the heart of the organization wasn't here, it was far away, somewhere else. However, it

must be said that for many peopte the use of this image woutd have triggered feetings of

security since the banking institution they were involved with had stability that came

from investing in a much targer market, perhaps even a world market, something which

the Rosetown Savings and Credit Union would have not been abte to advertise with any

degree of credibility.

It is highty unlikely that peopte woutd recognize the buitding in the advertisement

for what it was, but everyone would recognize by the sheer size and the styte of the

buitding that it wasn't in a ptace the size of Rosetown. Banks have traditionaþ built

retatively eÌaborate and/or substantiat buildings in prairie towns. trllhether it was the
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Figure 52. TD newspaper advertisement, 1956. Rosetown Eagle, 17 May.

Figure 53. Bank of Toronto, from William Dendy, Lost Toronto, 99.
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use of brick (fig. 54), decoration of the

facade (figs. 55, 56,57 (72)), or size, an

attempt was consistently made to

construct buildings which were distinct

from their buitt contert (cf. figs. 57, 58

(72)). The architectural expression of

the credit union in Yorkton,

Saskatchewan (fig. 59 (73)), and Credit

Union Central, in Regina, Saskatchewan

(fig. 60 (73)), indicate through the

design of their buildings, credit unions

stitl aspire to the architecturat expression

which banks have traditionally

emptoyed.

It isn't the object of this study to

describe the symbotic importance of the

originat credit union buitding, but the

comparison of the two institutions

through the TD advertisement does

describe one of the quatitative

differences between a credit union and

a chartered bank. For the Rosetown

Credit Union, everyone who was a

member was invotved in some manner

Figure 54. Royal Bank of Canada, Rosetown,

undated. Courtesy of the Rosetown Library.

Figure 55. Bank of Commerce, Hawarden,

Saskatchewan

Figure 56. Northern Crown Bank, Dundurn,

Saskatchewan
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with the running of the institution, and its heart was right there on Main Street where

the new building was. This is tikety of great importance to those who support the credit

union movement (see Appendix C).

The immediary of the physical environment does lend a certain reassuring quality to

the symbolic importance of buitding in this situation. The simple fact that a building

exists may be symbolic in its own right, depending of course on the context in which it

is read. Take for example the foltowing letter written to Winnipeg n 1912. It was

written by the secretary treasurer of the Leader Manufacturing Company, Rosetown, to

the MacPherson-McCurdy Advertising Agency, Vtlinnipeg (18). The foltowing quotation

is transcribed from the handwritten introduction to a more detailed description of the

state of development of Rosetown:

Sept. 24-12

Ì'I a t her s o n- l,I cCur dy Lt d
BeII Block
Wínnipeg, l,Ian

Gentlemen:

I hereby take pleasure in submíttíng for your consideration the followíng addítional
information on the progress of Rosetovrn.

There are at present eíght brick buildíngs under process of constructíon and easily three
times as many residences in various stcges of construction. The C.N.R. alone have three míIes
of síde tracl<s and are building a large freíght house. The C.P.R. have easily half os much síde
trackage as the C.N.R.

The telephone and electríclighting system is now being íratalled.
A ten foot vein of coal has been found thirly miles from Rosetown.
Plars are beíng made to bore for gas here.

I am having some more photographs taken and wiII send them to you very soon.

Yours very truIy,

Leader l,If'T. Co. Ltd.
F.E. Hopkíra
Sec.-Treas.

(Hopkins 1912)
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What is interesting is that the fust development mentioned is the brick buildings,

before the railroads and other infrastructure. This is repeated in the typeirritten text of

the main body of the letter (Appendix D). Perhaps F.E. Hopkins, the writer, saw brick

buildings as the primary symbot of urbanity. Whatever his intent, brick buitdings are

different from the typical wooden and

metal constructs erected on the prairie

in that they cannot be moved. With

many small towns which have

'disappeared', the reason they have done

so, in a physicat sense, is that the

buitdings were auctioned off and moved.

Otd farm houses became cottages at "the

lake", churches were used as grain

storage bins, and Quonsets were

disassembled and re-erected on

farmyards. But with bríck buitdings there

is a sense of permanence. If one wants

to move or atter such a buitding it must

be partialty or completely dismantled.

Both the construction and demolition of brick buildings was a considerabte task. Also,

the more detailed aspects of brick construction may have played a role in the owne/s

choice of brick as a building materiat and F.E. Hopkins' perception of those buildings as

an indicator of the progress of the town.

load bearing brick is a type of construction that is rarety used anyrnore. It is labour

intensive, costly, and offers poor insulation value. Currently, the most massive type of

construction is reinforced concrete which is commonty used as the strucfural system of

buitdings. For those not familiar with buitding construction, tlre structural system

Figure 58. Main Street showing Bank of Commerce,

Etbow, Saskatchewan

Figure 57. Bank of Commerce, Etbow Saskatchewan
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refers to the columns, walìs, and floor plates which bear weight, or'toad' as it is known.

Most of the watls in a building are simply partitions which enable, amongst many other

things, the design of different levels of privary and the separation of incompatible

functions. The exterior watls of modern buitdings are simply membranes which divide

the exterior environment from the

interior environment, and as with the

partition watls, the exterior cladding is

typicaþ not load bearing. With toad

bearing brick construction, however, the

exterior walls are load bearing.

It is difficutt to say if the buitdings

that F.E. Hopkins rnentions were

constructed using a load bearing brick

system. By virtue of the time period it

is highly Ukety, but earty forms of brick

veneer, the modern standard for the use

of brick, were starting to appear.

Regardtess of the precise type of

construction used, toad bearing brick hæ i:tiÏiå;Ïtdit 
union central" Resina'

a tong history in buitding construction and, for many, even the obvious veneers used

today still denote tìe substantial mass of the older brick buitding systems (and atl that

they symbolize).

Although the massiveness of load bearing brick is no longer an athibute that is

incorporated into architecturat expression, there are many other factors, some designed

into the buitding by an architect, that lend a sense of permanence to a buitding. This

r¡¡as the case with the construction of the new RDCU buitding in 1992.

/ Royal bank
i\

Credit union

Figure 59. Yorhon Credit Union, Yorkton,
Saskatchewan
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5"2 TFflE ruEEB FOR A NEW BI.'TLDNruG AruD TE{E SECI,IRTruG OF Â STTF

The Rosetourn and District Credit Union had not been paying out dividends for some

time, even before the buitding project was begun. Credit unions are required to have a

minimum of 5olo equity in reserye, while most credit unions are struggling to meet 3-4olo.

Years ago, the board of directors of the RDCU decided that 5Yo was too little, and that

they woutd aim for keeping LOo/o of their equity in reserve. So, when it was later decided

they woutd build again, the RDCU had money available for the building project.

Five years prior to construction they had been considering expansion. Expansion

was considered for such a long period of time because of the economic situation, as

described in section 4.5. They were also concerned with the political perception of their

ptans - they didn't want to appear to be flaunting their weatth in tough economic times.

Within the credit union industry, the CU informant said, the hope was that the downturn

in the economy has reached its bottom, and the state of the economy was in its worst-

case scenario. The RDCU was very conscious of the question, "Who are we to be spending

the members'money at a time like this?" At the same time, they thought that there is

tikely no better time to build since most businesses in the construction industry were

desperate for work, therefore the RDCU would be able to buiLd a building relatively

cheaply.

The old buitding was crowded with twenty staff members, which were between five

and eight peopte too many for the size of the space. They had a structural engineer

assess the condition of the building, who found that it was sound. They then looked

into adding another storey to the existing buitding, but that was deemed to be too

expensive by the architect. They looked into putting an addition on the back of their

current buitding. This would require the purchase and closing of the alley, which the

town would agree to do, but this was not pursued as an option. They looked into

putting a hole in the exterior wall through to the adjacent Co-op building, and renting
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the Co-op's administration section. But the architect determined that this would be

only a short term sotution. While the RDCU was pursuing these different options, and

brainstorming on what would be the best course of action, they were wondering, "Is it

time?".

Soon, however, the buitding was simply too small and they had to do something. A

survey of the membership had been compteted earlier:

In 1989, the credit union surveyed tts membershíp for areas where the ínstitution needed
ímprovement. l'Íembers felt the 25-year-old building needed private areos at the teller wickets,
more space for the 16 member staff and upgraded decor. (ltlatdern 1991a)

In surveying a percentage of the credít union members, they felt a lack of privacy when
conductíng their traruactions atthe teller wickets [cf. fig. 57] andwhile waíting þr appointments.
They also feltthepresentbuilding is too crowded, andrequestedmore parkíng, publicwashrooms,
a play area for children and ground level access. (Credit Union Announces Plans For New
Buildins (1e91))

A meeting was held, the membership voted to approve the allocation of funds for a

new building, and the board of directors of the credit union appointed a building

committee. The buitding committee gave monthly reports to the board of directors.

The CU informant said that he thought the planning went very well and that he doesn't

recalL any of the decisions made by the building committee being overtumed by the

board. This was likety due to the fact that the buitding committee consisted of two

permanent members and three rotating members. The rotating members of the buitding

committee were usuaþ from the board of directors of the credit union. Infrequentty,

staff sat on the committee, usually for a specific, job-retated reason. The reason for the

rotation of the board members was simply due to the availability of people to attend the

required meetings at different times.

The CU informant stated that the RDCU had a few people close their accounts in

protest of the choice to buitd a new building: one large account and two or three small

accounts. The CU informant atso stated, however, that it was difficutt to tell if the

ctosing of those accounts reaþ was directly because of the building, adding that those
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people may have had other complaints. Several people were concerned that the RDCU's

interest rates woutd have to increase to pay for the corstruction, but as mentioned at

the beginning of this section, the RDCU had the cash reserves to buitd the buitding. The

construction did cost members though, as the funds used to pay for the buitding were

not available for investment, and therefore the RDCU was earning less money.

The building committee suweyed the town for available propefies. They had decided

that if they were to build, they woutd buitd a buil-ding that would last them for the next

twentyyears. Highwayfrontage was deemed unsuitable, andtheyeventuaþsettted on

a site on Main Street where the Rosetown Hotel had stood (fig. 6t). Figures 62 and 63

(following page) show a view down Main Street when the Rosetown Hotel was still

standing (hg. 62), and the current view down Main Street showing the RDCU buitding

standing on the same site (fig. 63).

Figure 61. Rosetown Hotel, 7927. Courtesy of the Rosetown Library.
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Figure 62. Postcard of Rosetown's Main Street, c. 1970

RDCU

buiLding

Figure 63. SimiLar view down Main Street, 1992
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The initiation of discussions between the RDCU and the town council at this point is

unclear, but ctarity here is not criticat. What is important is that the town councit was

actively involved in getting the RDCU to build on the old hotel site. The Rosetown Hotel

had been demolished, unrelated to the RDCU's plans. The owners of the hotel property

had simply teft, leaving the town with over $40 000 in taxes owing. The prospect of

being able to sett the land at all, let atone to an institution like the RDCU, was a unique

opportunity for the town and something they made every effort to do. The proceedings

of the negotiations between the town and the RDCU were kept private, in order to hetp

keep the issues clear and limit outside pressure, much to the chagrin of the editor of the

EAGLE.

The Rosetown Hotel was located on a corner with good exposure to Main Street and

First Avenue (fig. 24 (47)). The site is central in downtown, "Smack dab in the middte",

as the CU informant said. Looking at the planning document from 1957, the centratity

of the site is confirmed by a diagram entitled "Centrat Business District' (fr1. 64, fotlowing

page). The diagram shows the centre of the district near the site of the Rosetown Hotet,

on the Northeast corner. (The southwest corner holds the Royal Bank and the southeast

the TD).

The present location is actuaþ five lots (see fig. 65 (80)). The hotel had three, there

is a lot to the north and one to the east across the back alley.

The town and the RDCU negotiated, after which the RDCU were given an option on

the hotel property (Waldern 1991a) . The RDCU then approached the two private property

owners. They negotiated an option on the land to the north, and the land to the east

was bought as common property: if the credit union woutd make it public parking, the

town would waive the taxes on it. The town also agreed to close the alley in the future

to allow for expansion of the new RDCU buildinq.
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Figure 65. Rosetown Site Plan, 1.990. Courtesy of the Town of Rosetown and UMA

Engineering. (RDCU lots [abe[ and box by the author).
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In L990, before the RDCU's plans to build a new buiLding were announced, the town

had been discussing the building of a new town office (Aldermen Considering 0ptioru

For New Town Office And Fire Hatl (1990)). This became incorporated into the negotiations

between the town and the RDCU. with the town agreeing to purchase and renovate the

credit union's old office into the new town office.

0n ApriL l.st, l.99L the official plans for a newbuilding were announced in the Rosetown

Eagle:

The 90 by 90 foot buildíng wiII be a síngle storey structure wíth a fuII bosement and provísiora
for an elevator. The maín floor wiII accommodate ffices and a new design in teller wickeß (síx
in all) that wiII allow members "more prívacy" while doing theír traraactíons.

The new buildíng wiII "show continued commítment to the communíty', vice president of
the credit union, Iriayne RusseII, told the meetíng. (Credit Union Annoúnces Plåns For New
Building (1991))

In the same issue there was an article describing the satisfaction of the mayor with

the closing of the deal and how the council was beginning tatls on the renovation of the

RDCU's old office (Ittlaldern 1991b). An editorial by the editor, again in the same issue,

mirrored the positive feelings regarding the RDCU's decision:

The construction of the new building will be beneficial for the credit union's long-term
growth, its present customers (or members os they are lorcwn), and for l,Iaín Street as weII-

The empty lots on l"Iaín Street, following the demolition of the old hotel buíIding, were
becoming somewhat of an eyesore. The new buíIding wiII remedy this.

Granted, paínted murals by local artists on plywood sheets helped mask the nakedness of
such a huge parcel of commercial properly, but dirt and weeds during summer months brought
to líght the fact that there had to be something better for ít.

The coratructíon of the new credit union may spark a l,faín Street revitalization program.
The new buíIding wiII definítely help draw attention away from vacant main Street buíIdíngs,
and wiII provide more trffic for busfnesses in the downtown core.

Started with one employee ín a rented comer of a llaín Street ladíes clothing store almost
40 years ago, the credit union's relocation wiII, ironícally, bring them back to roost a few doors
down from that ladies shop.

AfiXíng tríbute, ín away, to íts grassroots begínnings. (Pagé 1991)

In retrospect, it may seem clear as to the course the proceedings leading to the

construction of the RDCU's new building woutd take. For example, the CU informant

stated in a later interview, "that searching for sites around the town was reatly erring

on the side of caution." They had been coruidering their present site and it was really
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the best and only choice. It is highly likely that the RDCU would have chosen the hotel

site regardless of the townt involvement. As it went, however, the town council's rote

through two mayors, was active and positive, and proved to be important support for

the RDCU's new buitding project.

Locating on Main Street satisfied other requirements set by the RDCU buiLding

committee besides good exposure, a central location, a buyer for their otd office, and

the avaitability of land for future expansion. Their hopes of locating on Main Street,

and that particular site, were that it woutd show their commitment to the town. They

wanted to anchor the business community to Main Street. Their intention was to

symbolize that, "IiIe are here for a long time" (CU informant).

The sod turning ceremony took place on October Znd, 1997 (Sod Turning Marks Start

0f New $r.0 ¡,Iilüon Credit Union (1991)).

5.3 I}ESIGNING T!{E NEW BUILDING

We are the financial iratitution in thís community. I think the management team ís vibrant
and dymamic, and our polícies have statements in them that define how we see ourselves and
how we want to operate. We are a rural-based financial institution. The building carries thìs
through. WhíIe we are openíng up a few rural branches, the chartered banlc, like the Royal are
pulling outfrom the smaller places. (CU informant)

At that tíme a lot of credít uníons were starting to falter, and some of the other chartered
banks were closíng their branches, Iike the Bank of l,Íontreal. The questíon osked wos, "How
long are you goíng to hang on?", and our arrswer was that, "We are here for the long haul. We
are here until the communityr goes down, but we won't let ít." That's why we dídnt buíId just
another block buíIdíng. (CU informant)

The RDCU isn't a targe credit union, but it is iarge for a town like Rosetown. It has

about 5000 members, which would constitute, according to a very rough estimate by

the CU informant, a7}olo penetration into the trading area. The trading area is similar

to the area known as the Rosetown District, approximatety 20 miles in att directions

except east, which extends a little further to approximatety 35 miles. This trading area

doesn't appear to have changed since the aforementioned ptanning document released

in 1.957 (fig. 66, following page).
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TRANË AREA

Figure 66. Trade Area diagram,7957. Courtesy of the Saskatchewan Archives Board,

from Community Planning Branch, Department of Municipal Affairs, Rosetown Plans its
Future, 2.
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Figure 67. RDCU newspaper advertisement, Credit
Union Day, L991. Rosetown Eagle. 7 0ctober.
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The RDCU appears to have extremely good representation from the district. Further

to this, when the new board of directors was elected, having good representation of

people in t}re trading area was consciously considered. Most everyone involved with the

RDCU, and in the town for that matter, adhere very much to the cooperative philosophy:

they take an interest and they keep in touch. If something is happening which may be

of interest to the RDCU, someone wilt likely come into the RDCU building to pass it on to

the RDCU staff.

The credit union exhibited adherence to this phitosophy during the pre-design phase

of the new RDCU buitding. They sent out newsletters, conducted a survey of the members

regarding the new building, and had the floorplans and a model of the new buitding on

disptay at the annual meeting. There were also presentations given by staff members

concerning the different parts of the buitding. The membership always knew generalty

what the RDCU was doing at each stage of the buitding project (see for example, ftg. 67 ,

previous page).

Through the member surveys completed previousty, certain preferences were indicated,

such as preferring to speak face to face with people, and banking with the same Member

Service 0fficer (MSO) atl the time. The RDCU has a significant senior clientele. The

RDCU has a special interest in this large group of members and observed that seniors

view their banking as a social event. Many seniors also feel that by banking with the

RDCU, they have their money closer to home, and it is, therefore, more secure.

Through these surveys the RDCU buitding committee came up with a set of Criticat

Design Requirements (CDR), which have been included as Appendix E (19). The architect

said that it was exceptional to get such a document from a client. He was both surprised

and pleased to receive the CDR. It was the most substantiat work undertaken by the

client toward a buitding program.
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For those not familia¡ with the process of planning and designing a building, one of

the first things usuaþ to be completed is a 'program'. A program may take various

forms, but it wilì. usuaþ be a document including a list of qualitative and quantitative

requirements for the project. For example, quantitative requirements may include the

various sizes of rooms required and their retatioruship to one another, intended function

and use of spaces, technicat requirements for specific machinery grades of materials

and hardware to be used, and environmental issues, such as electromagnetic fieLds.

Qualitative requirements are usually vaguely articulated statements which delineate an

attitude toward the project, the spirit of the project, or wishes for how the buitding wilt

be perceived by the user. These requirements are used to priorize certain aspects of the

project. For example, a sense of compassion for the users of a hatfway house may lead

to concentrating the design effort on creating an environment that wil.l meet the user's

specific needs; or perhaps the importance of assimilation in mititary training may tead

to the design of a highLy regutar environment for housing new recruits. The CDR the

RDCU building committee created address the programmatic requirements for the project.

One of the first actions of the RDCU building committee was to organize a road trip to

visit other credit unions in Saskatchewan. They rented two extended passenger vans,

seating 6-8 people per van, with groups of people from the board of directors,

management, and the staff, and set off for 3 or 4 days. They visited credit unions in

Saskatoon, Humbotdt, Nipawin, Canora, Regina, Estevan, llleyburn, Swift Cunent, Melfort,

Tisdate, and others. Each credit union had done something new with their facility and

variations of many ideas were seen on the trip. The difference in perceptions of each

design by different groups of staff members at each credit union became obvious during

the trip:
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}ne thing that sticl<s in my míndwos the visít to [another smali town]. While the RDCIIs
administrative group was speaking to the other credítuníors adminístratíve group, andhearing
about how weII the design worked, the RDCU l"fS?s were speakíng to the other luIS?s who were
saying thíngs like, "It looked good on paper, but the counter wasn't high enough", etc. We
wanted to avoíd that. (CIJ informant)

The building committee, as stated before, had two permanent members and th¡ee

rotating members. The two permanent members were the most intimately involved

with the project. The permanent members, who were from management, tended to be

more concerned with function, while the rotating members spoke more of image and

cost: they wanted to ensure that good quality was shown for every dollar that was

spent. This is because the rotating members were targely a politicat body, concerned

with the impressions of the members regarding the decisions of the committee. It

should be stated that the majority of concerns with the reception of the project, etc.,

were focused on the membership, while remembering that the membership comprises a

significant proportion of the population in the trading area.

The two permanent members of the building committee completed some substantial

design work that inftuenced the present form of the building. Their main contributions

were in three areas: the design of the MSO stations (figs. 117 (8-6), 118 (B-7), cf. fig.

68, following page), the functional concept, and a diagrammatic ordering of the functioru

in a plan view (figs. L26-730 (E-2 - F-4) (20). These two members worked on these

problems during a period that spanned two years and overlapped by four or five months

the architectt invotvement in the project.

The new design for the MSO stations was based on the results of the suweys and

observations made earlier. The two permanent members of the RDCU buitding committee

had been cutting and pasting their own drawings as part of the process of designing the

MSO statioru. They decided that members should be able to sit or stand while dealing

with a MS0, arrived at the "P'shape of the tables that would accommodate both scenarios,

and they thought about the how each MSO station should be separated from the

neighbouring MSO stations.
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Figure 70. Section A-4.
Drawing by the author.

Original construction document courtesy of the archjtect.
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It was the MSO stations that were the starting point for the design effort on the

client's part as well as for the architect. The whote project was generated from the ideas

and requirements of these stations, and this is apparent when one tooks at the final

version of the Main Level floorptan (fig. 68 (87)). Both the architect and the CU informant

estimate that the two permanent members of the RDCU buitding committee put

approximately 75olo of the effort into the design of the MSO stations.

After the MSO stations, the two permanent members then considered the administrative

section, and then the public space. This devetoped into the concept of the buitding

being composed in a progression of three areas: the public, the MS0s, and the

administration. They also gave a shape to this system of areas. It was a rough "C" shape

(h9.1,26), with the public space at the centre, and the MSO stations between them and

the administrative section. For the CU informant, the MSO stations were the conceptual

centre of the building. This system can be easily found in the Main Levet floorplan

(Compare figs. 68 (87) and 156 (c-2)).

When the a¡chitect came on the project the ctient presented him witl rough sketches

of the MSO stations (the tabtes, seating anangements and hatf height walls), and the

"C" shape. The tripartite system of public/MS0/administration was inherent in the

earty design sketches (figs. 126-133 (E-2 - F-5)).

The author asked the CU informant what the informant thought the two permanent

members of the RDCU buitding committee directty contributed to the form of the buitding.

The informant said that the main contribution was that "we were instrumental in the

devetopment of the main floor ptan, but we didn't have a lot of input into what happened

on the outside... lVe would spend counttess hours cutting and pasting with a knife the

blueprints that [the architect] woutd send us. Then [the architect] would redraw it and

send it back. The work on the concept of the main floor ptan was our biggest influence."

Some of the more indirect contributions by the cüent to the buil.ding was the idea for
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the atrium, the plants, and the waterfall. The client wanted to have some life in the

buitding, titeraþ These ideas were supported by the architect and their planning and

design was wholly incorporated into the design by the architect, and in the case of the

waterfall, the tandscape consultant.

The RDCU wanted to have a buitding that was part of the community. Once the

architect came out and he and a few members from the RDCU building committee had "a

walk around town", they totd him that they were not concerned with fitting in with the

rest of the street (CU informant). They said that they wanted to create the "new norm

to fit into" (CU informant). They were looking to invent a new architectural tradition

for buitding on Main Street (cf. Hobsbawm and Ranger 1993 (1983)).

More interviews were conducted, this time between the architect and his staff and

the RDCU staff. By the end of the design process, almost every staff member at the

RDCU had been involved in some way with the design of the building.

A second storey was pursued for a short time during the design of the building (figs.

139 (F-11),'1.47 (F-19), 150 (E-2?)). "Fair Share" Saskatchewan was going to be

implemented at that time, where alt the provincial government offices woutd be

decentratized to locations throughout the province. The RDCU had begun tallcs with

Fair Share who said that yes, they woutd rent the second floor. But the government was

stow in making a finat decision and the buitding project had to move ahead, so the idea

of buitding a second floor was dropped (21). The government lease have been for five

years, with the second floor buitt to the government's specifications. The lease woutd

have paid the cost of the second floor in the same five years.
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The author asked the CU informant how the RDCU came to have these ideas about

travelling to the other credit unions, doing a survey of the membership, and defining an

image for the irutitution through the architecture of the buiLding. The informant said

it was simply the resutt of brainstorming, and the staff was receptive to the ideas. The

informant reminded the author about the'Building Day Out', another event which came

out of brain storming.

When the design was near comptetion, the client had a cardboard model of the

building from the architect, and some drawings. According to the CU informant, the

RDCU building committee thought: "Gee that's nice. But before we put a million dollars

into it (22), we want to make sure it works. Then we thought, I wonder how wide the

ice surface is in the arena?". They bought rotes of masking tape and markers, and the

staff, their spouses, and the directors, laid out the floorplan on the arena ftoor, on a

Friday in May or June. "lAIe had [the architect] come up for it, and he was busy with the

tape and a measuring stick the whole time. He had never heard of or done anything tike

this before. [An office furnishings store] heLped us set up example offices." Their main

question was, "Does it work?", and it led to some smatl revisions. Also, it was a sociat

event.

The level of quality of materials was discussed, as the RDCU building committee

wanted the building to look like a very solid building, and they wanted it to appear like

it was of high quality. However, these discussions regarding the levet of quality of

materials were not in-depth. Decisions regarding materials were made quickly, but not

lightty.

After the architectt first cost estimate they were looking to reduce the cost of the

building. InitialLy they had specified the buitding to be of noncombustible construction.

This turned out to be very expensive, so they specified partiatly combustible construction

instead. There were issues of longevity, combustibiUty, and aesthetics, and they

compromised in the area of combustibility (23). They wanted a tow maintenance buiLding.
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The RDCU buitding committee and the architect had discussions over whether or not to

use asphatt shingtes, for exampte, but decided that they were too residential tooking -

they wanted a better quality of material. Later, the architect brought in samples of the

gtass, the roof metal, and the brick, and some choices were made based mostly on the

longevity of the materials, with other qualities. such as price and appearance ptaying a

much lesser rote. Basicalty, the architect made the choices for atl the exterior materials

and designed the exterior of the building. It was at this time that an interior design

firm became involved.

An interior design fi¡m was hired to make sure that the offices worked, at a more

finite tevel than what the architect had been considering. They completed another

series of interviews with the staff, and did an appraisal of each staff membe/s job needs

and of intra-office communication. They were responsible for the furniture tender, and

they also specified virtualty alt the interior finishes (walt coverings, carpet, floor tiles),

the exterior brick colour, and they designed the benches and information centre in the

tobby.

The RDCU building committee did run into a some friction between the architect and

the interior designer due to professional territoriality, but the strength of the RDCU as

a client seems to have eruured that things were compteted as necessary.

The CU informant was unofficiatly taken from the CU informant's job to work on the

buitding about two years prior to construction. For about six months during construction

the informant was working futt-time on the buiLding project - as a client representative

to help resotve issues on site. The first time the author spoke with the CU informant,

the informant was visibty proud of the buitding. The author also noticed this with

another of the staff members who agreed to give the author an impromptu tour of the

building, the first time the author entered inside. This staff member seemed proud of

the building as welt, and spoke as if the member had been involved in the design

process, which the member had. To this topic, the CU informant recalled the following:
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We were possibly more involved in the project than an archítec't may like an owner to be.
When we read the contract the first time we saw in there that it had a clause that we weren't
allowed in when it was being built. We saíd, "Hold on." [The architect] saíd it was for
insurance purposes. We told hím that we wanted access to the buìIdíng, and he would have to
çharyge the contract. It ended up that aII of the staff just signed waívers. We bought a case of
hard hats to satisfy the foreman. StiII it turned out that we couldn't get into the buildíng when
it was being put up because the door was locked. [The architect] saíd for ínsurance reosòns the
foreman had the only key. We told hím we don't care what he has to do, we want a key here by
9:00 tomonow.

The author asked the CU informant whether comparison or competition with other

banks had influenced the project in any way, and the CU informant said that it was not

discussed.

The author spoke with most of the sub-consultants (interior designer, contractor,

mechanicat engineer, electrical engineer, structural engineer) (24), and none of them

thought there was anything particutarþ innovative or interesting regarding their input

into the project, although the building does use in-stab heating, which is not standard

(25).

However, the generat contractor, who has buiLt other credit unions and banks, did

comment on the style of the RDCU buitding:

The RDCU ís a dífferent style for a bank, the custom cartain waII framing and the roof
especially, A normal bank is a square box with a flat roof and a líttle dress-up on the erteríoí
Credit unions are not typically like that. The normal banl<s are a heII of a lot cheaper.

5.4 ACTTONS OF TþIE ARCHTTECT

An architect witt undertake a wide variety of tasks during the design and construction

of a buitding. These tasks vary from slmthesizing the client's qualitative and quantitative

requirements, revising those requirements, designing the building, putting the

construction contract to tender, and inspecting all the construction work as it progresses,

to dealing with post-contract enquiries by the client. (A series of sketches and drawings

reflecting the design process have been included as Appendix F).
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TVhat is of interest here, however, is not the gamut of tasks, rather the contributions

of the architect that specificaþ relate to the design of the building, seeing the buitding

as an object, an artifact. There are many instances of this type of contribution, and the

contributior¡s discussed here are deemed to be the architect's key actions in terms of the

object.

Some etements of the design, as indicated in the previous section, were suggested by

the client, the foremost of these being the MSO stations. 0ther such suggestions were

that the client wished to have a stoping roof, a high tevel of quality in the exterior

materials, an atrium, and a waterFall with plants. With the exception of the MSO stations,

the final choice of materiats, and the waterfall, the architect designed each of the

elements.

Atthough substantial work had been completed on the design of the MSO stations by

the client, a considerable amount of effort was still required to make the MSO stations

work dimensionatly (figs. 139 (F11), 1,47 (E-19),1,50 (E-22)), and to develop a building

design centred around the stations. One could ctassify the work carried out by the

client on the MSO stations, before the architect began on the project, as planning work,

still steps away from finished mitlwork drawings. The MSO stations were quite expensive,

approximatety $5000 each, since in order to buiLd them there were twetve trades on site,

due to union regulatioru. The architect had wanted to have the MSO statioru contracted

out and factory buitt by one trade.

The idea of having an atrium (a term used toosety here, as atrium refers to the

ptanted and gtazed area of the buitding, not the large tobby space), with a waterfall and

planted area was supported by the architect because of the warm, friendly atmosphere

it creates (refer to figs. 68-70 (87-89), 772-L15 (B-4 - B-5),IZi.-i.Z3 (B-9 - B-10), 7i.,

fottowing page). In retrospect, the CU informant stated that the RDCU buitding committee

wished that waterfalt had been on the main level, in view of everyone in the lobby area.
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Flat roofs were of concern to the RDCU building committee, as they thought flat roofs

were inherently prone to leaking, more so than pitched roofs. Therefore, a pitched roof

was pursued in the design. Interestingly though, it is difficult to imagine having a

pitched roof, similar to the existing one, if the second storey had gone ahead as planned.

The wish not to have 'Just another btock building", woutd ìikety also have been

compromised, atthough it stilt woutd have been possible to put a pitched roof on a two

storey buitding. The turn of events leading to the cancelling of the plans to buiLd a

second storey are very significant to the buitding, and more importantly with respect to

what the architect was free to do with the design of t}re buitding. There is little doubt

that if a second storey had been inctuded as a design parameter, the resutt would have

possessed few of the quatities of the present design. The limitations posed by a second

storey woutd have inftuenced the floorplans, ceiling heights, and the roof shape, some

fundamental aspects of any design.

The planning for the second storey that was never built is the reason there is an

etevator shaft incorporated into the building, and for its location (janitor room on Main

Levet and Basement floorplans, refer to figs. 68 (87), 69 (SS)). The elevator needed to

be in the tobby so that a second floor tenant could go directLy to their office without

entering the credit union afler hours. As the design had aìready progressed, the architect

suggested that they may as well leave it in the plans, since if they ever wanted to put an

etevator in at a tater date, for handicapped accessibiUty, for example, there was already

$15 000 of work completed. There is a seam in the brick veneer in the lobby wall beside

the janitor's door where they can just peal away the brick veneer for the wider etevator

door opening, and the wooden ftoors in the shaft in the basement and main level can be

removed.

The following etements were brought to ptay in the design project whoLty by the

architect: the importance of addressing First Avenue in some manner (for the location

of streets, refer to h9.24 (47)), the incorporation of exterior tandscaping, the formal
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expression of the exterior, and the spatiat system of the building.

Early on, the architect looked at the physical zoning of the site (fig. 134 (F-6)).

Already he had involved the idea of a landscape buffer and placed values on different

areas of the site. In the design drawings on can see the site zoning being incorporated

into the design of the buitding (figs. 134-136 (F-6 - F-8), 138 (F-10), 1,42 G-1,4), 743 (E-

15), 748 (F-20), 149 (r-2Ð , 751,-153 (E-23), 155 (F-25)).

For the architect, the landscaping at the front of the building and the "pocket park"

inbetween the RDCU and the Chinese Restaurant were indicative of what could be done

on Main Street (figs. 102 (A-9), 104 (A-10) ,1,07 (A-12), 155 (F-25)). He was approached

by the head of the Rosetown Chamber of Commerce about doing simitar work elsewhere

on Main Street. This indicates that the landscaping was seen as an improvement to

Main Street. The intention was to make use of a goverrrment program for Main Street

revitalization, but this did not happen.

The landscaped area was intended to be a prominent feature and facititate views

down First Avenue. The use of a facade that wraps around both sides also displays the

effort to address First Avenue (see fig.

72). There had always been discussion

of a credit union "symbo[" (sfc Logo)

being ptaced outside, but they weren't

sure how it woutd be buitt (see fiq. 155

(Ê-25), where the sign makes its fust

appearance, labetled as a sign). It ended

up becoming a sculpture of the credit

union globe logo (fig. 10s (A-11)). The

architect designed the base and a sign

manufacturer built the globe.

'Nøsetøwn,ar¡d Ofsfl'ct Credtt (fníon,,-**'

Figure 72. RDCU construction project sign
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Deciduous trees were chosen rather than coniferous trees for the planted area outside.

This was to be part of a system that includes the large glazed area at the front of the

building. In the summer the trees witl shade the windows to reduce sola¡ heat gain, and

in winter the leaves are gone, and therefore there should be significant a sotar gain. A

mechanical engineer told the architect that the heating system should only need to run

at 50% of capacity in the winter, which the architect seemed quite pteased with. Whether

or not this was balanced with an increase in cooling costs in warmer weather was not

known. The concept behind such a system seems logical, but the working efficienry is

doubtful. Since it was decided that people shoutd be able to see into the building, they

chose clear gtass rather than mirrored. There have already been a series of blinds

instalted inside of the buitding (fig. 112 (B-4)) because of the superftuous amount of

suntight entering the building, causing discomfort to those working inside. The system

may become more efficient when the trees are fulty grown, but perhaps it is more

significant to note that such an idea was given vatue, reflecting an atLitude towards the

buitding project, rather than attempting to gauge the efficienry of this system. This

effort to inctude the landscaping as an integral part of the building's mechanical system,

whatever its true efficiency, is a relatively innovative approach to supporting the buitt

environment.

The architect found that the pubtic perception of the buiLding was a major concern

for the RDCU building committee. The client spent much time speaking of the imagery

of the buitding. They wanted it to "Iook good, but not ostentatious" (Architect). The

architect also found that the RDCU building committee was straightforward when it
came to many of the requirements it created: it wanted the roof to stope so the water

ran off, brick because it was better quality, and the biggest issue with them regarding

the design, after the public reception, was the amount of exterior gtazing, because it
was seen as expensive.
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Regarding what the RDCU building committee actuaþ desired in an image, there

weren't many details given to the architect. The committee's statements were not well

articulated: it wanted the building to be "ctean, direct, and bold" (CU informant).

For the a¡chitect, when a client speals of the imagery they want, most of it is

immediately understandable, despite the low tevet of articulation:

I've bge-rydo!19 lhís for 25 years and I just draw on experíence. If a clíent wants ít to be
open and friendly .that megry planß natulal líght, and båing able tí see in ftom tie itieet -
that's open and friendly. (Architect)

Here the architect is referring to a set of elements that correspond with the adjectives

and statements of the client. These retationships between buiLding elements and

descriptions such as 'friendty' or'authoritarian'are not easity definabte, but everyone

seems to know what they are. 0f course there are frequent disagreements, but they

seem to be sociatty accepted and modifiable relationships.

I4rhen the design began to get more driven by the geometry and the architect and

client were determining the gross area of the buitding, the architect drew a very quick

sketch which was intended for the CU informant onty (fig. 14S (F-20)). The exterior

expression was based on the analogy of a ring, with the crystat supported by the ctaws

of the ring (Architect).

Lastì.y, the most important contribution that the architect made to the design of the

building was in the ordering of the functionat, spatial, conceptuat, and geometrical

systems of the buiLding. The integration of these systems is the most important aspect

of describing the buitding as an object.
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fu stated before, the client had indicated three areas which it wished to form the

basis of the design, the public area, the MSO stations, and the administration area. The

word 'area' here actualty has two attributes: a physical map and a set of functions.

Both of these attributes were further developed by the architect during the design

process.

The achievement in this integration is that each of the three systems are put together

in such a manner that each references the other, like three precisely fitted overlays.

The architect used geometry as a toot to accomplish this. He reviewed what had been

presented to him, developed the ideas fi¡rther with the client, and searched for a geometric

system which woutd best suit the three other systems. How the architect went about

doing this was much more task-oriented than conceptual, as he was searching for a

geometry that correlated with the various functions, but the result is the same. The

author asked the architect why he had chosen to use geometry in this manner, and on

this project. He said he always uses geometry in designing. There is no explicit

phitosophical or ideological meaning behind the use of geometry though, he sees it
"just as a controt." He begins with the "relatioruhips of things, and [I] try to see what

kind of a controtling element [geometrical system] would work." The reasoning behind

his choices always comes out of the functionat requirements.

The architect also stated that he has spent a fair bit of time in Rosetown over the

years (his architecture firm also designed a new school there, fig. 36 (5a)) and feels he

knows the town fairLy welt. He has formed some friendships with peopte there.

5.5 MECI-IAhITSMS OF T&{E OEJECT

The new building has a number of architectural innovations, some of which make it
different from the other buildings on Main Street. Buitdings on Main Street tend to

follow a very consistent pattern, although their facades vary widety (see figs. 8-13 (6-

7). The buitdings are essentiaþ long rectangular commerciat spaces with the Main
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Street facade being the onty side to receive any decoration or otler architecturat disptay,

so there is a definite 'front' and 'back'to the scheme (hg.73, following page). The use

of the site area is maximized by building to the edge of the property line, perhaps with

a smalt loading area in tìe rear of the buiLding, and the front doors exit almost directly

out to the sidewalk.

The RDCU buitding is different from the other buitdings in five visibte ways:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Buitding materials

0rientation

Facade treatment

Pitched roof

Landscaping

Buitding materials used on the RDCU are of a high quality in terms of longevity and

performance. This is especiatly true of the metal roof and the brick veneer ctadding.

Another major component is the gtass curtain wall which makes up the main facade of

the buitding (26). This type of curtain wall involves a substantial amount of production

in the factory (floating gtass and extruding aluminum) and is exacting to instaLt. The

silver coloured metat cladding is less difficutt to produce and instatl than the curtain

wall, but is stitl a fairty tight fitting system which easity shows any poorly fitted pieces.

As a whole, the building materials are a relatively expensive, durabte, and technicaþ

complex system, untike any other on Main Street. Brick does appear on many other

buitdings on Main Street, and even in the same colour (white), so as an element atone it
does not serve to differentiate the RDCU buitding from others on Main Street although

it is consistent with the other materials used on the building. The other elements, the

glass curtain watl, metal cladding and metal are more exotic than the other materials

usualþ used on Main Street, and they form the most visibty stunning elements of the

exterior of the buitding: the facade and the pitched roof.
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Main Street

Figure 73. Typical Main Street Building, ptan diagram

Figure74. RDCU buiLding, orientation diagram
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Figure 75. RDCU buitding, facade diagram
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The facade of the building owes much to the orientation of the building on its site.

The buiì.ding is oriented toward the corner, as opposed to the typicat orientation of the

other buitdings, which is toward Main Street (fig. 74, previous page). The direction the

buitding 'points'is south, down Main Street toward Highway 7. Thus the buitding does

appear to have a direction to it, somewhat simil.ar to the front/back scenario of the

other buitdings.

The facade itself is bitateratty symmetricat, and is composed of three parts: a

frontispiece, and two wings. Each wing represents a lower order of facade as opposed to

the frontispiece. This is because the wings are tower in height, off centre of the axis

symmetry and, compared to the other materials used on the exterior of the building,

executed in a lower order of material: brick (27). However, the differentiating feature

of the facade is not in its etements, but rather in the fact that it involves three sides of

a five sided buiLding. This can be reduced to two sides for easy comparison with the

typicat configuration on Main Street, as described earlier (compare frg.15 with fig. 73,

previous page). Having such an extensive facade is a direct resutt of the architect's wish

to use the building to address First Avenue in a positive manner.

Second to the buiì.ding materials used on the exterior in differentiating the RDCU

building from the other buildings on Main Street is the roof. The bulk and height of the

buitding is substantiaþ increased by the use of a pitched roof rather than a flat roof.

This increase in bulk and height increases the stature of the buitding. Also, the roof is

in two sectioru which correspond with the spatial system and the geometrical system of

the buitding" (This conespondence wilt be explained in detait shortly). Therefore the

roof describes, in an adumbrative fashion, what the interior of the building is like. This

type of description tikely serves to make the buitding more compreheruible to its users,

as compared l,vith a buitding in which the exterior shape does not arliculate the interior

spaces.
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The fifth way in which the RDCU is visibty different from the other buitdings on Main

Street is the use of soft landscaping in the design. Hard tandscaping components do

exist - benches, a wheelchair ramp, handrails, paved surfaces - but aside from the benches,

they are reduced to a purely functional role. The use of vegetation on buildabte proper¡y

on Main Street is largely without precedent. Only the post office is set back from the

sidewalk and has a front tawn (fig. 6 (3), 45 (5S)). One key informant was very pleased

with the inclusion of soft landscaping: "It hetps to change Main Street from a mercantite-

only area. Smatl towru need to change from a very utititarian type of Main Street, to

soften it."

There are four conceptual mechanisms in the buitding which can be considered key

to the building as an object. These mechanisms are vary in the scope of their retevance,

from being relevant only to the object, to the credit union as an organization, or to the

people of the community. The conceptual mechanisms are:

1)

2)

3)

4)

Building as a mnemonic

Affirmation of the relationship between the individual and the cotlective

Geometrical system as ordering device

Perceptual simitarity with other buitdings on Main Street

The RDCU buitding has mnemonic potential because of simitarities to the buitding

which occupied the site previously, the Rosetown Hotel (fig. 61 (26)). The Rosetown

Hotel, like the RDCU buitding, was oriented toward the street corner as indicated by the

location of the entrance, the angled corner of the building, the porch steps, and, more

generalty, the porch and balcony. The porch and batcony aìso constitute an architectural

display vaguely simitar to the frontispiece of the RDCU buitding. It was also a large

building compared with the other buitdings on Main Street (frg. 62 (tt)), as is the RDCU

buitding. The premise behind the RDCU being a mnemonic for the townspeople is that
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the Rosetown Hotel stood on Rosetown's Main Street for a long period. of time, it became

embedded in the tor¡¡n's coilective memory and the new RDCU building reasserts this

presence by virtue of the few core similarities the two buiLdings share. The architect

had not seen a photograph of the Rosetown Hotel before or during the d.esign of the

RDCU buitding, but he was aware that

the hotet had an entrance on the corner

of Main Street and First Avenue.

However, the architect stated that he

made no conscious effort to recall the

hotel with the design of the RDCU

building.

The retationship between the

indivídual and the collective is an

important relationship in many

situations, and it is of particular

importance to the cooperative

phiiosophy to which credit unions

subscribe. The credit union logo

exemplifies this well, showing a famiþ

within a gtobe supported by the carefut

hands of the cottective. This logo was interpreted into a three-dimensional icon and

ptaced on a pedestal to become a sculpture in the garden at the front of the building

(fi9s. 104 (A-10), i05 (A-11)). (The Yorkton credit union has a simitar configuration

(h}s.76,77). The author explicitly questioned the architect on the shrine-like

arangement of the scutpture and garden against the gLass backdrop, and he stated that

there was no attempt to create a shrine or a monument of any kind, that it was merely

a sign for the credit union placed in the landscaped area. RegardLess of the intent, the

Figure 76. Yorkton Credit Union, Yorkton,
Saskatchewan

Figure 77. Yorkton Credit Union, sign and
[andscaping
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aûangement is quite suggestive (28). The landscaped area in front creates a zone which

is clearly not meant to be occupied by people. In the middte of this area is a golden

sculpture whose imagery recalls the fundamentaL relationship which constitutes t]re

existence of the organization, that of individuals becoming part of a collective. The

RDCU buitding is a physical symbol of the power of that collective, and to enter, the

individual is defened around the shrine at the front, to the doors at either side. However,

once inside, the individual is at the centre of the building, in a large space with room for

many people, and the people who are the cottective's administration are lined up along

the periphery. This sequence affirms both the individual and the collective as two

partners in a relationship, and identifies the individual as having a greater importance

than that of the administrators, alt of which are consistent with the ideotogy of the

credit union. As with the arrangement the author has labelled shrine-tike, the architect

didn't consciously conceive of this system of the individuat and the collective, but he

did consider the body of members as being the focus of the building, with the MSg

stations being the centre of the buitding.

Thirdty, the buitding is ordered around a geometrical system created by the architect.

fu mentioned in the previous section, there are three systems in the buitding which

have been integrated and which, in turn, reinforce each other. These are: the functionat

system, the spatiat system, and the geometrical system. The functional system (fig. g0,

fotlowing page) was developed by the ctient and is comprised of public, MSo, and

administrative functions. The spatial system (figs. 7g, 79, fo[owing page) and the

geometrical system were devetoped by the a¡chitect.

That some sense of geometrical order exists in the buitding is immediatety visibte

from viewing the Main Level floorpLan (fig. 68 (87)), where two polygons can be discemed,

a square and an octagon (fig. 156 (G-2)). The existence ofthese two polygons does not

constitute a system, so the issue is how these two geometrical shapes are related.
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Private

Figure 78. Spatial system, section diagram (refer to figure 70 (89))

w
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Figure 79. Spatiat system, plan diagram

ministration

Figure 80. Functional system, ptan diagram
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Figures 1'56 (G-2) through 160 (G-6) are an attempt to show how it is possible to

work from the square to the octagon shown in figure 159 (G-5), by successive geometric

manipulations. Although this series itluminates the retationship between the two

polygons and describes the relationships within the geometricat system, there are two

inconsistencies which suggest that the architect did not manipulate the geometrical

system in the sequence described while designing the buitding. This was confirmed by

the architect.

This first incoruistency is that the square found in step one (fig. 157 (G-3)) is not the

square within which the successive manipulations occur (cf. figs. 158 (G-4) -160 (G-6)).

The second incoruistency is that the centre point of the octagon does not appear to be

determined by any geometrical construct, atthough it does falL upon the diagonat running

through the centre of the whole scheme (see fig. 160 (G-6)).

The architect actuaþ worked in the reverse direction from the series the author has

constructed. The architect's process is illustrated by figures 161 (G-7) through 165 (G-

11). Regardless of how the system was constructed however, the geometric retationships

are the same, and are summarized in figure 166 (G-lZ).

The question now is, how is the geometrical system significant as an ordering device?

fu stated earlier, the geometrical, functionat, and spatiat systems have been integrated

in a consistent manner, where each system affirms the other. The functional system

(fig. 80, previous page) is coruistent with the geometrical system as the three functioru

of public/MSO/administrative are ctearly divided into plan areas based on the geometry

of the building. The spatial system (fig. 78, previous page) articulates the functionat

system in space based on the plan areas derived from the geometrical system. The

spatial system also depicts the hierarchy mentioned earüer, of public/MS0/administrative,

as the public space is the targest, most grand space, fottowed by the MSO station area

(the interface between the members and the credit union administration), and the

administrative area.
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It is also visibte in the plan that the MSO stations are of considerabte importance.

They ptay a role in arLiculating the geometrical system of the building. Compare the

Main Level ftoorplan (fig. 68 (87)) with figure 8L, fotlowing page, which shows the Main

Level floorplan with the MSO stations removed. In figure 8L, only the two floor ptates

and the glass curtain watt vaguely indicate the polygon, a very important shape in the

geometrical system. The MSO stations are therefore a very important etement of the

building's ordering systems.

The last mechanism to be described is perceptual. The spatiat system, relying on the

geometrical system, creates an environment which is simitar to the other buitdings on

Main Street. The buitdings are generally composed of one rectilinear space which is

immediately comprehensible upon entering the building. Therein lies the strongest

similarity between the RDCU buitding and the other buitdings on Main Street. üIhen

one enters the RDCU tobby, the spaces are also immediatety comprehensibte. The

integration of the spatial, functionat systems through the geometrical system has resutted

in a clearty defined environment where nothing is hidden and everything is in its place.

This reflects the attitude of the RDCU buitding committee which desired the design to

"took good, but not ostentatious" (Architect).

Having a given a description of the design process behind the new buitding, the

architect's actions, and the key elements of the design, it is now important to note

events which have occurred between the opening of the RDCU buitding and the present.
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Figure 8L. Main Level floorplan without MSO stations
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5.6 Â "VERV å.|I5T0RIC 0CCA5Ï0N"

The grand opening of the RDCU buitding was announced in the Rosetown Eagte with

a full-page advertisement (fig. 82, following page). Tours, refreshments, keepsakes, and

door prizes were given out. The following issue contained another adverLisement (fig.

83), saying "Thank you" to those who

attended, reportedly more than L300

people. equivatent to half of the

poputation of Rosetown. Tours were

offered again on the first Credit Union

Day foltowing the opening of the new

buitding (fig. 8a).

At the time of the grand opening, the

RDCU had $48 million in assets. However,

even as the building was being

constructed, profound changes were

beginning to take place in the

organizational structure of the credit

union and in other credit unions around

the province. The change was a series of

amatgamations with other credit unions

in the area. Most of the amalgamations

were with small credit unions which were

not doing very wetl due to unbalanced

portfolios, minimal assets, or low

membership. This change was not

foreseen and has led to the Rosetoi¡m and

Figure 84. RDCU newspaper advertisement, Credit
Union Day, 1992. Rosetown Eagte. 13 0cLober.

ry&MW*f
Ou grod opering ru a HUGD SUCCESS, thant(s to yout
More than l3O0 people slgned the register and toued the

credit union; what an ovcrwhelmlng response!
Congratulaüons to the wirincrs of the door priæs:
.qrchie Robe¡tson - 5 oz. sllver bar
Iæroy Bogner - 'Htstoric Sâskâtcìm'bæk
DeÐ:laylor - tg92 mlrlt set
We æ lækít'tg foruørd- tg seruing ou rembers Jrom ow new

Jacilitg ottd. ttank youJor gow sttpporí

ffi
R@Sgrow.N & ÐÏSTRICT.

TT UartrON LTD"
Figure 83. RDCU newspaper advertisement, grand
opening thank you. Rosetown Eaqte. 31 August.

fo in øs for refresh me nts fvo m
l0 ø.tn. - 4p.m.

Tours wiil be offered at
10:30, Il:30, L2:30, I:30,2:30 a¡rd 3:30.

ROSETOWN & D]STRICT CRED¡T UNION tTD.
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Figure 82. RDCU newspaper advertisement, grand opening announcement, 1992.
Rosetown Eagte. 17 August.
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District Credit Union becoming a new regional credit union under the new narne, Prairie

Centre Credit Union (PCCU). The main branch is located in Rosetown, where the

administrative section atso is. The branch and the administrative section operate as

two completety separate offices.

The building played a rote in deciding where to locate the head office after the

amalgamations. Many RDCU members were concerned with taking in weaker credit

unions, but the PCCU is in a secure financial situation, even after constructing a new

buitding and the amalgamations. The PCCU hotds over 6% of their assets in equity,

white the chartered banls usually hold 3-5% in equity.

In less than four years the RDCU went from $48 million in assets, 16 staff members,

and one branch to becoming the PCCU with $140 miltion in assets, 9 branches and one

administration section, and 85 staff members. This dramatic change in organizational

structure has impacted strongty on the PCCU's faciUty, the 'old' RDCU building. The

biggest change has been that the basement conference rooms are now tightly filted with

peopte working at desk. This expansion into the basement, which was not designed to

be permanentty occupied by office staff, is seen by the PCCU to be a two to three year

solution, after which they witt have to expand their faciUty again (CU informant).

This situation brings to tight one of the inconsistencies in the tong term planning:

the design of the RDCU buitding did not incorporate any provisions for the expansion of

the buitding. In fact, the geometrical organization of the building and the pristine

spaces on the main level will make it very difficult to effectively integrate an addition

into the existing buitding. LogisticalLy it would be easy to accomplish, but to maintain

the level of quality of the original design, a considerabte amount of design work and

renovation witt likety be required. Whatever solution is pursued, the character of the

ol.d RDCU buitding wilt be altered significantly.

"Hindsight is 20/20," said the CU informant:
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At the time the buíIding wos going up we were at a øossroads in the credìt uníon system. At
the tíme there wos the odd amalgamatíon in the province or even western Canada. We were
Iooking at closing the branch in Herschel. When the building went up, it had an easy fifteen
year life. We planned to grow to frII it, and that was the planníng for expansion.

The author reminded the CU informant that the eastern [ot, currently used for parking,

was purchased for exp¿utsion, and the main issue was that exparuion was not incorporated

into the design and was not included in the design requirements at all. The CU informant

agreed, saying that when they were coruidering Long term expansion the discussions

were mostly superficial. It happened that the lots were available, they bought them,

and they even spoke to the town about buitding into the altey, but nothing further was

undertaken. The CU administration was planning that in fifteen years that they would

double their assets to $100 mitlion. Now however, the PCCU have already exceeded that

amount and they even have a branch in Eatonia, 140 km westsouthwest from Rosetown.

The image of the RDCU buitding appeared in two media sources, a booster video

commissioned by E2000, and in a magazine arLicle. In both these sources the image

appeared in a prominent position. In the video, the intoductory narration is accompanied

by a series of black and white images from the Rosetown Library archive. The first

colour image is of the east side of Main Street, with the RDCU building in ptain view, and

is accompanied with the foltowing nanation:

Rosetown's píoneeríng spiit hos helped ít to become a bustling community of around 2500
people líving ín clean, comþrtable, weII developed resídential areas, wíth easy access to schools,
reoeational facilities, and shoppíng, all with plenty of room for growth and expansíon. (Brown
7ee4)

The other media source was an article in Sask Report Magazine, in 1993 (Sterting

1993). Here the image of the buitding is the centre piece of a decorated introduction to

the articte entitled: "The Littte town that couLd" (fig. 85, fotlowing page).
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In these two media sources where Rosetown is described in a positive manner, the

image of the RDCU buiLding is given great importance. 0n the confrary when the CBC's

"The Journal" fitmed their newsprogram in Rosetown on the poor state of the agricultural

economy, the buitding, which was under construction but largety complete by that

time, was not included as it was not consistent with the theme of the program (CBC

1ee2).

Other, more subtle, symbolic loading

1993, their new logo was unveiled,

comprised of a globe and three stalks of

wheat (fig. 86). 0n the PCCU business

cards, the flipside exptains the intended

symbolism behind the togo in a few tines

under the heading, "Our logo":

The wheat stalks, a prairie symbol, portray
our rural and agriculturalbose and. speak to íts
growth potential.

The globe sígnifies Praírie Centre's ties with
the credit uníon system provincíally, nationally
and ínternationally, and symbolízes our
commitment to providing financìal seruices with
an eye to the future and the world around us.

was undertaken by the PCCU. In November,

nreúre
'&

Klræån*åe
CREDIT UNION LTD

Figure 86. PCCU [ogo, from a PCCU business card,
1995.

qØ
Cemfrne

The agriculturat altusions are obvioru, and in reality they hardLy need to be affirmed

- at the south end of Main Street, only one btock south of the credit union, one can

frequently see grain being loaded into rail cars (fig. 87 fottowing page, cf. fig. 93 (A-4)).

However, these allusions to agricutture, on business card and letterhead, are subtte

compared with the architectural expression of one branch of the Royal Bank in Winnipeg,

which is more distant from its agricultural clientele (fig. 88, following page).

With the above events brought into coruideration, the public reception of the RDCU

building can now be discussed.
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Figure 87. Loading grain at the Pioneer
etevator south end of Main Street

Figure 88. Royal Bank, Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, Manitoba
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I think the busíness co-ryyt1ni.ty'9 .response to the buílding was positive, but I'm not really
sure about the generalpublic." (CU informant)

A jewel in the crown of ltlain Street.
Shows this town has a future.
Gives a serue of permanence.
Almost an aberration.
Could interpret it as not fitting in, or that ít is the spirit of the future.
Shows that we are ready for the nert century.
The perception of the credít union ís prosperity, that we are moving ahead.
Like the Taj Ì,Íahal.
Strikíng ín contrast to the everyday kínd of building on l,faín Street.
Moves away from maínstream architecture.
Shows faith in small town Saskatchewan.
A breath of fresh air.
A beautifuI buíIdíng whích reflects the attitude of people in small towra.
An impressív e buíIding.
Itlakes you want to go and see what's in there.
Theír location ís the ideal place for it.
I've never really thought about ít, but when I think of the building, I look to the future.
It looks a líttle out of place ín the town, but I would have to agree with the people who talk

about renewal.
An attractive buildíng, the most attractive buíIdìng on Maín Street.
Definítely noticeable.
Stríking.
Indícatíve of an attitude - makes it look as íf we know what we're doing.
Shows the credit union is sound.
A pleasant place.
The employees líke the buíIding.
Doesn't fit.

-. By building such a beautiful buíIding, it shows the bank can afford to do it and has a seafie
financíal base.

1bviously the íntent was not to blend in.
Symbolíc of a secure ínstitutíon and of some daríng and success.
Strikíng, really hits you.
An ímpressiv e building.
A lot of wasted space, but it does add something to it.
It's a lovely building and I'Iain Street looks a lot better since it went up.
I guess they need it.

- They -must have wanted to build in that manner and ít was courageous of them to accept
that desígn.

An asset to the town.
It's nice looking and attracts good feelings from possers-by.
It ís not symbolíc of stabíIity, rathet looking forward to the future.
A great buíIding, but not necessary.
Gives them a good profiIe in the community.
Lool<s sharp.
Shows they plan to stay for a long tíme.
Pretty splashy for Rosetown, nothíng else compares to ff.
A beautiful building, one everyone can be proud of.
I suppose they have got the jump on the other banlcs.
Immerae edífice.
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Has a central posítion on Maín Street.
That type of buíIdíng has a lot of waste space.
Less elaborate would have been okay.
FiIIs a hole on Main Street.
Symbolízes the great growth of the credít uníon, and the credit uníon movement.
I don't know why they built a building like that.
Uníque.
(Informant responses regarding the RDCU building)

fu the above responses indicate, the new building was well received. However, as the

list also shows, there were some mixed comments as well, which deserve attention.

These mixed responses fall into three subject areas:

1) There is too much wasted space in the buitding:

That type of buildíng has a lot of woste space.
A lot of wasted space, but it does add something to it.

2) The buitding does not fit into its context

Almost an aberration.
It looks .a little out of place ín the town, but I would have to agree with the people
who talk about renewal.
Doesn't fit.

3) The buitding is too extravagant

A great buíIdíng, but not necessary.
Immense edifice.
Less elaborate would have been okay.
I don't know why they built a buildíng like that.

The first group of responses are toward the amount of 'wasted'space in the building,

the primary example being the lobby on the main level (figs. 110, 111 (B-3)). One

informant, a farmer, stated that if he were to build a buitding, he would design it so that

every square foot was used. However, every square foot is used in the RDCU building, in

some sense. The distinction here is that these informants would not consider constructing

a space to support the portrayal of an image, for example, a legitimate use of space.
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The second group of responses indicate that those informants find the innovation of

the RDCU building to be incursion into Main Street (refer to fig. 9 (6)) The third group

of responses also indicates that certain informants take issue with the formal expression

of the buitding, finding it to be extravagant.

The formal expression of the buitding does challenge the aesthetic norms on Main

Street and the expectations of what was suitable to buitd on Main Street. This is

evident in the cautious interpretation of the informants who made such comments as:

A lot of wasted space, but it does add somethíng to ít.
It lool<s._a little out of place ín the town, but I would have to agree wíth the people
who talk about renewal.
A great buíIdíng, but not necessary.
Less elaborate would have been okay.
I don't lotow why they built a buildíng líke that.

For example, one informant stated, "I buitt a house, but not the best one in town."

However, the challenge was successful since the informants have indicated that the

buitding, although innovative, has been readity accepted. The key informants stated

that after that passage of time, people get used to their surroundings. For some, the

RDCU buiLding just took a "little bit of time to get used to."

The buitding's architectural innovatioru were cause for interpretation for all of the

informants. That is to say, the innovative design of the object needed to be understood

by the community which in turn required interpretation. However, why is innovation

cause for interpretation? In this case there has already been other notable buildings

erected in Rosetown, of which informants were frequently reminding the author: the

Rosetown United Church (fig. 3a $q), the Rosetown Central High Schoot (fig. 35 (54)),

and the Vfalter tueltine Schoot (fig. 36 (54)). Yet, these buildings did not have the

broad appeal as symbols that the RDCU buitding has had. The author sees a combination

of three factors which indicate why the RDCU buitding attracted the scrutiny of the

community, beyond the mere novelty of new construction in the town:
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Main Street appears to be symbolicaþ important

The RDCU is one of the town's institutions

The RDCU building is architecturalty innovative

Firstly, as mentioned in sectian 4.4, Main Street is seen as the heart of the town by

its residents, largely an economic indicator of the viability of the town, but also as a

referent to the general condition of the town. Although Main Street was not the topic

of this study, it appears that Main Street has key s5rmbol characteristics. Therefore, one

may assume that the RDCU buitding acquires some power from its relationship with

Main Street, another space with tocal symbolic importance.

The nature of this relationship is that the RDCU buitding is a component of and

modifies the symbotic importance of Main Street. This relationship immediately calls

into question the autonomy of the RDCU building, but through the second and third

factors the author has listed above, there is littte question tlat the RDCU buitding is an

important symbot in its own right.

Second, the RDCU (now the PCCU) has been a core institution in the town for at teast

thirty-five years now (section 5.1). Any major actions by the PCCU are tikety to be

considered by the members, and by the community. The current generat manager of the

PCCU has made the PCCU active in encouraging and supporting business in the town,

and he sits on the board of directors of E2000. The PCCU as such, has a real and

understandable value to the community, beyond its membership.

During the interviews the author was aw¿rre of the use of the phrase "the credit

union" to describe both the RDCU as an institution and the RDCU buitding. The phrase

is not peculiar to the towrupeople as such ambiguities are committed frequentty in

everyday conversation in English everywhere, and are usuaþ made clear by the context

of the sentence. Stitl, it caused the author to consider the degree to which the importance

of the RDcu buitding as a symbot was tied to the RDcu as an organization.

1)

2)

3)
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In fact, these two can be very ctearþ distinguished although they are somewhat setf-

referential. The main importance of the RDCU buitding as a symbol does not lie sotety in

its relation to the RDCU as an organization, although the relationship is important,

because of the third factor: the RDCU buiLding is architecturatty innovative.

It would have been possible for the RDCU to have built on the same site, yet not have

chosen to design such an innovative building. The symbolic autonomy of a 'normat'

design would have been minimized because of the ì.ack of architectural innovation. This

is because the RDCU buitding articutates many aspects of the credit union beyond their

requirements for a newbuilding, whereas abuilding tess architecturalþ innovative would

only have played a sustaining rote as a component of Main Street. The importance of

the architectural innovation in this situation is that it serves to differentiate the RDCU

buitding from its context, therefore contributing to the autonomy of the RDCU buitding

as a symbol, despite its close relationship to Main Street.

The fact that the new RDCU buitding did not fit into its buitt context was not of

concern to most of the informants. The informants had varying opinions about the

quality of the buitdings on Main Street, ranging from comments such as att the buildings

on Main street "looks pretty good, theyre kept up nice", to "I don't think we have any

bad buitdings on Main Street", to "the buitdings are mostty garden variety, Like trying to

keep a 1962 Dodge." The point here is not to suggest that fit shoutd of been a concern

to the RDCU and the architect, onty to discern how the self-differentiation evident in

the design was perceived by the townspeople. fu one informant asked, "Do banks or

financial institutions care about fit?", impþing that they do not.

It may be that the informants carried some thoughts of rights in this situation, that

what the RDCU did with its own buitding was the RDCU's concern and not a suitabte

topic for discussion, but none the evidence supported such a strongly coded sense of

social territoriality. A much more tikety assumption to make is that the RDCU was

'within its rights' to do what it did with its buitding. This implies that there was a
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strong conelation perceived between the stature of the credit union as one of the

town's institutions and the architectural display it created. A lower degree of correlation

woutd have likely altered the perception of the building. For example, a disptay which

was seen as too extravagant (as was stated by some of the respondents) for the RDCU

may have been perceived as 'going beyond its rightsí This whole process, of rights and

expectations, was mediated by the semi-public exposure the building committee gave

to the project during the ptanning, or pre-design phase.

The members and the townspeople were aware of what was happening with the RDCU

buitding project on a somewhat limited, but ongoing basis: the credit union members

voted to approve the allocation of funds for the new buitding, the board of directors

appointed a buitding committee with rotating members, the town council was invotved

in the project, the buitding plans were on disptay on credit union day at the originat

RDCU buitding, and through the hotding of the "Building Day Out". These events made

for a fairþ open process, atthough the efficiency of the power chain was never in danger

of becoming over-democratized. Those in power were either mandated or took it upon

themsetves to have the process develop in that manner. As has been described in thus

far, the latter played the strongest rote.

The mechanisms of public awareness contributed significantly to some consensus

building before the building was opened. This made the process of interpretation easier

as the process of interpretation could begin eartier, before the construction of the

buitding, and there were concrete items to reflect upon, such as the approval of funds

and the drawings of the buitding. There was no formal mechanism in ptace for members

or other community members to voice concerns or show approvat during the pre-design

and design phases, but based on the discussions with the CU informant, there is LittLe

doubt that such concenìs would have been considered if brought to the attention of the

RDCU buitding committee.
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The most significant action of the symbol is t}tat it affirms the viability and strengths

of the community. Rosetown is a strong communi\r and relativety prosperous, and the

community knows this well. The RDCU building is conceptualty consistent with the

self-image of the community, and the objectification of this image is reassuring to the

community. In the eyes of the community, the buitding also affirms a more accurate

description of the state of the community than do most of the extemal messages,

especiaþ from the media, which many communities are being bombarded with (section

4.5). The second most significant action of the symbol is that it is understood to speak

beyond the present, toward a better, more viable future.

In section 4.5 a description of the time surrounding the construction of the buiLding

was given. The situation described played an important role in the symbotic toading of

the RDCU building, but it is not vital to its symbolic importance. The time and mood

described acted as modifiers on the symbot. They interuified its power and acceterated

the process of symbolic loading for a period of time, approximatety four years to date.

In summary the following are points regarding the symbolic importance of the RDCU

building, derived from the discussion in this section:

The RDCU buitding is an important symbol for the community of Rosetown

As a symbol, the RDCU buitding has a close and symbiotic retationship with
Main Street, which also has key symbol charactèristics.

The architectural innovation of the RDCU buitding is a key element of its
symbolic importance.

The primary action of the RDCU buitding synrbol is to affirm the strengths
and viability of the community.

The secondary action of the symbol is to project the previous affirmation
into the future.

Through a series of externat factors the process of symbolic toading was
intensified and accelerated for a period of time, approximately four years.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)
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Sherry 0rtner's article set forth a series of terms and operating modes for key symbols

(section 3.1). Similar to Turne/s comments (section L.9), in order to determine the

keSmess of the RDCU building one must be able to consider it in relation to other symbols

within the public symbolic system. The nature of the evidence in the case study affirms

that the RDCU building has symbolic importance (as indicated by the informants),

indicates that the RDCU building is part of the public symbolic system in Rosetown (the

buitding was the subject of interest within the town), and has key symbot characteristics

(based on the interpretation of the evidence).

Regardless of the tabetting of the RDCU buitding, classifying the operating modes of

the RDCU buitding symbot within Ortner's terminological framework witt aid in the

understanding of the symbot, which is why Ortner's criticat framework was used as the

basis for the investigation of the symbotic importance of the RDCU buiì.ding.

Ortner's terminological framework fust distinguishes between summarizing and

elaborating symbols (section 3.1). Summarizing symbols tend to be very dense, resistant

to analysis, and integrate complex theses and summarize them as one form. They stand

for a powerful and comptex mixture of ideas and emotions. Therefore, the nature of the

evidence and its subsequent interpretation indicate that the RDCU building is a key

summarizing symbot.

The main sympathy of the informants toward the symbol was that it made sense - it
was in agreement with what the town was about (section 5.7). For the townspeopte, the

RDCU building sums up a u¡ay of life, the aspirations, and status of the town. The high

quality of the buitding sums up the informant's betiefs in the quality of the town, its

residents, and the district. The RDCU buitding is a sacred s¡rmbol, which is indicated by

the intense or emotional responses of some of the informants (cf. informant responses
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in section 5"7) (29). This is also indicated by the manner in which the informants

conceived of the buitding. Most of the informants did not describe any particular

attributes of the building that they thought were important, rather, they repeatedty

commented on the buitding onty very generaþ even when expticitty questioned. This

is cornistent with Ortner's description of summarizing symbols being dense, resistant to

analysis, and not encouraging reflection on the mixture of ideas and the logical

consequences which they summarize.

6"2 IruTERPRETTNG T!.!E ACTION¿S OF'TF¡E ARCFITTECT

Having previously described the actions of the architect and the symbolic importance

of the RDCU buitding, it now remains to demonstrate a direct link, if any, between the

symboL and the actioru of the architect.

In section 5.7, the three reasons were listed by which the RDCU building required

interpretation by the community, which are essentialty the mechanisms of its symbolic

importance:

Main Street is symbolicatty important

The RDCU is one of the town's institutions

The RDCU buitding is architecturalty innovative

Clearty, the third point is the only avenue where a direct link between the architect

and the symbol is possible, and indeed, the architect's contribution to the symboì. has

been through the conception and design of the building.

1)

2)

3)
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Although the client was very involved in the project, the formal expression of the

buitding was almost comptetely achieved by the architect, since it is possibLe that given

all of the parameters set by the client, that a wide variety of solutions could have been

developed. Therefore, in terms of the RDCU buitding as a specific object, the architect

may be generalized as the sole creator, while stilL recognizing the substantiat contributions

of other parties to the project.

fu stated in the previous section, the extent to which specific features of the RDCU

building instigated responses in the people of the community is not known. However,

it would be interesting to undertake a further study in order to ascertain, as precisely as

possible, which a¡chitecturalfeatures (physicaland conceptuat) the respondents consider

the most influential.

Some indications of what these features may be were listed in section 5, where it was

stated that there are several differentiating attributes to the design:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Buitding materials

0rientation

Facade treatment

Pitched roof

Landscaping

as weì.t as other more conceptual attributes:

Buiì.ding as mnemonic

Affirmation of the relationship between the individual and the coltective.

Geometrical system as ordering device

Perceptual similarity with other buildings on Main Street

1)

2)

3)

4)
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A further study which isoLated the key architectural attributes would benefit by

comparison with a broader, typological analysis of architecfural objects and their ordering

systems"

It is important to note that there was a conscious attempt on behalf of the client

first and the architect second, to create an object which would portray certain ideas and

ideals. The main aims regarding the imagery were to show that "!Ve are the financiat

institution in this community" and, "ü/e are here for the long haul. We are here until

the community goes down, but we won't let it" (CU informant). The feat of trarutating

these comments into an architectural design was the task of the architect, and the

building ended up becoming a key summarizing symbol (30). This happened despite

the assumption that the symbotic importance of the RDCU building, as ascertained by

the case study, was not a conscious concern of the client or the architect (the pubtic

importance evident from the case studyversus the image concerns of the client). However,

how clear is this distinction? Certainty the resutts of the case study are consistent with

the aims of the client and the architect, in that it is highly tikely that both parties

would be pteased with the externion of the ideas of what the image of the buitding

should convey.

What is important to know of the architect is that he played a key rote, vicariousty

through the object, in the processes which contributed to the RDCU buitding becoming

a key summarizing symbol for the peopte of Rosetown.
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The findings of Day's study (section 1.7), regarding the photograph of the glass

atrium, appear to be consistent with the findings of the Rosetown case study, despite

the difference in methodology and focus of the subject areas.

As previously shown, with the design of the RDCU building there was no attempt

made to cor¡struct an obvious tink with the buitding's buitt context, yet the RDCU

buitding was viewed as consistent with the community and Main Street by the informants.

This occurred despite one of the parameters set by the client, which was that they

weren't concerned with having a buitding which was similar to the other buildings on

Main Street. This should not be construed as a desire for the buitding to be contextualþ

incompatible, however, as the RDCU case study also showed that compatibility with the

community was a core principte in the design effort.

Itlhat Day's study affirms is that the reasoning behind contextual compatibility is

potentialty far more comptex than a visuat response to an architectural object. Indeed

the complexity of such reasoning was beyond the reaches of the Lowertown case study,

which onty found that the glass atrium was favourabty considered by the respondents,

and not how or why this occurred. This is not the resutt of any oversight on Day's part,

as the response to the glass atrium was not the topic of Day's study. However, further

study on the atrium's reception would require a shift in focus and method.

Day's study was also different from Stamps' study, as Day's study was more of a post

occupancy evaluation compared with Stamps' testing of the principles behind most

contextuat design controls.

It is interesting to note is how expticit design controls are usuaþ administered in

Canada. Atthough the existence and power of planning and design approval committees

is usually tegistated, the explicit design controls they implement are tikety not. That is

to say, the guidetines are not legal documents. The way such systems work is that the

design approval committees have power that is derived from the supremacy of parliament,
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and as long as due process is foltowed by the committee, there is no avenue to question

judgments of the committee legaþ 0f cou¡se, such a committee would have a professional

and ethical resporusibitity to make the best decision possible, but the fact is that any

case agairut the decisions of a committee witt likely not be heard by an external judge

unless it can be proven that due process has not been foltowed. This is partly because

the law generalty does not deal welL with aesthetic issues, in which cases a tribunat of

experts is usuaþ appointed to resolve a dispute. The fact that the guidelines a committee

may be using, as Stamps found, may be vague and of üttle use to an architect is obscured

by the fact that an approvaL committee usuaþ has the ultimate say.

This type of power structure is also evident in most heritage acts, where exceptional

power is given to heritage committees. However, this is not to insinuate that such

power structures are inherently unfair or undemocratic. Most heritage designations, for

example, are community driven efforts which begin with a consensus, therefore avoiding

much potential conftict.

The fact that most urban design guidelines are too vague to be of use, as Stamps

describes, is not solely the fautt of the peopte who write them. Given that most planners

are not educated in architecture. therefore inhibiting to some extent their ability to

write guidelines which are successful in aiding designers, there is the greater probtem of

language and architecture.

Recently, a professor of ethics came to lecture at the Faculty of Architecture. In an

attempt to define ethics he used, as an analogy, the definition of a table. He asked the

crowd of architecture students, what is a table? 0f course, it is impossible to find a

definition suitably precise of what a table is, and this adequately describes the limits of

language in certain irutances. His example can be easiþ broadened to include a¡chitecture.

In a design field such as architecture, one is frequentty frustrated by the inability of
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language to describe thoughts or anatyses of form, and therefore it should come as no

surprise that the written guidelines Stamps refers to are vague and tautological. Take

for example the fotlowing excerpts from the RDCU CDR (Appendix D), regarding different

requirements for different areas of the building:

- sp acíous and attr active
-comfortable
-weII done but not extravagant
-signage - visíble, tasteful, consistent
-erteríor - to create an image, but not too flamboyant
-buíIding environmentally fríendly, aesthetically pleasíng with a presence

Clearþ none of these requirements refer to any particular formal configuration. As

discussed previously, in section 5.4, an architect simpty interprets these statements

based on experience and through discussion with the client. A simitar situation occurs

between designers or developers and design approvat committees. Hence, the third

reason why Stamps chose to undertake the study.

If one reviews the list of Lightner's, quoted in Stamps, what is striking about

contextuatism as an urban design principte is its strict reliance upon formal precedent.

It would be easy at this point to begin a discussion of the whote process of zoning,

design of urban environments, and the politico-philosophical roots of such actions, but

it woutd also be a non sequítur given the focus of the RDCU case study. Instead, it is

more useful to imagine what effect the implementation of contextuatism as an urban

design principte for Main Street, Rosetown Saskatchewan woutd have had on the outcome

of the RDCU buitding project.

Currently, Rosetown has no design guidelines for any part of the town, nor does it
have any historicaþ designated buitdings (31). Regarding the approval process for new

buitdings in Rosetown, a key informant, an ex-mayor, stated that the design approval

process is: "Boy, if we had someone come and build, great!". He added that for 90o/o of

projects built in the town, there woutd be no intervention by the town councit. Perhaps,
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if a buitding project involved toxic material, heavy electrical. demands, or was exceptionaþ

different from anything else in the town, the council would become involved. So it

seems as if Rosetown represents an urban area that is as close as possible to being a free

market in terms of formal architecturat controls (32).

If some form of contextuatism had been strictly enforced on the future design of any

buiì.ding on Main Street, prior to the RDCU buitding project, how would the RDCU building

have been affected? Vflhat would the coruequences of those effects be?

Firstty, contextualism woutd have prectuded many of the architecturat innovations

employed in the design of the RDCU building. The pitched roof, facade treatment,

orientation of the buitding, size of the gtazed area on the facade, and landscaping are

all elements which are dissimitar from the buiLding's buitt context, and key to the

design of the RDCU buitding; perhaps even the metal cladding would have been deemed

unsuitable.

Secondly, the whote design process may have been significantly attered since the

client would not have been the final approving body for the design. This may have

changed the nature of the process, from one where the client was acting in a benevotent

and programmaticaþ focused manner on their own accord, to one where a substantiat

amount of control over the desired image of the buitding would be instead given to an

external approving body. This suggests only that a different power structure may have

had profound effects on the outcome of the design, and it does not preclude the production

of a more successful design or significant cooperation between the client and the

approving body.

Thirdty, given that most of the architectural innovations of the building would have

been disaltowed, it is doubtful if the RDCU building woutd have acquired the symbolic

importance which it has. fu has already been discussed, the architectural innovations

evident in the formal expression of the RDCU buitding were identified as playing an
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important role in the process of symbolic toading. If the formal expression was altered

or diminished by the restriction of the architecturat innovations of which it is composed,

the process of symbolic loading would not have occurred as it did. The RDCU buitding

woutd not have the symbotic importance that it has today.

It may be pointed out that one of the principles of contextualism is that "Designs

should use the context as inspiration rather than a basis for imitation." (Stamps 1994,

224), thereby altowing for a degree of innovation. In fact, Stamps' study showed that

some degree of innovation was desirabte. However, there is a qualitative difference

between the level of incremental change that Stamps' preference study found to be

desirable and the levet of innovation found in the RDCU building. The RDCU buitding is

a drastjc departure from the aesthetic norms of Main Street and does not represent a

smatt, incremental change.

Given the hypothesis that contextualism would have prectuded the design of the

RDCU building and therefore the symbolic importance, one may ask whether or not

contextualism is a viable urban design principte. In the case of the RDCU buil.ding, the

implementation of contextuatism in Rosetown would have had limited benefit to the

community. Contextuatism may have ensured a contexLuaþ compatibte design, however,

the RDCU building does much to support and define the commrurity through its symbolism.

The buitding is a meaningfuL part of Rosetown's urban envi¡onment, and it is a flag to

outsiders that the town is thriving and progressive - the buiLding is a type of advertising,

and an embtem for the tocal social system.

Much of this difference between the case study at Rosetown and the findings of the

two studies on contextualism derives from the focus ofthe studies. The Rosetown case

study was focused on the symbolic importance of a particular building, accomplished

through a ctose investigation of the processes behind the devetopment of that symbolic

importance. Atl of the informants in the Rosetown case study had direct contact with

the object in question at an intimate level.
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In contradistinction, Day's respondents were gathered to watch a winter parade in a

park close-by Gattier ptaza. 80% of the respondents were from the Twin Cities, LOo/o

were from Greater Minnesota, and 10o/o from elsewhere in the United States. It is uncleæ

how many of the respondents tived in the area or what level of contact or knowledge of

the area the respondents had. It may have been possible to conduct the study in

another city and obtain similar results. The relationship between the respondents and

the real places depicted in the images used in Day's experiment is unctear.

The disconnection between the respondents and the places indicated in Stamps'

study is more clearty defined, as the city blocks shown to the respondents were synthetic

images, not images of real places. Both Stamps and Day defer to other studies which

show that there is a high correlation between how respondents will react to images of

buildings and to the buitdings themselves. Again, this distinguishes between the two

environment-behaviour research studies of Day and Stamps, and the Rosetown case

study. Att of the key informants in the Rosetown Case study have been iruide and

experienced the RDCU building, at least for a tour, and some are there regularty to do

their banking. The informants were atso the ones who conveyed to the author the

symbotic importance of the buitding. Their preferences, therefore, are based on a much

more comptex set of criteria than an impromptu aesthetic response to images or diagrams

of facades. Now, it could be that if a study such as Stamps'were done in Rosetov¡n, that

simitar resutts would be found, but as with Day's study, and through the findings of the

Rosetown case study, the RDCU buitding could also be given a positive response despite

its formal dissimitarity.

Contextualism represents a broad and generic urban design principte. It may have

value as an indicator of a sympathetic attitude towards the built environment on behalf

of planning committees, but as the Rosetown case study has shor¡rn, it may preclude the

support of other more intimate relationships between people and their built environment

through design. Certainly, contextualism, as defined by Stamps through Lightner, is
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much too narrowly focused on formal attributes. with far reaching consequences. There

are multitudinous other types of context, specificalty social and cuttural contexts, which

could be adopted into the term 'contextuaìism', which would greatly increase its viability.

For the moment, one must recognize that contextualism in urban design refers atmost

solely to the relationships of form.
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To make matters more complex, the symbolíc meaníngs of specific envíronments are not
dependent qîmply on their architectural quøIities. They are dependent on such things as the
names of places, ...the perceptions of those ínvolved ín the decision-making process, and the
people ín and actívítíes taking place withín the seftinq. ...They act as symbols of the process...

Some places are peculíarly associated with certain people or evenß. A paftícular sefiing
may have symbolic meaníng not because of its physical attributes, but becøuse of the events
that took place there. The buildtng becomes a symbol of the events. ...Thís type of symbolísm
Is thus beyond the control of the designer; it is acquíred over time or through an idiostlncratíc
occurrence. (Lang 1988, 19)

In this quotation Lang, vvriting on environmentat aesthetics, is unknowingty refening

to the process of symbolic Loading. As the author indicated in the preface to this thesis,

the process of symbolic toading can be highly unstable and uncontrollabte. Lang is

correct when he indicates that certain symbolic processes are beyond the control of the

designer, for an architect in most instances is involved onty with the design and

construction phases of a buitding project. Once the contracts are ctosed, so is the

involvement of an architect. However, symbolic loading processes are not inherently

unstable, only that predicting their course is improbable, like predicting the future.

Indeed, it would be very interesting to see how the syrnbolic importance of the RDCU

building endures and possibly changes through time. (The RDCU building had existed

for a period of approximately four years by the end of the case study.)

0ver a short period of time however, predicting and intentionaLly contributing to the

process of symbolic loading maybe a task which can be accomplished with some certainty.

fu the Rosetown case study shows, there was a concerted effort to communicate a self-

image of the credit union and commitment to the town of Rosetown through the design

of the buitding. It was also shown that these embedded messages were read by the

informants, and with a high degree of accuracy. Further, there were other aspects to the

design which were not expticitly discussed between the architect and the client, which

contributed to the symbolic importance of the RDCU building. That is, the intentions

on the part of the architect and the client were loose, indirect, and largely intuitive

regarding the symbolic importance of the building. (0ne should remember, however,
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that a great amount of work was put ínto the RDCU project by the client and the

architect to ensure a positive, consensuat response from the members of the credit

urúon, and indirectty, the community). As welt, the RDCU buitding is of high materiat

quality, and the design process was a strong and intense effort. Whatever their intention,

the fact remains that architecture, like any other of man's extensions. can have symbolic

importance for a group of peopte, and that the nature of the object itself (its physical,

conceptual, experiential aspects, for example) can ptay an important rote in that symboìic

importance.

What the author appreciates about this assertion of architecture as a culturaþ or

sociaþ viabte undertaking is that the merit in a building, such as the RDCU buitding,

does not lie one particular aspect, rather, in a continuum consisting of formal attributes,

physical and conceptual ordering systems, attitudes toward urban intervention, and the

conscious and unconscious perceptions of different groups of peopte. Ilt/ith the RDCU

buitding there was a strong correlation between atl of the key actions and concepts of

the client and the architect even though neither is cognizant of all the interretations.

It requires a'thick description' (Geertz 1973) and much interpretation in order to analyse

such a process, which is why the author chose to pursue the study of architectural

symbotism within 0rtner's criticat framework, from the fietd of anthropology.

The discussion of contextualism is important as the impLementation of contextual

design controls could have a very limiting and disruptive effect on the quality and

symbotic importance of urban devetopment, just as they may provide for better urban

environments. Stamps stated the prevalence of aesthetic controls and their rapid growth

in use (in the USA) from 1974to 1984 (Stamps 7994,223) Certaintysuch severe regutation

should be well studied. The author is not suggesting that on the basis of the Rosetown

case study that contextualism should be dismissed as a set of design principtes. However,

the description of contextual compatibility impìicit in Day's study and the explicit

description of contextuatism in Stamps' study show contexfuat design controls lacking
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focus in their approach to the betterment of the built environment. Contextual design

controls are indiscriminating and heavy handed. Given the existence contextual design

controls, there should be some sort of mechanism in place to allow for innovative projects,

such as the RDCU buitding, to be buitt. This is unlikely, however, as this goes against

the very premise of contextualism.

Aside from opening up new job opportunities for consulting anthropotogists, what

possibility is there for the explicit inclusion of symbolic issues in building programs in

practice? Obviously, few clients are going to be witting to add another coruuttant to the

list and increase their design budgets accordingly. Cherul¡ik, citing environment-

behaviour research cases, list examptes of applications of this work in buitding design

(Cherutnik 7994). However, the examples are all for large, institutional clients who

were building prisons, hospitals, dormitories, housing for the mentalty retarded, and

spaces in psychiatric hospitals, most of which use the research in a prescriptive manner,

qualitativety different from the t¡se of symbolism in the RDCU building. What could be

done for smalter, non-institutional clients? The educational system is tikety the only

way in which architects coutd be made aware of, and practice dealing with, issues of

symbolism. This is because there a¡e currently two components to an architect's education

in Canada (exctuding the syttabus programs): university education and work experience;

and work experience is a highty variable component. During the course of an architect's

education, one required studio, or even one half-class on the subject of symbolism,

could make an architect aware of the potential of symbolism for when he or she is later

practising.
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Another answer may be that symbolic issues do not need to be expìicitly deatt with

in building programs, and that these issues are best teft to run their coì.use intuitively.

The author does not agree with this deterministic attitude. The benefits of being aware

of the potentiat of symbolism in architecture, not to mention the associated potential

for conflict, are matters which architects shoutd be comfortable in confronting. Issues

of symbolism may not be criticat in every project, but when they are, they may have far

reaching consequences.

The author is aware, however, of how carefuþ one must tread when exposing symbols.

Unravelling the thoughts and concepts of people toward the anatysis of a symbol can

potentiatty atter the nature of a symbol. This is no different for a seemingly

uncontroversiat symbol, the RDCU building, since, as one author has stated: "Buildings

betray what we value" (Duffy 1980,255).
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By tþe use of 'symbolism' here, I am referring to'symbo[', loosely as somethinq
which stands foÌ or refers to somethinq etsel A mbre descriptivä definition o"f
terms used in the case study is provided in Section 3.

For example, the current mayor of Rosetown is a [oca[ businessman and female,
and the mayor previous to her is a visibte minority from another country.

The CU informant sat.on the CU buiLding committee as one of the two permanent
members, and ptayed a key rote in the design of the new buitding. '

Geoffrey Broadbent, an architectural writer, defines contextualism as where
"forms for the new design are derived from the context into which it is to be
placed to which it wil.L then retate in form, colour and scale" (Broadbent 19g0,
24).

Emiko 0hnuki-Tierney. has attempted to describe the retationship between
cognitive.and symbotic classification approaches in cuttural anthropoLogy
(Ohnuki-Tierney L981, see also the introduction to the American fthnôloqiist
¡Pecial issue.on- symb-olism and cognition, Whitten and 0hnuki-Tierney r9ã2).
¡¡ doil9 so she identifies the approach taken by 0rtner and Ortner's predecessor,
victor Turner, as studying meaning through th-e latter approach. The article is
very cursory and technicat, with semiotic and structuralist inftuences, and a
focus on the cognitive approach. Those wishing to pursue this area of discussion
should also see Shore 7g9i..

.An.exe_gesis of scott's book and its reception history has been completed by
Louise Dur¡ing, as her PhD dissertation in 1990 (Durniñg 1993). The diisertatioñ
abstract ctaims it to be the first thorough exejesis ofscott! book. A copy of
this dissertation was ordered through tñe University of Manitoba Architeä[ure
library in sep_tember, 1995, but it was unfortunateþ not received before the
completion of this thesis.

For a more consistent and rigorous study of urban form, see Moudon 1989
(1e86).

Thomas sebeok's dictionary of semiotics is a valuable resource, not only for
those involved in semiotici, as it provides definitions, historicaI uses oi the
term, and summaries of debates on the meanings of terms. The entry for the
term 'metaphor', for exampte, occupies eighteen pages.

This may be partty due to his antagonistic views of architecture as a profession,
and architectural history and theory (see Rapoport ].969, ch. 1).

The apparent gender discrimination by the use of'sons' is intentional here.
Thq oftsp¡ng that take up the running-of a farm have traditionatl.y been male
and that has not altered appreciably, ãs far as I am aware.
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(1,2) 55

(13) 57

(14) 5e

(1,5) 63

(16) 63

(17) 68

(1.8) 71

Precision Metals is a combine attachment manufacturer, which makes a product
catled Rake-up,.and-was brought to Rosetown with incentives providäd by a
community bonds drive.

Precision Metal Fabricating Ltd. was brought to Rosetown through the Rosetown
and District Community Bond Corporatioi, which raised $300-200. precision
was bound by contract to stay in Rosetown for ten years, or untit the monev
was p-aid back. The dispute began when Precision expanded their operatioñ
into Saskatoon. Furthel Precision considered further'expansion and' moving
their head office into Saskatoon, as they said that expänsion at Rosetowñ
wasn't po_ssible. The_ co.urt ruling in favour of Rosetowñ's bond corporation,
stopped Precision's further expansion in saskatoon, stopped precision from
moving any em.plgyees, equipment or assets from Ros'etown, suspended
Precision's board of directors and gave the sharehotders the abiLity to'etect a
new board of directors. As the bont corporation is a majority sharehotder, the
judge's decision effectivety wrests contrbl of Precision ãway-from the oriqinal
owners, Loren Katzenberger and his wife. Katzenberger imñediateLy appeated
this decision, and the old board of directors remaiñs in place until Öitober,
1"996, when the appeal wiLL be heard. Recently, John buhleç a large and
successful farm implement manufacturer took ovei a $1.2 miltion doltar [oan to
precision which the Bank of Nova Scotia had calted in. Buhler's involvement,
atthough mjnima[, indicates that Precision wit[ remain an active company in
the future despite the current dispute (see Barbour 1996a, precision, Bbnd co.
sti[[ taLking (1996), Barbour 1996b, Barbour L996c, Barbour !996c, Barbour
7996d, Barbour 1996e, Pagé L996, Barbour 1'gg6f).

The general response in the town toward the program was mixed. Many residents
found the portrayal of Rosetown to be unfaii anã hotd negative opiníons ofthe
program (see Pagé 1992a).

-Thep-ointed.roof^of 
the train station can be seen in the bottom image in figure

26 (50), and in figure 62 (77).

-see 
waldern 'J,992, and cam.pbell 1992, regarding the 1991 census population

figures and subsequent fundìng cuts to Roletowñ.

See atso Page 799?b.

My th.anks to Gary-Hawthorne for recognizing the buiLding in the TD
advertisement and rèferring me to Dendy 1llg.

.ry.estgv McCurdy (b. 1SS1), a partner in MacPherson-McCurdy, was a notable
winnipeg citize_n (Dr. w. Mccurdy A. VV. Moscarella, t94B). Hê disposed of his
interest in MacPherson-McCurdv the vear after this letter was writtön and went
on to hotd a series of importãnt pdsitions in the winnipeg newspapers, The
Free Press, and The Tribune, and ii¡ national newspaper assõciations.' He also
held positio-ns on the winnipeg Board of trade, winñi¡ieg chamber of commerce,
and was a founding member óf the Manitoba Touridt ãnd Convention Bureau.
Through. the latter, he was an important figure in the development of Manitoba's
tourist industry, as the originator of thd Pine to Pa[m Tour. This tour was a
motorcade which first travèlled from winnipeg to New 0rteans and back in
January and F_ebruary of 19?6. Interestingty, thã office of MacPherson-Mccurdy
was located for some time on the eight-h-fl.oor of the union Bank buiLding,
which stands on Winnipeg's Main Street. The Union Bank buiLding was the firõt
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steelframed skyscraperìn western Canad-a, buiLtin 1904 (Thompson 1982, 12).
The Union Bank moved its headquarters from Quebec City.to Wiirnipeg in 1912,
L3 years before it merged with the Royal Bank of canada, as the'uñion Bank
aspired to become "the leading financialinstitution in western Canada" (WaddeLL
7989,5?).

The CDR list is worth reading through before continuing on here.

The rooms on the main floor and basement ftoorplans are labetted as they were
on the construction documents. Names and uses of certain rooms have chänged
since the buiLding opened, but those changes are not reflected here.

In the end, Fair Share was not implemented.

The. budget for the buitding was just over $2 mi[lion including the furniture
tender of $500 000.

.In fire c-ode ratings for buitding materials, combustibitity is measured by the
length of tìme a material can withstand exposure to a qivón amount of heat or
flame before combusting. The fire rating foi a ceftain dpe of waLl construction,
for.examp_le, would be rðferred to as 'onã-hou/ or'two--hbu/ , depending on the
wa[[s perf.ormance. The phrase'non_combustibte'used here referi to any type of
construction which is highty rated for its resistance to fire, and does nbt mean
that a buiLding.u.sing such construction witl not burn. The RDCU buiLding
committee's decision to go with 'partiatly combustib[e'construction means thal
the construction of the buiLding does not ensure a maximum [eve[ of resistance
to fire, although.the [eve[ of protection may remain high. Their initiaL request
for noncombustibte construction was somewhat overzéalous for a buiLdirio of
!hq! typ.. A flammabte chemicals storage buiLding woutd be an example óf a
buiLding where maximum fire ratings woutd be desired.

The landscape consultant was not abte to comment on the project.

In-slab heating is a type of heating system where the concrete floor s[ab is
heated. To accomptish this, special tubìng is placed within the sLab formwork,
atong with the reinforcing steet. before the concrete is poured. The concrete is
then poured. After the slab has set, a pumping system is hooked up to the
tubing. When the in-stab heating system ii fuic[ioning, a heated liquid is
p.umped through the tubing, which in turn heats the stab and, subsequently,
the interior of the buil.ding.

A curtain wa[[ is a .type of watt, qsuaLLy used on the exterior of a building,
which is- hung off the structure of the-building, rather than being buil.t to
support its own weight - hence the analogy with a curtain. In thii case the
curtain wa[[ on the RDCU buiLding is the system of windows which make up a
large portion of the frontispiece'of the fãcade. (Cf. the discussion of brick
veneer in section 5.1)

The phrase 'tow-er order of material' refers to the general appraisal of a material
upon criteria of longevity, precision in manufacturing, desìrabiLity, and social
status. The fourth ofthese criteria, social status, is something thafis debatable
academicalty, but something that most designers and laypeópte wouLd accept
as a given. In many cases, such as with thè RDCU buitding,.the order of the

(27) 104
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material ptays an important role in how a buiLdinq disptavs order. Materials are
frequently c.hosen for their abitity to articutate ant suþpõrt conceptual systems
an architect creates. For those wishing to pursue tlie retationihip b,ãtween
materiats and their social status, see foiexarñple, Sadalta and Sheets 1993.

(28) 107 The foltowing interpretation of the sculpture and the landscaped area in the
front of the RDCU is cursory on[y. The notion of 'garden', and'siutpture garden'
have a [ong history in a broad iange of areas inc-Luding aesthetics' and ãutturaL
potitics..I'm sure anyone with thil knowledge wouldbe abLe to write a muctr
more in depth descript]on of this shrine-tike area, but for the sake of description,
the fottowilg cursory intgrpretation witl suffice. For one exampte of a wórk on
gardens and cultural politics, see Pugh 1988.

(29) 127 The sym.bol is sacred, however, not in the same sense as with organized religion.
Rather, in a secular fashìon.

(30) 129 Image.ry.was a major concern of the client, but the two permanent members of
the building committee, the two client representatives mbst intimately involved
with the.p.roject, were more c-o-ncerned with providing a workpLace ívhich was
comfortabte, and especiatly, efficient. It was'the inteïor desiän firm who had
affirmed and modified the efficiency and arrangement of the vañous workplaces,
which 'is partty why these two members decidãd that, "If we ever had t'o do it
|gain,.we'd.go tothe interior designer first, and then bring the architect in to
!S.p !f'. rain and snow out". (CUìnformant). This pointi to two situations.
First, the interior desig_ner had given se-rvices i,vtrictr satisfied the primary desires
of the two members. Second, ã Lack of understanding of the architecfí actions
on behatf of the two members, which was evidenf at certain points in the
interviews with the CU informant. This is tikel.y due simply to the'degree which
the architect took it.upon himself to educate t-he buil.ding-committeõregarding
his design pro.cess. 

-However, this is speculation onLy, asihe two membðrs'tacÉ
of understanding of certain actions ôf the architeðt was not investigated as
part of the case study. It should be noted that the client and the ãrchitect
maintain .q re_spqcfut, positive, and friendty re[ationship. This was explicitly
stated by the CU informant, and confirmed thiough discusdion with the arihitecd.

(31) 132 .Regarding the fact thlt there were no heritage buiLdings in Rosetown, one
informant said to me, "That's [ike asking, Are y:ou history?",

(32) 133 As indjcated þV.the case study, there are other, more powerful, social and
cultural controls in place.
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Figure 89. Exterior photograph keys

Note: Diagram not to scate
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Figure 90. Rosetown water tower

RDCU

buitding

Figure 91. Exterior photograph 1., view from water tower to Main Street
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Figure 92. Exterior photograph 2, Main Street, southward
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Figure 93. Exterior photograph 3, Main Street from RDCU buitding, southward
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Figure 94. Exterior photograph 4, Main Street, northward
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Figure 95. Exterior photograph 5, Main Street, northward
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Figure 96. Exterior photograph 6, Main Street, southward

Figure 97. Exterior photograph 7, Main Street, northward
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Figure 98. Exterior photograph 8, Main Street, northward, featuring RDCU buiLding

Figure 99. Exterior photograph 9, RDCU buitding from Pioneer etevator, by PhiLip M.

Brown. Courtesy of Phitip M. Brown.
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Figure 100. Exterior photograph 10, RDCU buiLding

Figure 10L. Exterior photograph L1, panorama featuring RDCU buiLding
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Figure 102. Exterior photograph 1.2, pocket park and mechanical area

Figure 103. Exterior photograph RDCU buil.ding, main entrance



Figure 104. Exterior photograph 14, RDCU building, landscaped area at corner
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Fìgure 105. Exterior photograph 15, close up of credit
union sign
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Figure 106. Exterior photograph 16, RDCU

buitding, First Avenue entrance

Figure 107. Exterior photograph 17, First Avenue, westward
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Figure 108. Exterior photograph 18, RDCU buitding, aLtey side
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Note: At[ interior photographs were taken
with a 28MM wide angle [ens. This type of [ens
has a broader fietd of vision than the human eye,
with the effect that some spaces may appear to
be larger than they actuatly are.
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Figure 109. Main Level interior photograph keys
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Figure 110. Interior photograph 1, lobby

Figure L11. Interior photograph 2, lobby



Figure 112. Interior photograph 3, atrium trees and glass curtain wa[[

Figure 1L3. Interior photograph 4, view from lobby down to waterfatl
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Figure 114. Interior photognph 5, [obby from reception desk

Figure 115. Interior photograph 6, MSO stations from reception area



Figure 116. Interior photograph 7, members standing at MSO stations

Figure 117. Interior photograph 8, MSO station



Figure 118. Interior photograph 9, view across MSO station through to atrium

Figure 119. Interior photograph 10, loans officer office from haltway



Figure 120. Interior photograph 11, accounting and administrative secretary area
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Sampte key:

Direction of
photograph:

Location of
photographer:

Figure number:

Note: At[ interior photographs were taken
with a 28MM wide angte [ens. This type of lens
has a broader fietd of vision than the human eye.
with the effect that some spaces may appear to
be larger than they actuatty are.
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Figure 121. Basement interior photograph keys
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Figure 122. Interior photograph 12, atrium and waterfall

Figure 123. Interior photograph 13, atrium and waterfall
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tigure 1?4. Interior photograph 'J.4, from boardroom tobby toward atrium

Figure 125. Interior photograph 15, boardroom
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tôwering prufits, the rest ofus were appalled.

Comnunity editore tÆok note of t-he public
di¡kÊss. B€fDr€ lorg, theb æluñ¡s wæ fiUed w¡tfr
queetiou about rouing bÐÌ chùges, and rude
@mÐt6 about lom pmctiø.

At the hæd of the pande was one of the most
dougùty battlffi on the Gmt Plairu. Gladya Ïbylor,
publieber emeritus of the Five-Village Weekly, of
Iri@, h"" Eore tùm a thæreticst ht€rut in
banhs. While many fe¡¡ales have been
overyhelned by banker resista¡ce when they
lauched m eutæ4rriæ, this wæ not tbe @se Fith
ou Gladye. Buue sbe woulil¡t t¿ke no fc m
æswu, ebo fouded a tidy publishiag mpire.

Ite Taylor notivatiæ for talking a.bout b¡nk¡ is
frod ia tàe æport of the LIN Co¡femnæ o¡ Womo

{Sew 8" Wberc
tùe chartered banks give !o the mll æmmuiËee.
It cites the rue of gtmundirg onmuitiea iá
whicb the bæks cloeed their branchee md the
s¡edit uniom took ovs- I¡ Boiævai¡ todsy, it ir
reporied that the lml broch ofthe ædituion is
bigger tha¡ th€ local bmù of tåe Rsyal.

If tbia subject intereste you, theD aak your
libruim to get you a æpy of 'Snall Buinæs æd
the Big B".L¡," published by Inrimer. Author
Suem Bellm, also m eutrepreneu, eminee
flrrent barl practim by citing æ hi.storiw of
ompæiæ of prcmire tbat wae abudoned by tåeü
bank¡ when erpusion put them into æ¡h-flos
mc!æ.

I wieh I could tell you the story of a emall
mÐufâctüjry plet that is about to læve a prairje
t¡m ud movê to a big city. lte bank won't lend it
e¡pmeion money æ long u it eta¡re io the toÐ
Alæ, the proprietor won't let me identiþ him. Wbat
this tellameia thaÇin bukilg circlæ, town iabad,
city ie gæd.

Thinking about banks rominde me of eome
iloggerelllmedæalad-

'That money t¿lks,/ I'll ¡ot deny/ I heard it
speak / It said gædbye,"

c-2

One of its rommendatioæ is for ìendiag Fmgmr
for mmen in bu¡inege.

If you have your wallets a¡d hudbags hualy,
Gladys Taylor will mahe 5rcu a wagrr. 'I'll wager
that if you, the average womm, walked ia to yow
buk tomomow aud aeked for a lom ùo Btart a
businese, you'd be g¡æted the eme my I was.'
Sbe aa¡n you wi.ll fæ hmr laed with ekepticism-

At Melfort, the ediør asks you ta "thi¡k of all
the good things chate¡ed bmkc bave done for you
lately . . . it dæm't ta.ke IoDg Ðd it's a short list."
TheD ómes that sorry mitaÌ low interut oD Jreur
aaving, ud bigh interestotr Jrcu lrru; reductiæ
ia penonal æwiæ ud inmæ in ænice chagæ.
libis æruat is jut one of muy t¡ fâst¿À onto
that dmiptive adective obæne.

Ttre Boimruia Recorder challeoge the æniæ

(McGuiness 1996)
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D. O. WHEELOCKT Prc* Ánd Gcn- Mgr.
H, B. LEWIS, ViccPræ.

F. E. HOPKINS, Scc,-Tæa¡oro
C- M. HOPKINS, Dl¡actor

Sept. 12, L2.

Messrs McPherson and McCurdy Ltd.
Bell Btock,
lVinnipeg, Man.

Gentlemen:

Our Mr. H. B. Lewis has requeste$ m9 to give you some data on the progress of
Rosetown, Sask. I therefore take pleasing in submiting to you the follõwiñg facts and
figures.

Rosetown will be three years old next November and now has a population of 1200
people. Property assessment in7912 is $1.000,000.

There are three banks in Rosetown, two of which have recently erected targe brick
buiLdings. Rosetown is a di-stributing poin! for a large area of the richest farrñing
cgqltry in the Plovince and the crops in this sectioñ are excellent. Last year yiõlds
of 29 bushels of flax per acre, 

-45 
bushets of wheat and 120 bushels of oatí per acre

were raised. The merchants of Rosetown all carnr tarqe stocks of att kinds õf
merchandise to supply the demand of this rapidiy grõwing town and country.

Two good hotels are in-operation here with a combined= capacity of ll0 róoms, four
restaurants and two rooming houses with 140 rooms. AlL these roôms are filted each
night and often times people are compelted to seek rooms in private homes.

Rosetown has a good schoot costing $14000. and three churches. Four lumber
,ya{gg. are as busy here as the proverbiãl bees furnishing tumber for the many
buildings under construction.-

The business men of Rosetown subscribed in two hours $40,000. for the F[ax
Decor[icating Co. I:t$, and this- cgmlaly has built its plans and is now instatting 12 of
these machines, which are built in Parii, to extract thã fibre from the ftax straw.
This, the o$V¡g fibre mitt of its kind in the country, witl emptoy forty men on the
present unit of 1.2 machines and double this number if the secõnd unitäf machines is

pgt r¡ as contemplaJed. This company has a good flowing well of soft water.
The Rosetown Machine and Automobile Co. ha-s a weLl equipped machine shop and

auto.mobile garage which hotds 50 cars. An opera house an¿ inbøng picture thôatre
has bought.its.¡i.tg.and is.putting gp a buitding to cost $10,000. Tlie-town is putting
in an electric lighting and poweiplãnt.

- The fo.tlo$ng are some of the industries that are figuring with the board of trade
for sites in Rosetown, sash and door factory ftour milt-, brerirery etc. Funds have
been raised for a 30 bed hospital. to cost $íS,OOO. and a site hãs a site has been
offered for same.

A large.skating rink and a good hockey and curling rink furnish amusement and
recreationi in the winter monfhs. The Roìetown Base--batt ctub won the
championship of the province for two years. At the tast etection Rosetown elected a
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member to Parliament from this district. The Canadian Northern receipts show over
$500,000.

Four hundred traction engines have been shippped into Rosetown and two mitlion
bushels _of graln shipped qut þst year. The C. N. R. is now building freight sheds,
more side tracks spurs and sidings.

The C.P.R. witl give Rosetown a direct line to Moose-Jaw and the Twin cities in six
weela with the comletion of the bridge at 0utlook. The receipts at the C.P.R. station
show over $100,000. cash business in ten months and the collect business shows as
high as $80,000. per month.

Hoping this information witt be of some service to you.
I beg to remain,
Yours very truty,

F.E. Hopkins

P.S. the C.N.R. have a proposed branch from Regina to Rosetown and the Grand
Trunk a proposed line from Biggar to Swift Current to touch Rosetown.

Courtesy of the Saskatchewan fuchives Board
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CritLcal Ðesåga Requirenents Requf.reð

PARKI¡IG ÏÐT

- anpÌe st,aff parking and plug-ins
- anpl-e mernber parking

ENfRY

- easy access

å,T¡d

- ÀTl{ lobby
- balancing room
- street visible

MåTN I¡BBY

- public washroo¡os?
- spacious and attractive
- natural and managed. traffic flov¡
- atl services visible (you know v¡trere to
- communication (infonnatlon centre, rate
RECEPTTONIST DESK

- currently - L steno/receptionist/loan
- 1 admin secretary

- proninent
- welt-signed
- well-Iit,

UEMBER SER\TCE OFFICER ATÀ.TION

- currently 4 stations
- sit d.ov¡n and, stand up
- confidential
- all visibte to rnember
- comfortable
- ergonomically designed

OFFTCES

go)
board) strategically located

- present - 4 management, L ad¡nin sec, 3 loan officers, + roo¡n for expansion
- spacioue, private, sound. proof
- outsid.e waII offices
- good J_ighting
- v¡ired for autoruation and moveability
TIå,CEINE ROOI{

- central location
- anple in size
- IÀN wirlng
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VAULT

- split vault
- inside escape mechanísm
- inside light sr¡itch and telephone
- Iocation
gfORåGE

- cent.ralized for day-to-day supplies
- basement for historic
- anple in size
- sone fireproof
BOå,RD ROOI{

- separate room fron staff rooru, office and t.raining room - total 9 directors
- spacious
- r¡eIl done but not extravagant
- optional board lounge
- attendance at raeetings - 9 dÍrectors, 4 management, L secretary + room for

nore

¡{EETrsrc/TRå,r}rrNc RooMs

- room for seating/training (50 people)
- tied in with staff roon kitcheñ
SEAPF ROOU

- 20 staff
- kitchen/dining/lounge
- relaxed atroosphere
- optional - showersrlockers, games room

SECT'RITY

- buttons at all stations and r¡all offices
- reliable all nlght back-up

ÃCCTG,/EDP,/MSO WORK å.RAA

- out of sight
- brai¡sÈor¡¡

coÄÍ ROOt'f

- coat roon/lockers
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General CDR

- all nechanical in basement (not on roof)
- executive meeting roorn (optional)
- fuII basemenL
- Iighting, ample and energy efficient, natural, non-inLrusive to compuLer

usage
- signage - visible, tasteful, consistent
- air guality, fresh, moist, draft free, ternperature control, dust and

contamlnant free
- healthy, r¡o one backing against a Pc, no one sitting on a rad
- ÀTM room, include space for night deposit, ÀTM, courier
- builcling environmental friendly, aesthetically pleasÍng with a presence

(unJ-gue features or showcase without exotic ¡narble from lransylvania)
- clear, free span (l-OO PSI roof)
- elevator, space for elevator (design it in)
- ability to add second floor
- cost control
- concern about flat roof
Other CDR

GeDeraI Statements
1" ÀI1 areas accessible to the handicapped
2- Provision for expansion
3" ProvÍsion for data processing wiring in all levels for present and

future
4. Should t¡e have a small storage for Janitor supplies on each floor.
Basement Lgv6l
1. Contain sick roonn
2. Janitor room and maintenance equipment roo¡n (sink 1or* to fJ-oor)
3. Built in co¡¡mercial vacuum??

fnterior-ceneral
L. Low mainÈenance interior, eg. brÍck, glass, gLazed, ceramic tile, etc.

E:.terLor
1. To create an image, but not too flarnboyant

Courtesy of Prairie Centre Credit Union.
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Figure 127. Client sketch 2.
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Figure 126. Client sketch ].. Courtesy of the architect.
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Courtesy of the architect.
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Figure L29. Client sketch 4. Courtesy
of the architect.
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Figure 1.28. Ctient sketch 3. Courtesy of the architect.
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Figure 130. Ctient sketch 4 (based on architect's concepts). Courtesy of
the architect.
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Figure 131. Architect sketch L. Courtesy of the architect.
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Figure 132. Architect sketch 2. Courtesy of the architect.
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Figure 133. Architect sketch 3. Courtesy of the architect.



Figure 134. Architect design sketch 1., Site Anatysis. Courtesy of the architect.



Figure 135. Architect design sketch 2, Main Floor 0rganization Diagram.
Courtesy of the architect.
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Figure 136. Architect design sketch 3, Main Floor Ptan. Courtesy of the architect.
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Figure 137. Architect design sketch 4, Basement Ftoor P[an. Courtesy of the architect.
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Figure L38. Architect design sketch 5, Main Ftoor P[an. Courtesy of the architect.
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Figure 139. Architect design sketch 6, Pretiminary MSO station. Courtesy of the
arch itect.
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Figure 140. Architect design sketch 7, Second Floor Lease Space. Courtesy of the
architect.
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Figure 141. Architect design sketch 8, Second Ftoor Lease Space. Courtesy of the
architect.
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Figure 1.42. Architect design sketch 9, Main Floor P[an. Courtesy of the architect.
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Figure 143. Architect design sketch, Main Floor Ptan. Courtesy of the architect.
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Figure 144. Architect design sketch LL, Basement Floor P[an. Courtesy of the
architect"
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Figure 1.45. Architect design sketch 12, Roof P[an. Courtesy of the architect.
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Figure 146. Architect design sketch 13, Second Floor Ptan Alternate. Courtesy
of the architect.
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Figure 1.47. Architect design sketch 1.4, MSO Station. Courtesy of the architect.
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Figure 148. Architect design sketch, elevation study. Courtesy of the architect.
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Figure L49. Architect design sketch 15, Main Ftoor P[an. Courtesy of the architect.
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Figure 150. Architect design sketch L6, MSO Station. Courtesy of the architect.
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Figure L5L, Architect design drawing, Southwest E[evation.

.''

Figure 152. Architect design drawing, West Elevation. Courtesy of the archìtect.
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Figure 153. Architect design drawing, South Elevation. Courtesy of the architect.
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Figure 154. Architect construction document, Site Ptan. Courtesy of the architect.
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An octagon witiin a square.

Figure 156. RDCU buiLding, geometrical system, analysis diagram L
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(1) Find that buitdìng is square. (2) Find square drawn through cotumns.

Figure 157. RDCU buiLding, geometrical system, anatysis diagram 2



(3) Since square ABEF is not congruent
with FGHi, neither is the square found
in step 1. Find square CDJK, which is
congruent wíth FGHI.

(a) Find rotated square which
runs through the centre points
of each side of CDJK.

Figure 158. RDCU building, geometrical system, analysis diagram 3
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(5) Rotate the rotated square 45o (6) Shift the square along its
diagonal axis to where two of its sjdes
correspond with two sides of the
square drawn through the co[umns.

Figure 159. RDCU buiLding, geometrical system, analysis diagram 4



(7) Rotate the square. (8) Trace the octagon created
by the two squares.

Figure L60. RDCU buiLding, geometrical system, analysis diagram 5
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(1) Determine configuration of MSO stations.

Figure 16L. RDCU buitding, architect's geometric procedure, diagram i.
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(2) Find square surrounding MSO stations.

Figure L62. RDCU building, architect's geometric procedure, diagram 2



(3) DeveLop square grid based on MSO stations.

Figure 163. RDCU buiLding, architect's geometric procedure, diagram 3



(4) Draw octagon based on MSO stations.

Figure 164. RDCU buiLding, architect's geometric procedure, diagram 4



(5) Increase size of perimeter square due to
ctient's wish for targer offices.

Figure 165. RDCU buiLding, architect's geometric procedure, diagram 5
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Figure L66. RDCU buitding, geometricat system diagram
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